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In memory of Richard Hataj (1935-2012) 

The ancient rabbis said that a father was obligated to teach his son a trade:  

“whoever does not teach his son a trade has taught him robbery.” 

 

Dad, thanks for teaching me a trade! 

 

 

 

 



  

 

 

 

 

See, I have chosen Bezalel son of Uri, the son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah,
 
and I 

have filled him with the Spirit of God, with wisdom, with understanding, with 

knowledge and with all kinds of skills—
 
to make artistic designs for work in gold, 

silver and bronze,
 
to cut and set stones, to work in wood, and to engage in all 

kinds of crafts. 

 –Exodus 31:2-5  

 
 
For the creation waits in eager expectation for the children of God to be revealed. 

–Romans 8:19  
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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this project is to show how and why a character-based curriculum 

rooted in sound theology can help provide high school students interested in 

manufacturing find purpose and direction in their choosing a career.  

In collaboration with the Edgerton Senior High School in Edgerton, Wisconsin, 

this project was hosted at Edgerton Gear, Inc., a medium-sized gear manufacturer I own 

and serve as president of the company. In response to a perceived skills gap in 

manufacturing, the Edgerton High School has endeavored to provide educational and 

career opportunities for students not interested in a traditional four-year university 

education. Recognizing manufacturing is often wrongly perceived as a dirty, dark and 

dangerous profession, I developed a curriculum to expose students to the world of high- 

tech manufacturing while attempting to influence their characters and worldviews 

through a comprehensive approach, including teaching, praxis, mentoring, and reflection. 

During a semester, students were engaged on the shop floor with mentors 80 percent of 

their time, while the remaining 20 percent was spent in a classroom, with the emphasis on 

real world application and development of virtuous character. Behind this curriculum is 

the truth that character development and spiritual formation take place centrally in the 

context of work rather than a classroom or retreat center.  

Two teaching sessions were conducted with a total of fourteen students involved. 

Research findings were gleaned from student journals and evaluations, mentor and 

teacher feedback, and direct observation. The results show marked improvement in self-

worth, understanding of the value of work and trades, and definitive direction in career 

choices.
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CHAPTER 1. 

STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

My research questions is, To what extent can high school students in Edgerton, 

Wisconsin, become formed as craftspeople with character through a comprehensive 

approach including teaching, praxis, mentoring, and theological reflection? I have chosen 

this project for three reasons. First of all, I simply need to do it as a continuation of my 

spiritual journey. Second, my business and industry necessitates the recruitment and 

mentoring of a new generation of quality machinists. Lastly, the local high school has 

invited me. 

Personal Motive 

Before I enrolled at Bakke Graduate University (BGU) in the fall of 2009, I never 

would have imagined that I would be doing a project that would hopefully help young 

people discover their callings and careers as machinists. In fact, I wasn’t even sure why I 

was enrolling at BGU except that Paul Stevens, a long time mentor and friend, thought it 

would be a good idea. Beginning with Pete Hammond thirty years ago, I have always 

taken my mentors’ suggestions seriously. Before I knew it, I was on a plane to Ghana for 

an Overture I course in January of 2010. I must emphasize I was then at a place 

spiritually where I was wondering why God had ever called my wife and I back to 

Edgerton, Wisconsin, to take over the family business eighteen years previously. The 

business was now a greater success; my parents had mostly retired, and I was 

approaching mid-life, wondering what God had in mind for me and my family the second 

half of our lives. Managing the gear shop had never been an overly joyful experience. 
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I’ve never been passionate about being a machinist. Taking over the business was more 

about obedience than anything. My wife and I always believed coming back to Edgerton 

would be a short term mission, so to speak. Once we turned the business around, surely 

God would move us on to a more meaningful form of ministry. My theology of running 

the gear shop was pretty solid with mentors like Pete Hammond and Paul Stevens. I knew 

what I was doing here was ministry, but there was a sense that maybe God forgot about 

my wife and I. Doing anything for eighteen years out of obedience rather than joy tends 

to wear on a person’s spiritual health, so when Paul Stevens suggested I enroll at BGU, I 

think I saw it more of a possible open door that would lead to an exit from Edgerton 

Gear. I would, however, soon discover I was in desperate need of healing and 

transformation, which my Overture I course would demonstrate. In fact, every subsequent 

course I took through BGU revealed more issues on personal and professional levels that 

had varying degrees of toxicity. As the idea for this project began to germinate and grow, 

it suddenly dawned on me that I was creating a curriculum for the seventeen-year-old 

David Hataj that was so lost, alone, and purposeless.  

My entire life has been a search for meaning and significance. The search began 

back as the teenage son of a gear maker working in a grimy machine shop. For the life of 

me, I could not figure out how being a gear maker had anything to do with living a life of 

purpose and meaning, but I learned the trade in spite of despising it. When I committed 

my adult life to following Jesus, as many of my writings demonstrate, my search for 

meaning led me on the typical career path for young Christian pastors; however, after 

eight years of heartache and failures in the Church, God led my new bride and me back to 

Edgerton, in the words of yet another mentor, “to return to the scene of the crime.” What 
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he meant was God often calls his children back to the place where they were most deeply 

wounded.  

It became apparent God wanted me to wrestle with the generational scars of 

alcoholism in my family and discover a degree of relational health in both family and 

business. For the next eighteen years, I endured the desert, metaphorically speaking, 

guiding the business, dealing with layer after layer of familial and personal dysfunction, 

and working through the grief of the passing of my father last year. By returning to my 

hometown, it seems I’ve had to relive every painful memory of my childhood and face 

my demons, not the least of which was my loathing of the family business. For the most 

part, however, I’ve made peace with the place God planted me. In fact, especially in the 

past four years with BGU, I have not only come to embrace my calling as a gear maker 

but have come to deeply appreciate the world of the trades as sacred work. I’ve seen how 

my company’s job of making gears literally touches the world, and how craftspeople the 

world over and their work are closer to the heart of God than perhaps I’ve ever realized.  

The blue-collar world I grew up in is full of craftsmen and tradespeople that have 

never heard the good news that their work, their vocation, is an opportunity to express 

their God-given position of royalty in serving their Creator. How I needed to hear this 

message as a seventeen-year-old, to have a world view that I was put on this planet for a 

reason. Why did I want to do this project? It is simply because I want to help those young 

people that are supposedly not college material like myself and looked down upon as 

“shop class hicks,” to find their path as princes and princesses much sooner than I did. 
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Professional Motive 

My second reason for writing this curriculum does not lack self-interest. The 

manufacturing industry is in crisis. As my company, Edgerton Gear, Inc. can attest to, 

manufacturing worldwide is in dire need of a skilled workforce. “About 10 million 

manufacturing jobs cannot be filled worldwide because of a shortage of skilled 

workers.”
1
The article states that here in the United States “about 600,000 jobs in 

manufacturing remain unfilled, a situation that is expected to get worse in the next three 

to five years as older workers retire.” The title of a recent article in Forbes summarizes 

the problem, America’s Skilled Trades Dilemma: Shortages Loom as Most-In-Demand 

Group of Workers Ages.” “If the skills shortage is debatable today,” economic 

development consultant Brian Kelsey wrote last year, “it likely won’t be at some point in 

the future.”
2
 The article continues: 

In 2012, 53 percent of skilled-trade workers in the U.S. were 45 years and older, 

according to EMSI, and 18.6 percent were between the ages of 55 and 64.Contrast 

those numbers with the overall labor force, where 44 percent of workers were at 

least 45 years old, and 15.5 percent of jobs were held by the 55-to-64 

demographic.
3
 

  

The obvious question is why aren’t younger workers entering the trades? I argue 

is it a matter of perception and accessibility. There continues to be a general perception 

that manufacturing is dirty, dark, dangerous, and monotonous work. Accessibility is a 

problem as high schools have reduced or closed their technical education departments as 

                                                 
1
 Alejandra Cancino, “Shortage of Skilled Workers Leave 10 Million Jobs Unfilled, Resport 

Says,” Chicago Tribune, April 24 2012. 

2
 Joshua Wright, “America's Skilled Trades Dilemma: Shortages Loom as Most-in-Demand Group 

of Workers Ages,” Forbes, 3/07/2013 2013, http://www.forbes.com/sites/emsi/2013/03/07/americas-

skilled-trades-dilemma-shortages-loom-as-most-in-demand-group-of-workers-ages/ (accessed Nov. 5, 

2013). 

3
 Ibid. 
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they have steered students into four-year colleges while omitting the skilled trades as a 

viable career option for many young people. Eric Speigel, president and CEO of Siemens, 

reflects my experience in my industry and community. 

Modern manufacturing, for a lack of a better term, has a branding problem. It has 

an image problem, especially with younger workers. This is not your father’s 

manufacturing. This is not the industry of strong backs and soiled hands that Saul 

Bellow wrote about. This is one of the most sophisticated, highly skilled, forward-

looking and innovative areas of business in the world today. Until we close this 

perception gap—and position manufacturing as a career worth pursuing in the 

minds of millions of young people, their parents and school administrators—we 

are never going to get to the next level. We need to create an environment of 

respect around skilled technical workers and their careers. This is where the world 

is going. There has never been a better, more hopeful time to be in manufacturing 

than right now.
4
 

For Edgerton Gear, Inc. and other hi-tech manufacturing companies, a search for 

new, skilled employees has been fruitless. Placing an advertisement for job openings 

always results in applicants with no prior experience or understanding of what the skilled 

positions require. I argue, however, the problem goes deeper than the lack of skilled 

workers. It is the lack of skilled workers with virtuous character. 

On the rare occasion that a skilled machinist does grace Edgerton Gear’s 

doorway, the interview process almost always reveals failed drug tests, a criminal record, 

and/or a dismal track record with other employers. If a machinist is talented and has 

reasonable character, he/she already has a good job and their employer will usually do 

almost anything to keep him or her. Edgerton Gear, Inc. and other companies have been 

forced to turn to the high school to actively recruit potential employees. The challenge, of 

course, is first of all convincing faculty and students that the skilled trades are a viable 

                                                 
4
 Carl Wiens, “The Experts: Countering the Biggest Misconceptions People Have About U.S. 

Manufacturing,” The Wall Street Journal, (2013), http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/ 

SB10001424127887323734304578544002471895078 (accessed November 5, 2013).  
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career. If that hurdle is cleared, those students that may be interested are often those who 

the school doesn’t deem as “college material.” These young people often come from 

broken homes, have low self-esteem and social skills, don’t recognize their own self-

worth, and have given little thought to a career choice, as my research will demonstrate. 

Can this curriculum change their worldview? Can it change the student? 

An Open Invitation 

The final phase of my work at BGU came in the form of an invitation from my 

local school district to revamp the technical education department. This is the same 

department in which I spent a great deal of time as a high school student from 1977-1981. 

I took almost every shop class offered, which included wood shop, auto mechanics, 

drafting, metal shop, and even a print shop. The print shop was closed years ago, but the 

others remained. Over thirty years later, much of the equipment I worked on was still 

there when I revisited the school. As I helped the school administrators devise a plan to 

drastically upgrade the department, it became apparent the technical education 

department had an even worse perception problem than when I attended. New equipment 

would definitely help, but there was still a big disconnect with real-world application. 

The students had no idea of the career opportunities the trades offered. Somehow they 

needed to be exposed to actual high-tech manufacturing. Soon after, the idea of an on-site 

curriculum was born.  

There has been much talk in Wisconsin about closing the skills gap in terms of 

helping high school students have employable job skills upon graduating or, at the very 

least, giving them direction to get training in fields that have labor shortages. As the high 

school principal in Edgerton often laments, employable skills require hard skills and soft 
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skills. He defines soft skills as social and behavioral skills that make a student a desirable 

candidate for employment. Being punctual, making eye contact, having a positive 

attitude, being teachable, enthusiastic, and professional are extremely important but 

lacking in many students. Although these traits are stressed by teachers, the principal 

points out that the impact on students is far greater when the instruction comes from 

employers and mentors. The principal and I agreed the curriculum was a wonderful 

opportunity to impress upon and reinforce the importance of soft skills on these students. 

Taking it a step further, I believed this invitation to teach was also an opportunity to help 

students with the bigger issues of life such as meaning and purpose. Again, the school 

was enthusiastically receptive.  

If nothing else, this project is at least exposing students to the world of 

manufacturing as a viable and worthy career choice. In so doing, perhaps future 

employees of Edgerton Gear will emerge and I will have a hand in shaping their 

characters. 

Audience 

The intended audience for this project is anyone in a position to influence the 

career choices of young people. Pastors, high school administrators, parents, teachers, 

and professors could all benefit from examining America’s cultural assumptions about 

the trades and education. I am especially hopeful this project will encourage parents and 

teachers who feel a degree of despondency over the youth in their charge who aren’t 

deemed “college material.”  

Stakeholders 

The stakeholders in this project are as follows: 
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1. David Hataj 

2. Edgerton Gear, Inc. – As mentioned above, our company’s long term 

sustainability is dependent on a new generation of skilled, virtuous machinists. 

3. Edgerton Gear employees – Since the employees of Edgerton Gear play a vital 

role in the curriculum, the demands on their time and energy will be significant. 

4. Students in the Edgerton, Wisconsin school district – As all of the students 

enrolling in this course are in a position to make major career choices, hopefully 

this project will provide some guidance in their choices as well as in their 

development as young adults. 

5. The Edgerton High School – The superintendant, principal, and technical 

education teacher are taking a risk in endorsing this project. It is outside the norm, 

and its success or failure will have an impact on future policy concerning 

technical education in the Edgerton School District. 

6. Dr. Paul Stevens – As one of my principal mentors for over twenty years, this 

project is an extension of his life work.  

7. BGU – With BGU’s emphasis on Theology of Work (TOW) and transformational 

leadership, I would not have arrived at this project without BGU’s formative 

influence over the past four years. 

8. Parents, teachers, and mentors of youth – As described above, the audience for 

this project will hopefully be encouraged in providing another career option for 

young people in finding meaning and purpose in the trades. 

9. Future employers of the students enrolled in this curriculum – It is difficult to 

estimate the future impact these students will have in other companies. In a recent 

conversation, however, with another machine shop in Wisconsin about the 

project, the manager incredulously asked me where I was finding students, 

reflecting their need for young machinists. 

Integration with Various Dimensions of Transformational Leadership  

This project arguably integrates all eight perspectives of Transformational 

Leadership taught at BGU. 

1. Calling-Based – This project is simply an extension of God calling me back to 

Edgerton Gear over twenty years ago. In addition, the curriculum itself explores 

concepts of calling contextualized for high school students. 
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2. Incarnational – As the second generation owner, my calling is inherently 

incarnational. 

 

3. Reflective – As the leader of the company, I’ve had to constantly reflect how God 

is intimately involved in the birth, growth, and direction of Edgerton Gear and in 

me.  

 

4. Servanthood – Ultimately, this project and my twenty plus years at Edgerton Gear 

is about serving my employees, customers and vendors, and high school students. 

 

5. Contextual – This project is essentially an exercise in contextualizing TOW for 

high school students in a manufacturing environment. 

 

6. Prophetic – Prophets speak into imbalances and deficiencies of what God 

intended. This project has a prophetic quality in the sense that it is speaking into 

wrong perceptions that have detrimental consequences for industry and youth. 

 

7. Shalom – Many of these young people have been disenfranchised. A shalom 

community is one of wholeness, peace, and hope. If this project is successful, 

these youths will discover a place in the community with purpose and meaning. 

 

8. Global – Edgerton Gear has a global reach as its gears are in equipment on every 

continent. Through relationships with customers, we empower them to not only 

be successful but Edgerton Gear also models Kingdom values. This project allows 

the company to sustain and further our global impact. 

Scope and Limitations 

Edgerton is a small city, and Edgerton Gear is a relatively small company of 

approximately thirty employees. Although the need for skilled machinists is 

overwhelming, this project’s scope is impacting only about a dozen students. In addition, 

the timeframe in which to mentor and impact these students is less than five months. 

Though some of the students may eventually become youth apprentices in Edgerton 

Gear, the long lasting effects this project will have on them will be difficult to ascertain. 
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CHAPTER 2. 

CONTEXT OF MINISTRY 

In this section I will cover the five contexts of this project, progressing from the 

broad context of theology of work down to the specific context of my own family.  

1. Preoccupation of theology of work emphasis on white-collar and professional 

roles 

 

2. Neglect of the trades 

3. The cultural context of the United States 

4. The context of Edgerton Wisconsin 

5. The context of my own family story 

Theology of Work Emphasis on White-Collar and Professional Roles 

I have had the privilege of being personally introduced to the Theology of Work 

movement arguably in its infancy by Pete Hammond in the mid-1980s. Back then, Pete 

always referred to it simply as Marketplace. I was an apprentice in my father’s gear shop, 

had recently professed renewed faith in Jesus, and stopped drinking, realizing I had 

become an alcoholic like the previous three generations on my father’s side and at least 

two generations on my mother’s side. Pete had undergone a similar transition and took 

me under his wing to disciple me in the ways of the Kingdom of God. Whenever I asked 

what he did for a living, I could never get a straight answer from him. I think he wanted 

to make sure I got to know him as, in his words, “a fellow beggar of bread who had found 

the bread of life” before I discovered the bigger-than-life Pete Hammond that many 

Christians saw him as.  
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Finally, the second year of being part of the Hammond family, Pete invited me to, 

what he called, a gathering of folks that shared my passion for serving God. This 

“gathering” was seventeen thousand college students at the Urbana 1984 conference in 

Urbana, Illinois. It was one of the highlights of my young Christian life. Along with 

thousands upon thousands of other young people, I wanted to give my all for God, but I 

was just a machinist and out of the hundreds of mission agencies in Assembly Hall from 

all over the world, there wasn’t one that knew what to do with a machinist. I tell this story 

because that was the first time I experienced a bias against the blue-collar trades. It was 

obviously unintentional but it exposed a tremendous weakness in the Church that people 

like Pete Hammond, Paul Stevens, and Robert Banks were trying to address. The Church 

and most Christians did not comprehend how their work and everyday lives were 

inherently important in the Kingdom of God. Humankind’s work does matter to God. 

This message resonated with many serious Christians as Marketplace Conferences were 

held in various cities across the United States. Books such as Your Work Matters to God
1
 

and Liberating the Laity
2
 became popular. In the 1990s, Pete spearheaded the ambitious 

Word in Life Study Bible. Robert Banks and Paul Stevens edited the tremendous work of 

The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity.
3
 The Marketplace Movement was 

gathering momentum. By the turn of the millennium, new authors, books, para-church 

organizations, and Christian trade associations dotted the landscape. New acronyms such 

as BAM (Business as Mission) and TOW (Theology of Work) gained traction; however, 

                                                 
1
 Doug Sherman and William Hendricks, Your Work Matters to God (Colorado Springs, CO: 

NavPress, 1987). 

2
 R. Paul Stevens, Liberating the Laity : Equipping All the Saints for Ministry (Downers Grove, 

IL: InterVarsity Press, 1985). 

3
 Robert J. Banks and R. Paul Stevens, The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity: An a-to-Z 

Guide to Following Christ in Every Aspect of Life (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 1997). 
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conspicuously absent from this fledging movement were conversations that included the 

blue-collar working class.  

Neglect of the Trades 

I remember speaking at the Gordon Conwell Theological Seminary in Boston 

with Paul Stevens a number of years ago, and the audience was representative of the 

Marketplace crowd: young professionals seeking careers in management and skilled 

professions such as medicine, law, and finance. Speaking at Moody Bible Institute with 

Pete Hammond, the audience was primarily undergraduate students preparing for careers 

in youth ministry, pastoral work, and missions, with a minority of students looking for 

professional careers.  

A brief look at the literature addressing Theology of Work again shows the 

emphasis on white-collar and professional roles. Books such as Doing God’s Business,
4
 

God the Worker,
5
 Working: Its Meaning and Its Limits,

6
 All You Who Labor

7
 are difficult 

reads for the average working class Christian. Books and resources for Christian business 

people are fairly abundant. Magnificence at Work,
8
 Business as a Calling,

9
 and Business 

                                                 
4
 R. Paul Stevens, Doing God's Business: Meaning and Motivation for the Marketplace (Grand 

Rapids, MI: William B. Eerdmans Pub. Co., 2006). 

5
 Robert J. Banks, God the Worker: Journeys into the Mind, Heart, and Imagination of God, North 

American ed. (Valley Forge, PA: Judson, 1994). 

6
 Gilbert Meilaender, Working: Its Meaning and Its Limits, The Ethics of Everyday Life (Notre 

Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2000). 

7
 Stefan Wyszy ski, All You Who Labor: Work and the Sanctification of Daily Life (Manchester, 

NH: Sophia Institute Press, 1995). 

8
 John Dalla Costa, Magnificence at Work: Living Faith in Business (Ottawa, Canada: Novalis, 

2005). 

9
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By The Book
10

 are wonderful works that help guide a Christian business owner, manager, 

or professional. Organizations such as Fellowship of Companies for Christ International 

and Os Hillman’s Marketplace Leaders are examples of support networks for Christian 

business people. Although I would like to believe there are resources and voices speaking 

into the lives of Christian blue-collar workers, and specifically Christian tradespeople, I 

am at a loss to find them. The trades and crafts are simply not valued among most 

Christians and churches except as simply a means to provide a living and income to 

support the ministry of the local church.  

The Cultural Context of the United States 

It could also be argued the trades aren’t valued among most Americans either. 

Mike Rowe, a cultural icon among blue-collar 

Americans, recently wrote an article for Popular 

Mechanics, lamenting the fact that high schools in 

the United States have discouraged students from 

pursuing the trades. Technical colleges have come to 

be viewed as an inferior educational path to four-year 

colleges and universities. In the late 1970s and 

1980s, depicting the trades as in this poster was 

common place. As Rowe states, 

Figure 1. Courtesy of MRWH 

Back then universities were promoting themselves aggressively, and propaganda 

like this was all over the place. Did it work? Well, it worked for colleges, that’s 

for sure. Enrollments soared. But at the same time, trade schools faltered. 
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Vocational classes began to vanish from high schools. Apprenticeship programs 

and community colleges became examples of “alternative education,” vocational 

consolation prizes for those who weren't “college material.” 

Today student loans eclipse $1 trillion. There's high unemployment among recent 

college graduates, and most graduates with jobs are not even working in their 

field of study. And we have a skills gap. At last count, 3 million jobs are currently 

available that either no one can do, or no one seems to want. How crazy is that?
11

 

Rowe makes two noteworthy points. The soaring student loan debt has garnered 

recent headlines as it has become increasingly difficult to repay these loans. A recent 

Forbes article drew attention to the fact that two-thirds of American college graduates 

will finish their schooling with debt. “How much? According to The Institute for College 

Access and Success (TICAS) Project on Student Debt, the average borrower will 

graduate $26,600 in the red… one in 10 graduates accumulate more than $40,000.”
12

 This 

national statistic mirrors the situation for students here in Wisconsin in the University of 

Wisconsin system where the average debt of student borrowers was $24,717 in 2009-

2010.
13

This statistic can be compared to a two-year technical or community college 

where only 38 percent of graduates have a debt burden of only $7000.
14

 

Does this added cost of education result in higher earning power? The answer is 

not necessarily. A 2012 report released by the U.S. Census Bureau analyzed earnings by 

type of degree and occupation found that, 
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the median salary for engineering majors (age 25 and up) was about $91,000 

annually, the highest of any profession. That was followed by computer science 

and mathematics majors who earned about $80,000 annually. Business majors 

earned median incomes of about $66,000 a year, while liberal arts and history 

majors earned median incomes of $59,000 a year.
15

 

During the course of their forty-year working career, the average engineer can 

expect to earn about $4 million, while someone with a bachelor’s degree will earn on 

average $2.1 million. The census report doesn’t examine the earning power of the trades 

in comparison, but a report by the U.S. Dept. of Labor in 2012 lists the mean annual 

hourly wage of $19.65 with an annual wage for machinists at $40,860, which equate to 

just over $1.6 million over a forty-year career.
16

 I would argue, however, these figures are 

quite low and don’t accurately represent the highly technical, computerized machinists in 

my industry. In fact, most of the shops that I am acquainted with, including Edgerton 

Gear, pay their journeyman machinists in excess of twenty-three dollars an hour. This 

wage also doesn’t take into account the amount of overtime that usually adds an 

additional ten thousand to twenty thousand dollars to their annual pay. In fact, a number 

of machinists I know make in excess of eighty thousand dollars per year with some 

making over one hundred thousand dollars. This salary puts them on par with an 

engineer’s salary. The question of the validity of higher earning power must take into 

account the degree, the cost (and potential debt) to obtain the degree, and the eventual 

occupation. In many cases, a journeyman tradesperson out-earns a four year college 

graduate. 
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The second issue Mike Rowe raises is perhaps even more succinct. Are all 

students meant to go to a four-year college?
17

 As the aforementioned Forbes article 

intimates, the answer is a resounding No! “But just as training to become a welder or 

computer controlled machine operator isn’t for everyone, pursuing a college degree 

doesn’t fit every student’s skill set.”
18

 

As in Rowe’s experience and for many others, working with one’s hands is very 

meaningful and purposeful, not to mention the element of gainful employment. 

Unfortunately, the emphasis on four-year colleges has greatly contributed to the dilemma 

those of us in manufacturing now face. 

Genevieve Stevens, interim dean for instruction at Houston Community College’s 

central campus, told the Houston Chronicle,  

For two or three generations, the focus has been to go to college, get a degree and 

in doing so you will ensure a brighter future with more access to 

employment...We started focusing on academic instruction, but left behind the 

notion of workforce education. However, in a two-year institution that costs less, 

the average work-force student can come out of that program with skills to gain 

immediate employment.
19

 

The Cultural Context of Edgerton, Wisconsin 

In the local high school in Edgerton, Wisconsin, Dr. Dennis Pauli, the school 

superintendent and Dr. Mark Coombs, the high school principal, have recognized this 

trend and realized not all students are meant to go to four-year colleges. Collaborating 

with Edgerton Gear this past spring, the superintendent, principal and I hosted a media 

day for Wisconsin’s Lieutenant Governor Rebecca Kleefisch to draw attention to “the 
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skills gap,” which Kleefisch says is the problem manufacturers are having in getting 

enough skilled workers. “What we are learning is we have a disconnect between workers 

who are not necessarily choosing the jobs that are available and the employers who are 

desperate to hire qualified workers.”
20

 

 High schools across the state of Wisconsin, such as in Edgerton, have finally 

awoken to the fact that the trades have been ignored or neglected for far too long, to the 

detriment of the students and employers. I remember when I first became an apprentice 

back in the early 1980s, there were twenty apprentices in my class. By the time I finished 

four years later, there were five. Since then, the numbers continued to decline as high 

schools began closing their shop classes and tech schools offered fewer and fewer classes 

in manufacturing.  

With the rush and infatuation with the computer age, a philosophy emerged that 

devalued all kinds of manual labor. As Matthew Crawford points out, the educational 

landscape today “assumes that all blue-collar work is as mindless as assembly line 

work.... It is also snobbish, since it evidently regards the trades as something ‘low.’”
21

 

This philosophy carried over to manufacturing as a perception that machine shops were 

dirty, dark, and dangerous. Edgerton High School’s shop teacher, with whom I’ve 

become close friends over the past year, recently told me that a professor in the 

University of Wisconsin system, who has gained great notoriety, has taken the stance 

over the years that the manual trades are a thing of the past. For over twenty years, he has 

been an authority on technical education in Wisconsin and is credited with convincing 
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high schools that wood, metal, and welding classes will no longer be necessary in this 

technological age. He argues that technical trades will be replaced by a form of 

laboratory scientists. I recently looked up this professor, and he is still teaching the same 

mantra, while manufacturers like Edgerton Gear are desperate to find a skilled work force 

or even young people that are even interested in the trades.  

Unfortunately, shop classes in high school, if they even exist, are horribly 

outdated with antiquated equipment. They only contribute to the perception of 

manufacturing being dirty and menial work. The only students who take these classes are 

usually perceived as those not bright or talented enough to go to a four-year college. In 

many cases, shop class is the last resort to keep some of these students from dropping out 

of school altogether. They are the students that the school has pretty much given up on as 

future contributors to society. Some of them are often labeled with learning disabilities 

because they have difficulty with theoretical math, sciences, and language. Ironically, 

some of these same students, I have discovered, are nothing short of geniuses when it 

comes to tacit knowledge, solving practical problems that require a hands-on approach, 

but their accessibility to the world of trades is greatly restricted because schools’ 

ignorance of the role of trades in keeping modern civilization functioning. I often remark 

that if it were not for the skilled trades of machinists, electricians, plumbers, 

seamstresses, masons, etc., everyone would be living in caves, killing things to eat with 

clubs. Young people need to be aware of the myriad of opportunities for employment and 

meaningful work. The world needs the young people to grab hold of these trades. 

A major issue a new trade curriculum must address is one that is related to the 

effect of post modernism on the younger generation. James Sire charts our Western 
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culture’s digression from theism to deism to naturalism to the quagmire of eclectic 

worldviews our young people face today. Rarely do I meet a young person who has any 

comprehension of the Creator and “his intimate connection with and interest in his 

creation.”
22

 As I have watched my three sons grow and become acquainted with their 

classmates, I saw firsthand the aimlessness of their generation that Sire speaks of. “Our 

age, which more and more is coming to be called postmodern, finds itself afloat in a 

pluralism of perspectives, a plethora of philosophical possibilities, but with no dominant 

notion of where to go or how to get there.”
23

 Without a well defined worldview, young 

people seem to be easily swayed by pop culture and the allure of materialism. It seems 

reasonable to me that a curriculum for the trades rooted in a biblical theology of work 

must first expose and challenge the worldviews young people cling to. It must help 

students “to discover [their] own faith, [their] own worldview, and [their] beliefs about 

reality.”
24

 

Since this curriculum is an expression of my Christian worldview, the challenge is 

to contextualize the good news in such a way that is engaging, relevant, and theologically 

true in the context of the trades. In other words, how can a curriculum on the trades 

communicate truth? Much has been said of late of value based education, but whose 

values and what are they based on? Contextualizing the gospel in a trade curriculum will 

obviously adhere to biblical values. I believe a focus on virtuous character development 

is a practical way of bringing biblical truth to the table of high school education. 
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Since Edgerton High School has entrusted their students to my business and my 

teaching, I need to honor that trust by being respectful of the pluralism of a public school 

and not be overtly religious and preachy. I am, however, firmly committed to 

communicating truth. As Bruce Nichols argues in Contextualization, Christians are 

notorious for either being culturally insensitive or syncretistic in their attempts to 

communicate the gospel.
25

 For high school students, I don’t want to come across as a 

religious nut, but neither can truth be watered down so that it’s not recognizable. As a 

Christian, I believe with Nichols “God is the sovereign Creator and Lord who controls 

the created world and acts within it according to his own purpose [and] the Word of God 

changes the direction of culture and transforms it.”
26

 I also have my own cultural baggage 

which is, as Nichols states, my own “pre-understandings.” I am a “receiver of the gospel 

who [has responded] from within the context of [my] own culture.”
27

 I, too, am a work in 

progress along with the students but am also a leader of the process in discovering truth. I 

need to constantly be cognizant of Nichols’ point; “True and faithful communication of 

the gospel begins with the contextualization of the gospel in the life of the 

communicator.”
28

 

I see the curriculum introducing the world of crafts and trades to young people, so 

they can possibly find a place for themselves in a career. In so doing, it will be a 

wonderful opportunity to explore what they believe about themselves, their world, and 
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why they hold those beliefs. By focusing on virtuous character development and how it 

applies to making quality gears, students will hopefully be put on a path of 

transformation that will serve them well in their pursuit of meaning and purpose. 

In my collaboration with Edgerton High School’s superintendant and principal, 

numerous discussions have focused on the challenges of engaging students who don’t fit 

the mold of a typical four-year university candidate. Recognizing the educational system 

has put an unbalanced emphasis on getting a college education, the Edgerton High 

administration and I have collaborated to make Edgerton High School unique in the sense 

that students get exposure to a variety of trades and professions, elevating technical 

professions to an equal status of careers that require a four-year degree or more. This 

effort has involved educating the school faculty in the roles of the trades through the use 

of video presentations and tours of facilities such as Edgerton Gear. Wisconsin’s Lt. 

Governor visiting Edgerton Gear and the high school for a media day helped draw 

attention to our innovative approach. A $2.3 million referendum was voted on and passed 

by the Edgerton community to drastically upgrade the technical education departments. 

Other business leaders are being actively recruited to offer job shadowing opportunities 

to students. My Craftsman with Character curriculum has been placed on the high 

school’s class schedule as another opportunity for students to gain a deeper exposure to 

the world of manufacturing. 

With all of these efforts, the stigma of manufacturing and the trades as an inferior 

career remain. As long as I can remember, being a journeyman machinist meant 

belonging to a fraternity of blue-collar tradesmen that rarely got any respect. In fact, in 

the 1980s, workers at Edgerton’s local General Motors assembly plant were held in 
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higher esteem. Although it took a four year apprenticeship for journeymen like myself to 

learn our trade, a GM assembly line worker with no training except to do a simple 

repetitive task earned at least double of a journeyman machinist. As journeymen 

machinists, we were often mocked for working so hard for so little of a monetary reward. 

With so much negativity, it is no wonder the manufacturing industry is having difficulty 

attracting the younger generation. In fact, what the industry is left with are often those 

students that no one else wants and have nowhere else to go. Since they’ve been told 

and/or have come to believe they are not “college material,” they often feel aimless, 

insecure, and have low self-esteem. In today’s sociological terms, instead of labeling 

these students as “outcasts,” they should be labeled as “disenfranchised.”  

Context of Edgerton Gear, Inc. and Family History 

In the context of my own family history with our family business, Edgerton Gear 

has always been a place for the down and out. My father unintentionally made it a habit 

of hiring fellow alcoholics. He always had a heart for the guy down on his luck who 

couldn’t find a job. As my master’s thesis demonstrated, Edgerton Gear was incredibly 

toxic on numerous systemic levels.
29

 After two decades of governing Edgerton Gear with 

Kingdom principles and an emphasis on virtuous character, I now have a company full of 

men who were once these outcasts but to whom I would now literally trust my life. 

Although not overtly religious, most would consider themselves spiritual and deeply 

moral. A good number would consider themselves followers of Jesus. With the majority 

of our twenty-nine employees being thirty to forty years old and seven of who work 

there, including myself, over the age of fifty, we are at the stage of life of being dads, 
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mentors, and teachers to the younger apprentices. We have weathered the storms of youth 

and most have a desire to invest in the upcoming generation.  

As I have presented the idea of this curriculum to employees and then having high 

school students here on site, no less than ten men have signed up to be mentors and have 

students job shadow them. Four have volunteered to help teach the course. The desire and 

expectation is to have a part in shaping not only future Edgerton Gear employees but 

changing the perception of the trades being a less than desirable vocation. As I will later 

demonstrate, I greatly underestimated or simply overlooked the profound impact this 

project would have on Edgerton Gear’s culture and employees. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This project is the culmination of my personal evolution as a leader and business 

owner during my time at BGU. When I took my first Overture I course in Ghana, I 

wasn’t even sure why I was enrolling in a doctoral program. I was at a spiritual and 

professional crossroads. Eighteen years back in the family business had taken its toll, and 

I was seriously wondering if it was time to move on, or if should I reluctantly accept that 

this was my lot in life as a business owner of a gear shop. As I review the literature I’ve 

studied over the past four years, four themes or threads knit my BGU experience 

together.  

1. Transformational Leadership 

2. Business as Calling 

3. TOW for the Blue-Collar Trades 

4. Contextualizing TOW through Character Development 

Transformational Leadership 

A Theology as Big as the City is a rich narrative of Ray Bakke’s theological 

journey as an urban minister and theologian. Spanning his thirty-plus years of urban 

ministry, Bakke seeks a theology of the city that addresses the myriad of complex issues 

facing urban ministers across the globe as, for the first time in history, the majority of the 

world’s population now lives in cities. He challenges Christians to not abandon the cities 

in pursuit of suburban affluence, but to recognize not only God’s heart for the city but 

that urbanization is part of his divine plan to reach all peoples and nations.  
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As a business owner in a small rural community in Wisconsin, I had never 

considered the concept or role of urbanization, or even my role as a leader in a 

community. As I read Bakke’s exhortation for the church to engage the city, I kept 

wondering if he shouldn’t clarify his definition of church. Most believers would 

undoubtedly interpret his use of the word church as their local congregation in the local 

church building, and perhaps the local congregation meeting in a church building is how 

Bakke means to use the word; however, when I read, “the nature and work of the church 

includes two basic ideas: first, to be a sign of the kingdom, and second, to be an agent for 

it in the world,”
1
 my heart jumped as I recognized my business in this statement. Again, 

“I am committed to the vision of the local church and its pastors with two basic functions: 

pastor to the faithful and chaplain to the whole community.”
2
 These two statements 

together capture what I have envisioned Edgerton Gear, Inc. to be for the past eighteen 

years. I kept thinking that the local business person, with their resources, position, and 

credibility in the city, could be the ultimate urban minister in Bakke’s theology of cities. 

Stated another way, I started to understand how a business person could be a 

transformational leader. 

This theme continues in Transforming Power by Robert Linthicum as he 

examines the biblical foundations for a theology of power. With a history as a community 

organizer and clergyman, Linthicum argues that most cultures in our world consists of 

three intertwined systems of politics, economics, and religion but it is the religious 

system that is most strategic because “what a society believes will radically shape how 
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[it] chooses to order its corporate life and distribute its resources.
3
 He further builds the 

case that the Judeo-Christian religion is “a religion of relationship,”
4
 and therefore, the 

key to transformative power lies in the potential to build and sustain strategic, meaningful 

personal relationships towards a “shalom community.”
5
 

Renewing the City by Robert Lupton takes a fresh look at the life and times of 

Nehemiah as another example of a transformational leader. “My desire is to glean from 

the life of a remarkable layman those principles that guided his decisions … then place 

those principles alongside the realities of modern-day urban ministry.”
6
 He assumes 

Nehemiah was just like any other man and therefore struggled with ethical dilemmas and 

unintended consequences of his calling, as is the case with today’s urban ministers. 

Robert Lupton’s battle scars are evident as there is a high degree of humility in 

not claiming to have all the answers. At times, there is a hint of cynicism and defeat as 

life rarely turns out as people imagine, for “even in the doing of good (rather than 

opposing evil) there are unintended consequences.”
7
 I always wondered how the wives 

and children of the Jewish men whom Ezra sent away felt. Lupton gives me permission to 

ask these types of questions. It affirms my conviction that leadership needs to be done 

reflectively, but, at the same time I will never be the perfect leader. As I get older, with 

the realization that I don’t know as much as I thought I did, I realize I am often a 
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reluctant leader as I am fearful of doing more harm than good. In the end, however, like 

Nehemiah, all I can do is prayerfully forge ahead and simply pray, “Remember me, O my 

God, for good.” Lupton closes, “It is an admission of our flawed character, recognition 

that lasting results are in the hands of the God who shapes history and a hopeful 

affirmation that in the divine economy no act of obedience is ever wasted.”
8
 

As I read these works, I began to realize the eighteen years I’ve spent as the 

leader of Edgerton Gear perhaps were not in vain. In fact, it began to dawn on me that 

God had slowly but surely been positioning me and mentoring me to be a leader in my 

community. What I perceived as faithful but idle time in sustaining and building the 

business, God was using it to build its credibility and witness. For example, in Good to 

Great, Jim Collins states, “Good is the enemy of great.”
9
 He immediately makes the case 

that corporations never become great because they become quite good at what they do. 

By identifying companies that had outstanding stock returns for at least fifteen years and 

comparing them to similar companies in their industries with average returns, Collins 

attempts to identify what characteristics set the “great” companies apart from the 

comparably good companies. He argues that the same six characteristics that made the 

good companies “good,” were actually the defining characteristics that prevented them 

from making the leap to great. There was no doubt in my mind that God was turning 

Edgerton Gear into a great company. With renewed vigor, I finished the Overture I 

course with the sense that God was calling me out to be the leader he intended me to be. 

The next phase of my journey was to grapple at new depths with my calling. 
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Business as Calling 

I was incredibly encouraged to discover wonderful resources on the theme of 

business as a calling. Although I was convinced my wife and I were called back to the 

family business, Edgerton Gear Inc., over twenty years ago, I could have used the 

following books to strengthen my conviction.  

In Business as a Calling, Michael Novak challenges the notion that work is just a 

job, or that it is inherently evil by making the case that commerce is worthy of human’s 

highest ideals and ambitions and has the power to do good or dehumanizing evil. He 

examines the inherent moral and religious possibilities in business while inspiring the 

readers to embrace their business vocations as a true calling. Novak waxes philosophical 

as he approaches the idea of calling from the perspective that the human condition yearns 

for purpose and significance. In a broken world that needs fixing, “we are involved in 

bringing the Creator’s work to its intended fulfillment by being co-creators in a very 

grand project.”
10

 I obviously deeply resonated with most of this book and found much 

encouragement and affirmation in Novak’s arguments as he recognizes how the role of 

business has been left outside the ring of discussions on Kingdom work. 

In the opening paragraphs of The Call, Os Guinness quotes a businessman, 

“There’s one thing I’ve never been able to hire anyone to do for me: find my sense of 

purpose and fulfillment.”
11

 Perhaps he should have hired Os as this book proposes that 

understanding who humans truly are and God’s unique and intentional purpose for 
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humanity is the crux of our existence. Guinness does a masterful job of dissecting every 

imaginable facet of Calling. Beginning with the supposition that humans can only 

discover their Calling in light of a Christian worldview, he begins each chapter with a 

history lesson that illustrates the yearning of the human condition to be significant. 

Drawing richly on giants such Kierkegaard, Bonheoffer, Lewis, Chambers, Pascal, and 

others, Guinness makes the case that calling begins with the Caller. “The secret of 

seeking is not in our human ascent to God, but in God’s descent to us.”
12

 Inherent in 

Guinness’ argument is Abraham Kuyper’s radical notion, “There is not one square inch 

of the entire creation about which Jesus Christ does not cry out, ‘This is mine! This 

belongs to me!’”
13

 This conviction lends itself to addressing the role of believers in the 

marketplace, in government, in education, and the church. In so doing, Guinness 

challenges followers of Jesus to recognize how a sense of calling not only stems the tide 

of dehumanizing evil in every arena, but it also defines the follower’s spirituality. Envy, 

pride, greed, and spiritual slothfulness are addressed as impediments to living a called life 

that encompasses the totality of the Christian life. “The problem with Western Christians 

is not that they aren’t where they should be but that they aren’t what they should be 

where they are.”
14

 

Magnificence at Work by John Dalla Costa deeply explores the integration of faith 

and work. Costa proposes that the human soul, as a creation of God, is made for 

magnificence and should find its expression in daily work; however, modern business 
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practices and pressures have caused business people to often subjugate “moral judgment 

from managerial expertise to serve the overriding expediencies of efficiency.”
15

 

Ironically, the very “needs of the soul,” for wholeness and union with God and 

community are the “virtues, which managers recognize as the operational standards from 

best practices, and which society holds as normative for integrity.”
16

 Costa argues 

human’s deep spiritual longing to participate in God’s magnificence “corresponds to the 

most pressing needs and loftiest opportunities that define our time.”
17

 In essence, it is “a 

book for business people who, in their longing for and relationship with God, seek to find 

transcendence in their everyday work as managers.”
18

 Costa’s challenge throughout the 

book is to move beyond being just good Christians at work but to be abandoned to God’s 

much higher calling of being vessels of His magnificence, both in interior lives and in 

professional lives in business. 

Theology of Blue-Collar Work 

As I progressed in my understanding of a transformational leader and my 

deepening conviction of being called to this station in life as a gearmaker, next came the 

challenge of bringing theology of work from the lofty heights of academia and 

professional occupations to the level where millions work. I’ve never strayed far from my 

blue-collar roots, and I see God’s sense of humor in taking me so far with formal 

education. I didn’t even start college until the age of twenty-three. There had to be a 
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reason. I have yet to read a book on TOW (theology of work) that any of Edgerton Gear’s 

machinists would read. Making sense of TOW for tradespeople has become a passion. By 

cutting and pasting from the following books, I’ve been able to put together the 

beginnings of a tradesperson’s TOW that hopefully others can build on. 

In Doing God’s Business, Paul Stevens examines the meaning of and motivation 

for work from a biblical perspective. Stevens addresses perhaps the most crucial question 

for marketplace activity is asking if work has lasting value. He not only enthusiastically 

affirms that work and business play a central role in God’s redemptive plan for the world, 

but it is also the place where human’s spirituality is exposed, cultivated, and expressed. 

Stevens argues, “Business is a legitimate part of undertaking the stewardship of creation 

to make a human imprint on the earth.”
19

 By incorporating real life case studies, the 

reader is challenged to reflect from a marketplace perspective on issues of calling, 

community, defining ministry, and mission as well as understanding globalization in the 

context of “agents for the kingdom of God.”
20

 

Paul Stevens hits the mark again with The Other Six Days as he challenges the 

entrenched definition of ministry referring primarily to the activities of professional 

clerics in churches. Stevens proposes “a comprehensive biblical foundation for the 

Christian’s life in the world as well as the church.”
21

 Stevens offers his argument with a 

three pronged attack by first examining the clergy/laity divide in proposing the laity 

should be abolished since all believers in Jesus are, in the truest sense, clergy—
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appointed, endowed, and blessed. “This book is essentially concerned with a theology of 

the whole people of God: a people without the distinction of laity and clergy.”
22

 Citing 

church history and a biblical overview, he argues there should have never been a laity 

since the laos (whole people of God) are all ministers.  

Stevens continues his assault on bad theology by redefining calling. As is often 

the case when Christians refer to being “called,” there is little understanding as to who is 

called, or what they are called to. “In contrast, the biblical doctrine of vocation proposes 

that the whole of our lives finds meaning in relation to the sweet summons of a good 

God.”
23

 This logically leads to recalibrating the understanding of “doing the Lord’s 

work,” because almost everything a believer does can be classified as ministry. Stevens’ 

extensive knowledge of Bible and history allows him not only to chart how the Church 

came to narrow definitions of ministry but to argue against the fallacies. 

Lastly, Stevens lays out an inspirational vision of how God’s Church is to be his 

lifeblood sent out into the world. “Our mission is not to get people to ‘come to church’ 

but to go with the Son of Man into the world.”
24

 It is a wholistic mission that includes 

doing justice, empowering the poor, working with and in the structures of the world to 

bring about God’s Kingdom. Its scope is so wide that the whole people of God are 

needed to engage the world on every front, to grapple with the powers, and “to be 

recognized and supported in the communal life of the church.” 
25

 One of my all- time 

favorite quotes, “There is no place in the cosmos so demonized that a Christian might not 
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be called to serve God there,”
26

 has given me great courage as I have attempted to live 

out what I perceive to be my calling in Edgerton, Wisconsin. 

In Joy at Work, Dennis Bakke argues work should be “exciting, rewarding, 

stimulating, and enjoyable.”
27

 It is essentially Dennis Bakke’s twenty-year 

autobiographical account at AES of his passion for the workplace to be fulfilling and 

empowering for everyone. Touching briefly on childhood memories, he begins discussing 

the formative values of AES, an energy company, he and his business partner envisioned 

that could actually be “fun” to work at. Fun is a consistent theme in Bakke’s journey that 

is both praised and criticized although he is quick to define fun “to mean rewarding, 

exciting, creative, and successful.”
28

 Values, principles, and stewardship are argued to be 

foundational in Bakke’s business model in contrast to the paternalism and demeaning 

view of work and workers that are prevalent in today’s workplace. His honesty in his 

struggles stands out for me. As hard as he tried, the reality is the world may well refuse 

Kingdom principles. Bakke’s difficulties encouraged me as there are often more days 

than not that my vision for Edgerton Gear isn’t caught by our staff.  

In God the Worker, Robert Banks “looks at the character and work of God as 

revealed in biblical images drawn from the world of everyday work.”
29

 Since much of 

Western thought focuses on concepts and a philosophical approach to truth, Banks 

proposes that the Western Church has lost sight of “the world and language of 
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imagination.”
30

 In so doing, the Christians have limited the power and relevance of 

Scripture to everyday lives but more importantly have omitted biblical imagery as keen 

insight in the heart and character of God. God the Worker is Banks’ personal journey in 

exploring the Bible’s graphic images drawn from human life, in particular “between God 

as worker and the work human beings engage in.”
31

 

One of the greatest helps in contextualizing TOW for the blue-collar trades is 

Matthew B. Crawford’s Shop Class as Soulcraft. Crawford states that work “is 

meaningful because it is genuinely useful”
32

 and that he often finds “manual work more 

engaging intellectually.”
33

 He proposes that thinking separated from doing is not only an 

anemic substitute for true knowledge but degrades the human spirit to the point that, “it 

becomes imperative to partition work off from the rest of life.”
34

 Crawford begins by 

delving into the question of why manual work “has suffered such a devaluation as a 

component of education.“
35

 Taking a look back in the industrial revolution, he makes the 

case that as “scientific managers” sought more efficient forms of manufacturing, two 

assumptions were made that has shaped the business landscape to this day. 1) “It assumed 

that all blue-collar work is as mindless as assembly line work” and 2) “white collar work 

is …mental in character.”
36
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Throughout the book, Crawford challenges the reader to consider work in the 

context “that engages the human capacities as fully as possible.”
37

 He speaks of personal 

responsibility, a sense of vocation, and community. He argues the trades offer all of these 

perhaps more than any other profession. 

This book answered for me, probably more than any other book I’ve read, why 

I’ve had such a difficult time with higher education and the Church. Both realms have 

tended more toward the theoretical than the practical. As a journeyman, I learn by doing, 

and now I better understand why. More importantly, it affirms my conviction that I need 

to treat my employees with the dignity and respect they deserve. Pushing decision 

making down, encouraging personal responsibility, and fostering community are all 

elements Edgerton Gear shop provides in engaging the hands, hearts, and heads.  

Contextualizing TOW Through Character Development 

As this project evolved, I was faced with contextualizing TOW for blue-collar 

high school students. In essence, I didn’t feel it was enough to simply communicate to the 

students they were uniquely created, and their lives were meant to have meaning and 

purpose. It was also important to impart skills and develop character qualities that 

enabled them to live a life of excellence and purpose; thus, emphasis on character 

development must be employed in the curriculum. Research included topics on 

contextualization, worldviews, character development, and character in the trades. For 

example, in Contextualization: A Theology of Gospel and Culture, Bruce Nicholls 

addresses the challenges of communicating the gospel cross-culturally, especially in light 

of today’s globalization. “For Christians committed to communicate a revealed and 
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universal gospel to people in rapidly changing cultural situations, the task is acute.”
38

 

Recognizing the pitfalls of cultural insensitivity and the dangers of syncretism, Nichols 

builds a strong case for contextualizing the gospel, which he defines as “the capacity to 

respond meaningfully to the gospel within the framework of one’s own situation… 

[which is] a theological necessity demanded by the incarnational nature of the Word.”
39

 

In his fifth edition of The Universe Next Door, James Sire builds on his ambitious 

work of examining the Western world’s predominant worldviews. His intent is to help the 

reader “to discover our own faith, our own worldview, and our beliefs about reality.”
40

 

His assumption is that “we will live either the examined or the unexamined life... and the 

examined life is better.”
41

 Sire asserts it is important to understand why and how people 

view the world and that some worldviews are more logically consistent than others. As a 

Christian, he unapologetically builds the case that the Christian worldview, which when 

examined in light of all others can stand on its own merit if taken “with complete 

intellectual seriousness and honesty.” 

In Becoming Good – Building Moral Character, David Gill asserts that Western 

people are currently living in “an ethical wilderness.”
42

 Citing the plurality of worldviews 

in today’s globalized, technological post-modern era, Gill says, “we live with epidemic 

ethical disagreement, confusion and conflict”
43

 over basic standards of good and evil, 
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right and wrong. On both social and personal levels, the ethical chaos is apparent. And 

since ethics, “whether social or personal, [is] fundamentally about protecting people from 

harm – and promoting their healthiness and happiness,”
44

 Gill raises the question as to 

how Christians will respond to this chaos. Becoming Good explores a Christian ethic of 

character. Crediting Jacques Ellul and Alasdair MacIntyre as dominant influences, this 

“is a study in ethics for biblical people, for the church and even for the world. It is an 

evangelical Christian ethics in that it is rooted in the gospel of Jesus Christ.”
45

 

These three works were all instrumental in shaping the curriculum as it important 

to understand the ethical and worldview malaise the students have grown up in. 

Postmodernism has taken its toll on meaning, purpose, and the role of values in the 

workplace. Perhaps not surprisingly, it is a book from the seventeenth century that has the 

most to say about the role of virtuous character and godly character for the tradesperson. 

Richard Steele, a seventeenth-century English Puritan wrote The Religious 

Tradesman, “to direct the conscientious tradesman in the duties of his daily calling, 

wherein he is surrounded with manifold temptations and difficulties, and stands in need 

of all assistance he can obtain from God or man.”
46

 The tradesman in Steele’s day was 

anyone employed in trade or commerce. Equating one’s job or profession with one’s 

calling, Steele recognized that these “common callings of life” take up six days of one’s 

week, so he endeavored to write a treatise for the businessman/tradesman to govern his 

life according to biblical principles. The wealth of practical wisdom and application of 
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biblical theology to everyday business endeavors is stunning. It could be argued that 

Steele wrote a comprehensive treatise on Theology of Work. Beginning by examining the 

role of humankind in God’s creation, Steele fleshes out what the redeemed life should 

look like in the marketplace. Business is not just a job, but it is the very place that 

humanity finds its expression of self, community, and relationship to its Creator. There 

are no higher callings than others. “It is our wisdom and duty to choose that in which we 

most eminently serve God and the community.”
47

 It is in this service to God and the 

community that Steele offers his most practical advice. Spiritual themes of prudence, 

justice, truth, and contentment are expounded in relation to how humankind conducts 

business affairs as well as in personal lives. Justice is not simply about equal weights and 

measures but “to a paternal care about his apprentices.”
48

 I can think of no better way of 

summarizing what this project is about than his emphasis on “a paternal care 

about…apprentices.” 
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CHAPTER 4. 

THE THEOLOGICAL CONTEXT: 

A THEOLOGY OF HANDS-ON WORK 

My head learns knowledge, but my hands test if it is true. 

My hands do the work, but my heart gives it meaning. 

My heart has passion, but my hands and head give it expression. 

-- David Hataj, Head, Hands & Heart  

It is with a sense of awe and wonder that I see how my course work at BGU is 

really a record of my spiritual journey and a progression of deeper understanding of who 

God is calling me to be. Every theological reflection paper chronicled my journey and 

laid the foundation for the next lesson/phase of growth. For example, in my course paper 

in “Taking Your Soul to Work,” I was dealing with the grief and turmoil of my father’s 

death. I found solace in Jeffery Salkin’s words, realizing my father had done a marvelous 

job of teaching me a trade, even though I was sometimes a reluctant student.  

The ancient rabbis elevated work to the level of a mitzvah (a holy obligation since 

the Torah commands ‘six days you shall labor’ before it demands that we rest on 

the Sabbath). They said that a father was obligated to teach his son a trade: 

‘whoever does not teach his son a trade has taught him robbery.’
1
 

Since then, the essence of teaching a son a trade has taken on greater significance 

as I wrestle with mentoring a new generation of machinists for my business, community, 

and industry. I’ve come to conclude that learning a trade, which is the engagement of the 

head, heart and hands, is inextricably tied to virtuous character development, which is, in 

essence, the attaining of wisdom. Since true wisdom can only come from God, I believe 

the argument can be made that learning a trade, though lacking the evangelical 
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component of introduction to the person of Jesus Christ, is an exercise in training in 

godliness and, therefore, furthering one’s spiritual journey. Especially for a young 

person, learning a trade can be the cornerstone for discovering his/her sense of purpose 

and calling in joining God in His massive work project of creation. Eugene Peterson says, 

“I’m prepared to contend that the primary location for spiritual formation is the 

workplace.”
2
 As a play on an old proverb I ask, is craftsmanship next to godliness? 

In the following, I will present the theological basis for my Craftsman with 

Character curriculum with the following progression. I will first discuss God’s purpose 

for creating humankind as it relates to work. I will then examine how work can be 

meaningful but also how it can be demeaning, in particular in manufacturing. Crawford’s 

work on soul craft and a discussion of the soul, knowing and wisdom from biblical 

anthropology will point to the wisdom of the crafts. This wisdom can lead to a virtuous 

life full of meaning and purpose as God intended. In applying all of the above, I present a 

theology of gear making in the context of Edgerton Gear, Inc. I end with an examination 

of the central role virtuous character development plays in the making of a journeyman 

machinist. 

The Image of God 

Any discussion that makes such a bold assertion that learning a trade is akin to 

godliness necessitates a strong argument rooted in solid biblical theology. If my intent is 

to help young people discover their sense of purpose, or in other words, who they should 

become, I must first explore God’s intended purpose for humankind from the very 
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beginning. Most of Christians are familiar with the Genesis account, “So God created 

mankind in his own image, in the image of God he created them; male and female he 

created them” (Gen. 1:27). Although I have often heard references of being made in 

God’s image in terms of humankind’s nature or even physical attributes, for the sake of 

this discussion, it helpful to examine what God’s purpose was for creating humankind in 

His likeness. After blessing His new creation, God told them to, “Be fruitful and increase 

in number; fill the earth and subdue it” (1:28), often referred to as the Creation mandate. 

Immediately, humankind was given a job to do, albeit, in the vernacular of my teenage 

sons, a ginormus one. But is it just a job? Is humankind simply put on earth as caretakers 

of God’s science project, or is there something fundamentally linking work to our 

relationship with God? Hans Walter Wolff argues that the phrase “the image of God… 

points first and fundamentally to a correspondence between man and God. The unique 

nature of man in creation is to be understood in the light of his special relationship to 

God.” 
3
 Humankind has a special place in creation as God’s rulers and stewards but not in 

the sense often thought of as rulers and authority, to exploit resources for humankind’s 

own benefit. On the contrary, Wolff makes the case that people are like God’s living 

statues.”In the ancient East the setting up of the king’s statue was the equivalent to the 

proclamation of his domination over the sphere in which the statue was erected.”
4
 People 

are God’s living statues, a sign to creation of God’s glory and dominion. Indeed, this 

imagery is seen in Psalm 8 as the psalmist proclaims, “You have made mankind a little 

lower than the angels and crowned them with glory and honor.
 
You made them rulers 
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over the works of your hands; you put everything under their feet” (verses 5, 6). Humans 

are God’s representatives, his stewards over His creation, entrusted with His dominion 

yet dependent on God’s grace and goodness. The task is so great and God’s desire for 

relationship so grand that Adam and Eve are instructed to fill the earth with other 

stewards. “The stewardship over the world is therefore entrusted to the great company of 

mankind with the multitude of its members; and this presupposes that they all partake in 

the dominion over creation.” 
5
 Wolff continues to argue from the very beginning, 

humankind has been given the commission to establish civilization. I quote him at length 

as he captures the breadth and depth of this endeavor. 

This …commission to establish civilization… applies to all men, and it embraces 

every age. There is no human activity which is not covered by it. The man who 

found himself with his family on an unprotected plain exposed to ice-cold wind 

and first laid a few stones one upon another and invented the wall, the basis of 

architecture, was fulfilling this command. The woman who first pierced a hole in 

a hard thorn or fishbone and threaded a piece of animal sinew through it in order 

to be able to join together a few shreds of skin, and so invented the needle, 

sewing, the beginning of all art of clothing, was also fulfilling this command. 

Down to the present day, all the instructing of children, every kind of school, 

every script, every book, all our technology, research, science and teaching, with 

their methods and instruments and institutions, are nothing other than the 

fulfillment of this command. The whole of history, all human endeavour, comes 

under this sign, this biblical phrase. [Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth 

and subdue it.] 
6
 

Unfortunately, in modern day, the practical implications of the stewardship 

commission in churches or schools is rarely spoken of. Children are instructed to get an 

education so they can get a job. The purpose of this job is often to simply have a means to 

buy the desirable things. Not only have we lost sight of humankind’s royal purpose but 

no thought is given to how the fulfillment of God’s commission provides infinite 
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opportunities for humankind to interact with the Creator through His creation. Wolff 

continues, “When man enters into relationship to the things of this world, whether in his 

day’s work, or in his meals, or in his discoveries, he also enters objectively into 

relationship with God, as their Creator, who has apportioned these things to him.” 
7
 The 

things of this world have been apportioned to humans by God. If rightly understood, this 

phrase should cause every believer to engage every area of life with new vigor and 

purpose.  

I remember when my father “apportioned” his life-long work to me, his gear 

shop. He entrusted it to me, to care for it, to manage it diligently, to ensure that it 

prospers beyond him, but it wasn’t just a legal transaction. It was a relational transaction 

that continues to this day. Working in the shop under his authority was to learn not just 

machining; it was to learn of my father as well. How much more so with God when His 

children interact with His material world? God’s creative act is an act of a passionate 

artist full of creativity and love. He creates unfathomable beauty and complexity and 

essentially leaves it unfinished so that His most prized creation can share in the joy of 

finishing it, to learn of Him in all endeavors.  

Obviously humankind’s rebellion against God has resulted in this ideal going 

awry, but the intent is still in place. Robert Farrar Capon makes a whimsical, yet 

passionate, argument. Although humans have fallen short of God’s ideal in caring for 

God’s creation, all the way back to Eden, Capon argues that doesn’t mean the calling is 

diminished. 

[Adam] has missed the point of creation twice for every time he has caught it 

once; and hovels, ruins, and wars are the record of his failures. But it is the point 
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that remains his preoccupation; the catching of the hint of the park is still the heart 

of his calling. For 75,000 years, give or take what you like, he has raked leaves 

and split bulbs, and he has built himself some pretty fancy gazebos. Culture—

civilization—is the sum of his priestly successes, the evidence of the fulfillment 

of his vocation. The life of Adam is parks and plazas, and houses worthy of his 

priesthood; it is falling in love with the hinted garden in the world and lifting it 

into a paradise indeed. Though an unjust king, he is a king still; though he failed 

his priesthood, he remains a priest forever. History has been his glory and history 

has been his shame, but the shaping of creation into the city of God remains his 

obsession.
8
 

Bearing “the image of God” is no small matter and needs to be impressed upon 

youth. I argue crafts and trades have the intrinsic potential to awaken the slumbering 

royalty in all of everyone. 

The Curse of Work 

In the technological, hedonistic twenty-first century Western culture, it seems it is 

difficult to find people who actually love their jobs and/or find their work especially 

meaningful. Coming from a blue-collar background, I grew up with the impression that 

work is something that responsible adults just did. Much like telling my children to eat 

their spinach or Brussels sprouts, they may not like it but it’s good for them. Even today, 

our American culture seems to be obsessed with getting out of work: “TGIF – Thank God 

it’s Friday.” Wednesday is referred to as “hump day,” as in over the hump of the middle 

of the week. I still remember a rock song from my youth entitled, “Working for the 

Weekend.”
9
 

Many Christians mistakenly believe that work is simply the curse resulting from 

Adam and Eve’s fall from grace, citing Genesis 3:17-19.  
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Cursed is the ground because of you; 

through painful toil you will eat food from it 

all the days of your life.
 
It will produce thorns and thistles for you, 

and you will eat the plants of the field. 

By the sweat of your brow 

you will eat your food 

until you return to the ground. 

 

But upon careful examination it is not the work that is cursed, but the ground as it will 

produce thorns and thistles. Work will now be more difficult as humankind will sweat 

and struggle but will still work. From the very opening of the Genesis account God is at 

work and declaring His work good. As stated above, the creation mandate for humankind 

still applies. Examining scripture with an eye bent towards the role of work, it is quickly 

discovered that work is pervasive throughout scripture and it is an obvious necessity in 

advancing civilization. 

Robert Banks, in God the Worker, does a marvelous job of exploring the myriad 

of metaphors and images drawn from everyday work. My wife, a musician and dancer, is 

especially delighted with Bank’s discovery that, “In the Bible the earliest division of 

labor lists in order these occupations: owners of livestock, musicians and 

metalworkers.”
10

 Musicians are listed before metalworkers . However, the advancement 

of technology and industry doesn’t always mean metal working is always meaningful.  

In my manufacturing world, the perception of a machine shop is that it is dirty, 

dark, and dangerous. A factory job is what people out of high school settle for if they 

don’t go to college as it is boring, monotonous, and unskilled. This perception is rooted in 

the beginnings, and is one of the curses, of the Industrial Revolution. For example, “In 

1913, Ford hired more than 52,000 men to keep a workforce of only 14,000…. Turnover, 
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or unhappy workers quitting, was very high because of the resulting boring, dangerous, 

low paying jobs, and Henry Ford's company, like many manufacturers, had trouble 

retaining workers.” 
11

By the end of that same year, the distaste for assembly line work 

became so great that “every time the company wanted to add 100 men to its factory 

personnel, it was necessary to hire 963.”
12

 In 1914, Henry Ford essentially had to bribe 

men to do demeaning jobs by doubling wages for his assembly line workers to $5 a day.
13

 

To be certain, many types of work today are demeaning, and it is exceedingly 

difficult for workers to truly believe their work is meaningful and fulfilling. Laborers are 

often seen as a commodity or as a machine to simply do a job, not engaging hearts or 

heads, but this is exactly the reason that crafts and trades have such a special place in 

Scripture and offer so much to young people. I argue that craft work necessitates the 

engagement of the mind, the hands, and the heart. It is the vehicle to discover one’s own 

nature and the practical application of truth. In other words, by employing the whole 

person, the crafts provide a means to discover true wisdom and further a person’s journey 

towards God.  

I now turn to examine the nature of knowing and how wisdom is equated with 

producing. Lastly, I will conclude with a discussion on contextualization in terms of 

crafts. A commitment to excellence and practical wisdom in the context of crafts can and 

should lead to the development of virtuous character.  
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Thinking as Doing 

Matthew Crawford, in Shop Class as Soul Craft argues, “real knowledge arises 

through confrontation with real things.”
14

 He states that work “is meaningful because it is 

genuinely useful,”
15

 and that he often finds “manual work more engaging intellectually.” 

As a philosopher/academic scholar and motorcycle mechanic, Crawford has credibility 

on both sides of the fence between the world of academics and the blue- collar tradesman. 

From a philosophical standpoint, Crawford rails against the educational norms that put so 

much emphasis on thought while providing such little value on doing. “We take a very 

partial view of knowledge when we regard it as the sort of thing that can be gotten while 

suspended aloft in a basket. This is to separate knowing from doing, treating students like 

disembodied brains in jars.”
16

 He proposes that thinking separated from doing is not only 

an anemic substitute for true knowledge but degrades the human spirit to the point that, 

“it becomes imperative to partition work off from the rest of life.”
17

 

I only need to go to my local high school to see Crawford’s point. From early on, 

students are told they need to get a college education. It doesn’t really matter in what 

subject, as long as they get a degree. It is as if acquiring knowledge whether is it relevant 

or not, to anything practical, will provide the keys to the kingdom, so to speak, in 

providing a career that will be lucrative and fulfilling. Anecdotal as my examples may be, 

I can’t help to think of the numerous times I’ve gone to our local grocery stores and the 

young person at the register, although doing quite well in school, has the greatest 
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difficulty counting out the correct change for a customer. Or I think of the young interns 

in our shop, although passing algebra and calculus, find it almost impossible to convert 

even the simplest fractions to decimals, which is often required in machining. When I 

recently chided our school’s superintendent that the educational system is failing in 

providing students with practical math skills, he agreed but stated there simply isn’t time 

to do so as the universities require high test scores in theoretical and higher math. If 

according to Crawford, real knowledge arises through confrontation with real things, are 

students gaining real knowledge or just information? Put another way, how does 

acquiring more information further people as God’s image bearers as His stewards? 

Humankind learns of God’s world and learns of oneself by thinking and doing. As 

Crawford argues, “The things we know best are the ones we contend with in some realm 

of regular practice. Heidegger famously noted that the way we come to know a hammer 

is not by staring at it, but by grabbing hold of it and using it.”
18

 

Perhaps what our culture needs today is to think more like the Hebrews of ancient 

Israel. Johannes Pedersen and Aslaug Moller, Danish biblical scholars of ancient Israel, 

note “all the Hebrew words most commonly used to designate the process of thinking 

reveal the movement of the soul in the direction of activity.”
19

 According to Pedersen, 

“thinking is not theoretical, but of a pronouncedly practical character.”
20

 Hans Wolff 

points out that “the Israelite finds it difficult to distinguish linguistically between 

‘perceiving’ and ‘choosing’, between ‘hearing’ and ‘obeying’” and that it is “a factual 
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impossibility of dividing theory and practice.”
21

 In other words, according to Crawford, 

“If thinking is bound up with action, then the task of getting an adequate grasp on the 

world, intellectually, depends on our doing stuff in it.”
22

 

It is interesting to note that Crawford entitles his book Shop Class as Soulcraft. 

Whether his intent was in reference to the Hebrew understanding of the soul, only he can 

answer; however, for the ancient Hebrew, the soul was the totality of a person. As 

Stevens instructs, “Soul” in biblical anthropology is a term denoting human beings in 

their hunger “as longing persons.”
23

 According to Wolff, humans do not have a soul, like 

having an organ such as a liver or a heart, but humans are a soul. It is the essence of 

humankind’. For as Stevens again instructs, “Life, for biblical persons, is total and cannot 

be segmented into two parts: a disposable shell (the body) and an indestructible “spirit” 

core (the soul). Thus the familiar Psalm, ‘Praise the Lord, O my soul; all my inmost 

being, praise his holy name’ (103:1) could be simply and helpfully translated, ‘Bless the 

Lord, O my life!’”
24

 

Going back to Pedersen, there is a connection among thinking, doing, and one’s 

entire being. “He who understands how to think well is wise. Wisdom is a property of the 

soul or, rather, a faculty, an ability to produce, a skill in shaping the very thought which 

yields the right result.”
25

 It is remarkable to think of wisdom as “an ability to produce” 

and “a skill in shaping the very thought which yields the right result.” According to 
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Pedersen, it is this kind of wisdom that “is essential in the making of a soul. If a man 

lacks wisdom, then he has no heart.”
26

 Wisdom is not just information one can “Google.” 

Wisdom cannot be measured by grades and degrees. Wisdom is that practical knowledge 

that only comes “through confrontations with real things.”
27

 I can think of no better 

vehicle to confront real things than crafts and trades. 

The Wisdom of Crafts and Trades 

Arguing in favor of the wisdom of crafts and trades in developing young people’s 

character and helping them find their calling in life is a case easily made.  

“We should note first that Jesus himself did not come from the proletariat day-

laborers and landless tenants, but from the middle class of Galilee, the skilled workers. 

Like his father, he was an artisan, a tekton, a Greek word which means mason, carpenter, 

Cartwright and joiner all rolled up into one. (Mark 6:3)”
28

 

According to Justin Martyr, “He was deemed a carpenter (for He was in the habit 

of working as a carpenter when among men, making ploughs and yokes; by which He 

taught the symbols of righteousness and an active life”
29

 

There is a stunning Old Testament example of God sanctioning and blessing craft 

work. In Exodus 31 and 35, Bezalel, an Israelite, was “filled with the divine spirit, 

particularly with wisdom and understanding to devise thoughts and to work in gold, and 
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in silver, and in brass”
30

 A further reading of Exodus 31 and 35 shows Bezalel and his 

crew were also artisans in wood, stone, weaving cloth, making utensils, and even in 

making anointing oil and incense. By every definition, Bezalel was an artist.  

In God the Worker, Robert Banks shows numerous examples of God being 

especially concerned with craftsmanship and quality. In designing the earthly tabernacle, 

Scripture gives extraordinary detail to design. “There was an overall concern for 

excellence both in structure and furnishings. God is a God of detail as well as vision and 

of quality as well as quantity.”
31

 

Through crafts and trades, not only is there an outlet for creative expression but 

crafts and trades necessitate virtue as well. In Becoming Good, David Gill defines virtue 

as those “powers and capabilities we have… that enable us to achieve excellently our 

intended purposes. We could also say that virtues are the skills [italics mine] needed to 

accomplish the task of life.”
32

 Working in the trades provides a constant feedback loop of 

progress in accomplishing purposes. A person may think he or she knows how to 

accomplish a task such as playing a musical instrument, unclogging a sink drain, or fixing 

a broken gear. In theory, people may have all the answers. but until the gear is actually 

machined and assembled in the gearbox, theories are simply theories. If notes are sharp or 

flat, the water doesn’t go down or the gear doesn’t fit, obviously the musician, plumber 

and machinist didn’t know as much as they thought they did. In discussing the 

importance of failure in learning, Crawford humorously states, “Not only do things tend 
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to go to hell, but your own action contributes inevitably to the process.”
33

 Interaction with 

the material world forces upon the worker humility and, hopefully, the attainment of 

wisdom, (i.e. practical knowledge) as we learn what works and what doesn’t.  

I have yet to find anyone who doesn’t want his or her life to have meaning and 

purpose. I have argued to this point that God created humankind for purpose and that this 

purpose must engage a person’s entire being, not just the mind or head as in abstract 

thinking and information. Humankind’s purpose is more than being a machine on an 

assembly line that has little need for thought, but a sense a purpose must also have heart, 

the realm of being where creativity and imagination reside. The trades and crafts require 

such heart and virtue. Whether crafting a dance, plumbing a house, or fixing a broken 

gear box, all the senses of thought, body, and soul are engaged. For example, if one asks 

fifty gear makers to reverse engineer a broken gear and make a new one, one would see 

fifty different ways of getting it done. The same can be said for plumbing a house, 

building a deck, sewing a dress. First come the creativity and imagination, then the 

cognitive abilities of making a plan, and finally comes the execution of the idea with the 

manipulation of the physical materials. It can be said the end product is an expression of 

the creator.  

Dorothy Sayers, in The Mind of the Maker, makes a strong assertion that it is 

when humans are creating that they are most akin to God. “The difference between the 

mind of the maker (an artist) and the Mind of his Maker, [is] a difference, not of 

category, but only of quality and degree.”
34

 She asserts that the common human should 
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deal with life creatively for it is their God given nature; “the very grain of our spiritual 

universe….If we [confine] the average man or woman to uncreative activities and an 

uncreative outlook, we are…doing violence to the very structure of our being.”
35

 Humans 

are created to create. Humans need to create. “[The average person’s] need is to express 

himself in agriculture or manufacturers, in politics or finance, or in the construction of an 

ordered society.”
36

 

Again I come back to the trades and crafts. Young people searching for a purpose 

or a career need to be reintroduced to the world of crafts. The craftsman finds creative 

expression every day. In the process, he or she is able to find true wisdom as “the 

impossible barrier between information and knowing,”
37

 which is breached as the head, 

hands, and heart are engaged. Ultimately, through exercising a trade, a rediscovery of 

humankind’s royal image is possible. 

The Puritan Richard Steele eloquently states, 

The supreme felicity, and great end of man, is to know, love, and glorify God his 

Creator, Redeemer, and Benefactor. But as we are beings endowed with powers 

and faculties of body and mind, fitted and designed for actions relative to our 

present state of being; and are placed by divine providence in mutual dependence 

upon each other.… Both reason and religion require that all, as they are able, 

should be employed in such a manner as may be beneficial to themselves, and the 

society to which they relate.
38
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A Trinitarian Model of Theology of Work 

To further my argument that craftsmanship is next to godliness, I look no further 

than the Trinity. Dorothy Sayers asserts that humankind’s entire being and creativeness is 

reflective and/or an expression of the Trinity. 

For every work of creation is threefold, an earthly trinity to match the heavenly. 

First, there is the Creative Idea, passionless, timeless, beholding the whole work 

complete at once, the end in the beginning: and this is the image of the Father. 

Second, there is the Creative Energy [or Activity] begotten of that idea, working 

in time from the beginning to the end, with sweat and passion, being incarnate in 

the bonds of matter: and this is the image of the Word. Third, there is the Creative 

Power, the meaning of the work and its response in the lively soul: and this is the 

image of the indwelling Spirit. And these three are one, each quality in itself the 

whole work, whereof none can exist without the other: and this is the image of the 

trinity.
39

 

The Father is outside of time and space and is analogous to Sayers’ ideal writer, a 

person who has an idea for a book. The creative idea is not the book itself or even the 

creative process behind and in the writing of the book. It is an idea that has been there 

before time in the writer, that is already complete and whole, which the creative energy 

needs to write, and which the creative power gives the words meaning and life to those 

reading the words.  

My wife’s creativity is an example. She has an image of a dance in her mind after 

hearing a certain song that elicits or brings the idea of a dance to the forefront in her 

mind. The dance is already complete in her mind. The process of actually choreographing 

the dance, whether or not in her mind or in actually practicing and working out the steps 

of the dance, is the creative energy at work, much like Jesus being the Lord of the Dance, 

coming to teach all to be free and live up to what the Father intended for His children. 

Once the dance is complete and actually danced, it is there that the meaning and purpose 
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is expressed. In other words, the response it elicits from her heart, the dancers and the 

audience is the creative power, much as the Spirit works in people’s lives and the world 

to sing the Son’s accomplishments back to the Father, where His idea originated.  

What does all the trinity have to do with Theology of Work? Everything. As I 

have been laboring over the Craftsmen of Character curriculum, the process of creating 

the course has been very intuitive. I feel like I’ve been preparing this curriculum all my 

life. There is this sense that it a very important work that will bring young men and 

women to do Kingdom work, to be the princes and princesses they were meant to be. I’ve 

had a difficult time articulating why I believe so but now I understand. 

In the pre-fallen world, I believe that God had an idea or a spark of creativity 

assigned to every snowflake, every bird, fish, animal, plant and human in creation. 

Scientists say that no two snowflakes or birds or fish or animals or plants are identical. 

Every bit of creation has its own unique characteristics. Everyone is beautiful, slightly 

different, and has its own special stamp of the Creator. If that idea is expanded to God’s 

most precious creation, which he said was “very good,” His creativity is taken to an even 

higher level in His creation of people. As there are trillions of snowflakes, birds, fish, 

animals, and plants, each unique, so it is even more so with people. God’s creativity has 

exploded across the universe and finds its greatest expression in people. Every person has 

God’s unique stamp of creativity. To fulfill His desire for people to be co-creators, he 

necessitated that every person has a different role, a unique destiny to fulfill, an 

expression to be expressed at a certain time, and place in this great expanse, but the world 

is broken. 
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Perhaps in no more astute manner are the effects of sin on God’s creation more 

manifested than in human beings. It is difficult to imagine this side of eternity what the 

natural world would look like without the effects of disease, death, and violence. There 

are glimpses in wilderness places where humankind’s influence is minimal, but even 

there, life and death struggles can be witnessed in the form of aging, disease, and fighting 

for survival, whether in the quest for food and withstanding the elements or staving off 

predators. It is in the human, created in the image of God, that the greatest tragedies of 

the Fall are played out billions of times a day across the planet. For in the Fall, 

humankind’s identities as princes and princesses have been lost. Like Narnia in winter, a 

dreaded cold darkness has fallen across the land and caused great suffrage for its 

subjects.
40

 The singers no longer sing; the colors of the landscape have faded to a blasé 

gray; inspiration and hope are faded memories of a past dream. The good news of the 

gospel involves the discovery that humankind is important. People are significant. 

Humans have a place in this world and have been uniquely created to serve a purpose. 

When Aslan is on the move, the vibrant colors of spring burst forth not only across the 

landscape but in hearts as well. 

When Jesus says he has come to seek and save the lost (Luke 19:10), does He not 

mean He has come to restore people to our proper identity, to rescue from the winter of 

the fallen world and awaken souls, much like calling forth the decaying Lazarus from the 

foul-smelling tomb? In this gospel account, there is more than a glimpse of how 

agonizing it must be for the Father to see His most prized creation, His beloved, ravaged 

by decay and death of this world as Jesus is deeply moved to the point of weeping, even 
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though this same scene is repeated untold times across the globe every day. What is 

Jesus’ response? “Lazarus, come out!” And when Lazarus comes out of the tomb, Jesus 

then instructs to “Take off his grave clothes and let him go” (John 11:43-44). Soon after, 

Lazarus is hosting a meal and reclining at the table with Jesus. What a beautiful snapshot 

of the good news: a dead and decaying subject of the Kingdom now restored to dine with 

the King is a perfect metaphor for Theology of Work. 

Theology of Work is simply the understanding that humans have been called to 

participate with God in His work. On the surface, many believers may find God’s work 

uninspiring or relegate it to “church” work, when, however, the definition of God’s work 

is expanded to include the care, sustaining, reconciling and restoring the entire earth to 

God’s initial intent, the scope of God’s work is beyond comprehension. The task is so 

great; billions of people are needed for the task. There is no human being that is not 

needed. The target unemployment rate is 0 percent. Sadly, it could probably be argued 

that less than .01percent of earth’s population comprehend that they are called to full time 

employment in God’s purposes. As Hans Walter Wolff points out in Anthropology of the 

Old Testament, “The stewardship over the world is …entrusted to the great company of 

mankind with the multitude of its members; and this presupposes that they all partake in 

the dominion over creation.”
41

 TOW’s aim is to sound the alarm and raise the awareness 

that everyone is needed, everyone is uniquely, fearfully, and wonderfully made to fulfill 

some task in the greatest work project in the history of the world. In the process, human 

beings discover their rightful place in God’s family and that they are heirs as sons and 

daughters of the Most High. 
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As I have worked on my curriculum, I keep thinking of all the young men and 

woman in communities who have no idea what they want to do with their lives. They 

enter college, or they do not, drifting aimlessly, trying to seek purpose and significance in 

a world that seems threatening and hopeless. The educational system tells them they need 

to attend college or university but to what end? The American culture holds up the allure 

of money, power, and prestige, if only young people can find the proper job to attain 

these. Actually, enjoying a job is an added bonus. The ultimate goal is to be happy, which 

is often mistakenly defined as making money so one can buy happiness in the form of a 

myriad of offerings. As shown in the fascinating documentary Happy, many societies 

overwhelming believe that money is equated with happiness. In fact, a rickshaw driver 

living in a slum of Kolkata, India, actually has a “happy quotient” higher than most 

people in the United States. As Psychology Professor Ed Diener from the University of 

Illinois demonstrates in his research, after a person’s basic needs are met, having more 

money has little or even an adverse affect on a person’s happiness.
42

 

As the documentary points out, true happiness is rooted in finding a sense of 

purpose, peace, and community, but as misguided as the American culture is in regards to 

finding happiness and one’s sense of purpose, I wonder if the Church hasn’t exacerbated 

the problem by failing to integrate faith into everyday life.  

If a typical Christian is asked today what their purpose is, the response would 

probably be something along the lines of, “To glorify God and to love your neighbor as 

yourself.” David Gill, in Becoming Good, expounds this typical response by explaining 
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there are three aspects of this Christian doctrine of human purpose and mission of human 

life: 

The first and most important of these purposes has to do with our relationship 

with God: knowing loving and glorifying our Creator, Redeemer and Friend. The 

second purpose concerns our relationships with other people. This part of the 

mission needs to be elaborated in several directions because these others may be 

near or distant, enemies or friends, and so. In short, our mission is to love these 

neighbors, to promote conditions in which they can know truth and experience 

life, and to retard or ameliorate conditions that harm them. Third, our mission is 

to be blessed personally, to experience the fullness and wholeness of life as God 

intended for us and our intimate companions.
43

 

While everything that David Gill says is profoundly true, I believe the average 

Christian struggles to understand what a life lived accordingly actually looks like. Is it 

“church” work (i.e. teaching Sunday school, doing “mission work”), and/or being 

intimately involved in the affairs of the local church? As my wife Tracy recently pointed 

out, when talking to other women about their spiritual lives, they often comment that they 

feel inadequate as Christians because the demands of raising a family are not conducive 

to serving God. For them, glorifying God is equated with involvement with doing 

“ministry” in the local church. This response is probably more endemic than the Church 

cares to admit. Although Gill is writing primarily to Christians, I fear the use of Christian 

lingo and doctrine has alienated the average layperson from a relevant, meaningful 

practical Christian life. I argue that what is desperately lacking for most believers and 

especially for the unchurched tradesmen and students is simply a contextualized 

Theology of Work.  

What does “knowing, loving, and glorifying God” look like? Approaching the 

question from a Trinitarian model of work as stated above, I believe the answer is easier 
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to grasp for most people. In understanding humans as co-creators made in the image of 

God to join in God’s massive love/work project of filling the earth and subduing it, 

everyday life takes on new significance. In other words, if human beings true natures, in 

process of being saved and redeemed by Jesus, are free to fulfill God the Father’s 

purposes, the Spirit will illuminate and animate people and their work to the benefit of 

the world and joy of the Father. Homemakers and machinists; farmers and administrators; 

plumbers and teachers; pilots and lawyers; and every other profession, trade, and skill 

will find expression in God’s Kingdom work. No task is too small or seemingly 

irrelevant. The hope and goal of raising a godly young man or woman starts with the holy 

work of changing diapers and providing meals and a secure and nurturing home life. 

Behind every printed Bible are literally tens of thousands of manufacturing workers 

cutting trees for paper, hauling the trees in trucks made with mined iron ore, petroleum 

products and other natural resources, with the use of power from hydroelectric dams, coal 

burning power plants, built by engineers, architects, cement workers, electricians, 

plumbers, and a myriad of other trades. All of the above workers haven’t even begun to 

make the paper yet in the paper mill, which employs even more skills and trades. God, in 

his infinite love, left the earth wonderfully unfinished. As a mother or father has great joy 

in cooking, building, and working with their children, God has invited His children to 

join Him, with their creative talents and gifts, to use their creative energies to collectively 

do something truly magnificent. 

Theology of Gear Making 

Graeme Smith defines craftsmanship as, “an attitude and a quality possessed by 

people enabling them to make things that give pleasure to themselves and others. The 
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work of their hands is the very best they can do, and the fabricated objects possess both 

utility and beauty.”
44

 

As I have stated earlier, as a young journeyman machinist coming back to faith in 

Jesus, I could not figure out how gear making had anything to do with the Kingdom of 

God. My first experience at the 1984 Urbana missions’ conference that housed 

presumably every mission agency on the planet, I wondered if a gear maker had any role 

in the Kingdom of God. Apparently not, as the closest anyone could think of was to send 

me over to Mission Aviation Fellowship as they might need an airplane mechanic. I was 

not a mechanic. I was a very skilled gear maker who had seventeen years experience at 

the age of twenty-one. Although my father wasn’t Jewish, he unknowingly made some 

rabbi proud according to the Talmud saying of, “‘whoever does not teach his son a trade 

has taught him robbery.’”
45

 My father taught me the trade of gear making, and I was 

really good at it; however, the Church didn’t seem to care. Obviously I have since come 

to realize that gear making is just as holy a calling as any others that God ordains.  

I am thrilled every time I read Exodus 31 as “Bezalel (the craftsman) is the first 

and only person in the Old Testament who is described as being filled with the Holy 

Spirit.”
46

 One of Robert Banks’ metaphors in God the Worker is God as metalworker. 

Banks makes a brief argument that a highly-organized metal industry was crucial in the 

expansion of Solomon’s kingdom.
47

 I now understand my role as a gear maker when 
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Hans Walter Wolff argues in Anthropology of the Old Testament that from the very 

beginning, humankind has been given the commission to establish civilization.”The 

whole of history, all human endeavors, comes under this sign, this biblical phrase.” Be 

fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth and subdue it. Genesis 1:28.”
48

 Although few 

people ever realize it, modern civilization would not exist without gear makers. I often 

demonstrate to audiences that there is hardly anything manmade that doesn’t require tens 

of thousands of manufacturing jobs. Every one of those manufacturing jobs requires the 

use of gears. The craftsmanship of gear makers contributes to the pleasure, beauty, 

education, and convenience of humankind in more ways than can be counted and is only 

part of the theology of the gear maker. Gear making also draws the worker closer to God, 

whether the craftsman realizes it or not. 

According to Graeme Smith, “One thing we know about God is that God makes 

things and is pleased with what he makes (Gen 1:31). Human beings made in the image 

of God are like God when they make things and are pleased with the results of their labor. 

If this logic holds, superior craftsmanship is a form of Godliness.”
49

 

Dorothy Sayers makes the fabulous argument that humans are most like God 

when they are creating. Quoting Berdyaev from The Destiny of Man, Sayers says, “God 

created man in his own image and likeness, i.e. made him a creator too, calling him to 

free spontaneous activity and not to formal obedience to His power. Free creativeness is 

the creature’s answer to the great call of its creator. Man’s creative work is the fulfillment 

of the Creator’s secret will.”
50
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Gear making not only requires Smith’s superior craftsmanship, but a considerable 

dose of creativity must be employed every day. The gear maker engages the steel and 

forces his/her will upon it to make it conform to almost impossible tolerances, often 

much less than the thickness of a human hair.  

As I walk through my shop, I see in the machinists numerous examples of what 

Smith describes: “perfect conception and supreme skill are the essence of divine 

craftsmanship.”
51

Edgerton Gear machinists are obviously not divine angels, but they do 

bear the image of God. In the skillful exercising of their trades, they arguably draw nearer 

to the heart of God than many of us can surmise. For as Stevens concludes in his article 

on “Trades”: 

the life of a tradesperson is shot through with intimations of eternity and 

invitations to develop a denim-jean spirituality: forming things by hand, making 

the connection between bodily activity and mental creativity, creating something 

of benefit for others, working in teams, learning and teaching in an apprentice 

relationship life on life, talking with fellow workers about the stuff of everyday 

life….Trades are like chores; they are not just opportunities to practice spiritual 

disciplines, but because of their somewhat tiresome nature and service role, they 

invite us Godward.
52

 

The journey in becoming a journeyman gear maker potentially has its rewards in 

this life and the one to come. The process, however, of becoming one is not simply a 

matter of mechanical aptitude and opportunity. The education of a tradesperson is akin to 

biblical discipleship. There are character qualities that must either be acquired or already 

possessed. The following discussion examines these virtuous traits and, in the words of 

David Gill’s title, Becoming Good. 
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Virtuous Character Development 

I begin this section by explaining the use of the word virtuous in my curriculum. 

Although the title may be Craftsman with Character, it is thus implied that I am aiming 

for virtuous character and not just character in a general sense. Every young man or 

woman who enrolls in this course has character. The question must be asked, “What kind 

of character?” As in novels and movies, there are good characters and bad characters, so 

it is with character development. Bill Hybels’ definition of character as “who you are 

when no one is looking,”
53

 doesn’t go far enough in helping understand what character 

qualities are necessary in helping students become successful tradespeople. As quoted 

earlier, Gill argues for virtue as a better word to describe those attributes that are 

necessary for good character. He defines virtue as “powers and capabilities… that 

[enable] us to achieve excellently our intended purposes, [in other words] virtues are the 

skills needed to accomplish the task of life.”
54

 Gill’s definition of virtue is remarkably 

similar to Pedersen’s definition of wisdom, “Wisdom is a property of the soul or, rather, a 

faculty, an ability to produce, a skill in shaping the very thought which yields the right 

result.”
55

 

Gill goes on to discuss Plato’s four cardinal virtues of justice, wisdom, courage, 

and self control. He notes, “Thomas Aquinas viewed the four cardinal virtues as “natural” 

virtues that help us achieve our natural end.”
56
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Justice is the supreme virtue and means everything has its proper place, in 

harmonious integration, fulfilling its purpose…Wisdom (prudence, discernment) 

is the virtue of the mind, connecting the intellect with our behavior. It is the 

capacity to make good practical judgments on how to apply the requirements of 

justice to particular circumstances. Courage (fortitude, bravery) means literally 

“the readiness to fall in battle.” It is the virtue of the heart, the “spirited part” of 

our being. It is the capacity and disposition to do what is right and just despite our 

fears. Self-control (temperance, moderation) is the virtue of the appetites (sex, 

food, etc.) It is the capacity and disposition to do what is right despite our desires 

and appetites.
57

 

It doesn’t take much thought to see how these four virtues are needed for 

everyday life, especially for the craftsman. These virtues have practical application in 

every phase of gear making. Students need to be aware how critical virtuous skills are, 

not just for the skilled machinist but for everyday life.  

Continuing with Thomas Aquinas, Gill defined the “three “supernatural” virtues 

of faith, hope, and love as necessary to achieve humankind’s supernatural end (to see and 

know God) …[and must be] ‘infused’ by God’s Spirit.”
58

 These “supernatural” virtues 

raise an interesting dilemma. Can there be any expectation of our students being 

“infused” with these virtues in a gear shop? It may be argued that since the curriculum 

does not have an overtly Christian tone to it, it can only be expected to impart four 

“natural” virtues as they “are knowable to human reason.”
59

 I, however, side with Stevens 

in his article on “Organizational Values.” He argues, “The virtuous organization would 

be shaped by three foundational organizational values from the Bible: faith, hope, and 

love. These values can be applied to both persons and structures in organizations that are 
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not overtly Christian but where people in positions of influence can shape the values of 

the organization.”
60

 

He goes on to argue that “Christian values are relevant not only to individual 

persons but to the structural and cultural contexts in which those persons live and 

work…[and] that people on a spiritual journey may embrace and live at least partly by 

Christian values.”
61

 I am assuming that every student I encounter is on a spiritual journey. 

Edgerton Gear is God’s dominion where Jesus is Lord. I have every expectation that, at 

the very least, students will be exposed to God’s Spirit through the virtuous conduct of 

Edgerton Gear’s craftsmen, if not outright “infused” as the Spirit leads. Regardless, going 

back to Graeme Smith’s comment that “superior craftsmanship is a form of godliness,”
62

 

virtuous character is the foundation of this superior craftsmanship that students will be 

exposed to. 

The Role of Community 

I now turn to the critical role of community in developing virtuous character. As 

Gill succinctly states, “Let me put it bluntly, you cannot build a strong, good character 

without at the very same time being actively involved in significant community 

experience.”
63

 For the high school student, the role of a healthy community is even more 

critical as communities “help their members discern what is right and wrong in particular 

cases, and they support and help them carry out the right thing.”
64

 Communities hold a 
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mirror up to their members and reflect back to the members who they really are as 

opposed to who they think they are. This idea is put another way by Parker Palmer, 

“reality is a web of communal relationships, and we can know reality only by being in 

community with it.” 
65

 

Gill lists seven functions of community in shaping character. 

1. Provides role models and behavior patterns. 

2. Approves and rewards right behavior. 

3. Disapproves and punishes wrong behavior. 

4. Helps us discern right and good. 

5. Assists and supports our performance. 

6. Builds strength through demands, tests and trials. 

7. Gives direction and meaning through stories and traditions.
66

 

Every one of these functions is critical not only for character development but for 

craftsmen to learn their trade.  

Cardinal Wyszynski argues there is a sanctifying quality of work, especially when 

done in an educational spirit with others: 

Through work a certain measure of perfection has to be fulfilled. For one of the 

aims of every sort of work is the perfecting of the workers. Listening to the 

instruction of our superiors, we should have the desire to accept those directions 

in the proper spirit, and the intention of making use of the work given us to derive 

new spiritual values from it. Work then will not be a hardship, but rather a school 

in which by obeying orders, we shall train our will and intellect continuously. 

Every type of work ought to form and cultivate something in us.
67
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In summary, relating back to my first point of God’s purpose for creating 

humankind as it relates to work, Theology of Work is at its very core a wholistic exercise 

of sanctification and serving the Creator with all of a person’s mind, all of their strength, 

and all of their heart. People were and are created to create, to do meaningful and 

purposeful work, gaining wisdom through the practical application of knowledge as they 

engage their head, hands and heart. Every day, the craftsman’s character is tried and 

tested as their trade demands virtue for excellent results. These excellent results are not 

only a reflection their character but of the Creator’s nature and intent for all of creation. 

In the context of a virtuous craftsman, I come back to Graeme Smith’s argument of 

“superior craftsmanship [as] a form of Godliness.”
68

 God willing, this curriculum will 

result in more young people becoming godly.
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CHAPTER 5. 

PROJECT DESIGN- EDUCATIONAL AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Long before any thoughts of a college education entered my mind, I was an 

apprentice in my father’s gear shop. While I officially became a State of Wisconsin 

indentured apprentice at the age of eighteen, my apprenticeship arguably started at the 

young age of five years old, learning to insert set screws in tapped holes and running the 

power hack saw. In the trades one learns by doing. Beginning my university education as 

a more mature student at age twenty-three, I struggled with a classroom setting as so 

much of education seemed to be about theory, void of praxis. Even when I eventually 

attended Regent College, a theological graduate school, I found that learning, if not 

connected to practical application, was a very frustrating experience for me. It is no 

wonder that Applied Theology courses were my favorites. 

I share the above simply as background to understand how my experiences shaped 

my educational methodology for this project. I am unabashedly biased towards the 

apprentice model of education. First I will further explore this model and then discuss 

how this model plays into the research methodology of the Craftsman with Character 

curriculum.  

The Apprentice Model of Education 

The notion of an apprentice isn’t as common place in the Western world as 

perhaps it may have been in the past. As James Houston notes, “Thus the fact that 

mentors are now being prominently sought reflects first upon the alienation of our age. It 

also reveals an indifference to history and past traditions, for we forget today the long 
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tradition of apprenticeship that was the basis of craftsmanship and of the role played by 

elders in many societies.”
1
 

I propose that the apprenticeship model of education is arguably the best method 

for helping young people attain the “virtues (skills) needed to accomplish the task of 

life.”
2
 As Dr. Houston states above, there has been a long tradition of apprenticeship that 

is the basis of craftsmanship. All modern craftsmanship is a culmination of a particular 

body of knowledge that took generations to accumulate. Methods and tools have evolved 

based on the experiences and know-how of previous generations. For example, sitting on 

my desk is The Machinery’s Handbook, which is basically the machinist’s bible or 

handbook to help the machinist solve almost any imaginable problem. Information on 

mathematical tables, structural analysis of materials, milling instructions, v-belt 

geometry, speeds, feeds, joints, screws, welding, etc. can be found in this 2,547 page 

volume. This is the twenty-fifth edition from 1996. In 2013, a twenty-ninth edition was 

published as more technical data and knowledge continues to evolve and accumulate. 

Although this book is a wealth of information, it didn’t always exist. The actual learning 

of the crafts and the passing of knowledge, wisdom, and skill has always been a relational 

transaction. As stated earlier, the rabbis obliged fathers to teach their son a trade.
3
 

People are created for relationship, and work is inherently relational, whether for 

the benefit for others or simply in fulfilling their priestly roles in managing creation. As 

Wolff explains, “According to Psalms 8:6, man is put in possession of the works of 
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God’s hands…. When man enters into relationship to the things of the world, whether in 

his day’s work, or in his meals, or in his discoveries, he also enters objectively into 

relationship with God, as their Creator, who has apportioned these things to him.”
4
 

The relational quality of humankind extends to the context of family and 

community. “The life of the individual in ancient Israel is always firmly integrated in the 

bonds of his family and thus of his people.” 
5
 In fact, it is impossible for the tradesman to 

learn his or her trade without relationships in community. As in my case, historically the 

means of learning a craft often took place under the tutelage of a father. Jesus learning to 

be a carpenter under his father Joseph is an example of the principle “most…crafts and 

professions the ‘father’s house will have been the school.’”
6
 A United States government 

document put it this way: “Since time immemorial, people have been transferring skills 

from one generation to another in some form of apprenticeship. Four thousand years ago, 

the Babylonian Code of Hammurabi provided that artisans teach their crafts to youth. The 

records of Egypt, Greece, and Rome from earliest times reveal that skills were still being 

passed on in this fashion.”
7
 

The distinguishing characteristic of an apprenticeship is relationship. Skills are 

much more than information and thoughts. Houston explains, “The Greek philosophers 

were wiser when they stated that “thought is not meaningful without action, and action is 
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not meaningful without friendship.” When a teacher acts kindly as a friend, the pupil is 

given much more encouragement and trust in the learning relationship.”
8
 

Friendship is perhaps the greatest need of any teenager and always has been. The 

need to fit in and be part of a community often drives young people to outrageous 

behavior, which most would agree is simply the process of growing up. This need for 

community is also the strength of the apprenticeship model of education. 

As I thought about the curriculum, I realized one of the greatest resources 

Edgerton Gear has to offer are its people. Edgerton Gear has a community of journeyman 

machinists and carpenters and a long tradition of apprenticeship, started by my father in 

the 1970s. At his funeral, I was struck by a number of men who told me how much they 

admired my father and appreciated his influence and the opportunity to learn under him 

when they were young men. In my twenty years at the helm of the company, I expanded 

the apprenticeship program, not realizing what a valuable resource these journeymen 

would someday be. I began to ponder what role they could play in the lives of these high 

school students. The idea of job shadowing emerged as a non-intrusive way of 

introducing students to manufacturing while giving them an opportunity to work 

alongside and rub shoulders with some of the finest craftsmen in the industry. 

Throughout the curriculum, I envisioned teachable moments and exercises to help 

the students discover which virtuous qualities are important and if they have them. They 

also need to see these qualities in action. Job shadowing takes on a subtle quality, for as 

the students are watching journeyman machinists work their trade, there is a subliminal 

communication as these virtuous skills are at work. The gear maker and all skilled 
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tradespeople are examples of the virtuous life in action. Virtuous skills, like technical 

skills, take time and effort to develop. Good practices and habits come from trial and 

error. The machine shop, like life, is a great laboratory to discover that right and wrong 

actions have consequences. For the apprentice, however, the learning environment is 

usually a safe place where failure is recognized as part of the learning process. Making a 

wrong decision while machining a part usually provides an opportunity to try again. 

Eventually, the correction of the error is rewarded with the satisfaction of completing a 

true and accurate gear. The apprentice models him/herself after the journeyman and 

learns the habitual practice of virtuous skills results in success. The development of an 

apprentice to a journeyman is seen in Iain Benson’s definition of a virtuous life. 

“Character is influenced by habits, and habits are formed by choices. The virtuous life is 

a life in which the acquired habits are in harmony with one another.”
9
 

In the context of a craftsman, these skills are numerous and arguably have more to 

do with success than technical skills, so if it is hoped to help young people discover 

purpose and meaning, it must be realized that becoming a good person goes hand in hand 

with becoming a good craftsman. The age old educational model of the apprentice is the 

perfect environment for developing virtuous character. As Richard Steel wrote in The 

Religious Tradesman in the 1600’s,  

…the tradesman has often greater opportunities of doing good than many 

others….You have the opportunity to educate and instruct those youths that are 

under your charge; and by counsel and example, to direct them in the paths of 

religion and virtue; whereby those principles and habits may be implanted in 

them, (through the grace of God) which may make them happy in future life, and 

blessings to all around them.
10
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Another way of looking at the apprenticeship model is Palmer’s concept of “the 

subject-centered classroom.” 

Modeled on the community of truth, this is a classroom in which teacher and 

student alike are focused on a great thing, a classroom in which the best features 

of teacher- and student-centered are merged and transcended by putting not 

teacher, not student, but subject at the center of our attention…. We must put a 

third thing, a great thing at the center of our pedagogical circle.
11

 

In the journeyman/apprentice relationship, the task at hand is the center of the 

attention. Neither the inexperience of the apprentice, which makes them self-conscious, 

nor the great skill of the journeyman is given much thought. Together, they focus on the 

task at hand as teacher and student, co-workers, and co-learners.  

When I approached Edgerton Gear’s employees with the idea of job shadowing, I 

asked how many would like to be involved by having a high school student job shadow 

them. No less than fourteen men in nine departments volunteered. In fact, their 

enthusiasm was so great I began to wonder what impact this project would have not only 

on the students but on the culture of Edgerton Gear. I overlooked that the apprenticeship 

model is a two way relational transaction. 

In summary, a theology of crafts in the context of gear making, virtuous character 

development, and an apprenticeship model have culminated in a curriculum entitled 

Craftsman with Character.  

Research Methodology 

In this project I am using qualitative research (as opposed to quantitative that 

might be more scientifically computed) and acknowledge that there is a degree of 

subjectivity in assessment, but I but believe it provides good data on results and changes. 
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The project includes (1) experimentation with a praxis basis, relationally formed 

intervention with assessments of learning and growth based on; (2) the use of 

questionnaires before and after the intervention; (3) group and personal observation 

which enables me, in the context of relationship and shared work, to assess what is really 

happening in the young people I am serving and the mentors I am overseeing. I would be 

looking for changes in worldview and self-perception. In harmony with guidelines for 

qualitative research with human subjects I use no names of the students or mentors but 

designate them as Mentor 1, etc., and Student A, etc. All have understood that they were 

participating in a study project and that their names would not be published without their 

permission. The case studies used later are drawn from real people and real events at 

Edgerton Gear. The names have been changed to disguise the identities. If the subject of 

the case study is still employed at Edgerton Gear, permission was given to present their 

story to the class. In order to undertake this qualitative research I needed to contextualize 

the project for the actual people with whom I am undertaking this learning encounter.  

As with all curriculums, much thought was given to the target audience. Age, 

gender, race, socio-economic and religious backgrounds, and worldviews were all factors 

to be considered. The students are primarily fifteen- to seventeen-year-old white males 

from a relatively small, Midwest town (pop. 5,000). They are primarily from blue-collar 

families where a college-educated parent is the exception rather than the rule. The 

percentage from single parent homes seems to reflect the 50 percent divorce rate of the 

American culture. Religious education also seems to be the exception, although Edgerton 

does have a strong Catholic and Lutheran presence, where many children finish 

catechism classes in eighth grade. Most students would probably consider themselves 
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agnostic (if they understood the term) as they see little relevance to spirituality to 

everyday life. Being juniors and seniors in high school, they are just beginning to give 

thought to what their lives will be after high school. For the most part, a four-year college 

education is not even a consideration, although a two-year technical school is a strong 

possibility. Unfortunately, the students usually have not fared well in school as they are 

the “shop kids,” often looked down on by educators and fellow students alike. They are 

often considered to be not very bright nor to have a promising future, which reflects 

American culture’s general perception of manual, mechanical work. 

With these students the research question is asked, “To what extent can high 

school students in Edgerton, Wisconsin, become formed as craftspeople with character 

through a comprehensive approach including teaching, praxis, mentoring, and theological 

reflection?” 

The first premise I began with is all students have a worldview. Taking into 

consideration the educational and religious context of Edgerton, Wisconsin, it was 

assumed the students had little or no exposure to TOW nor had they given any thought to 

their personal goals or purpose in life; therefore, a curriculum would need to help the 

students be aware of their worldviews and examine them for truth and fallacies. In the 

process, I would expose them to a Christian worldview using non-religious language. 

They understood from the outset that the course would introduce them to the world of 

manufacturing and help them decide if it was a career they would be interested in. As 

they course progressed, they would also discover its emphasis on developing virtuous 

character qualities along with the soft skills needed in any successful job environment. I 

would be looking for changes in their worldview and self-perception. 
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The second premise I held was the curriculum needed to be relational at its core. 

By implementing the apprenticeship model as stated above, there were intentional efforts 

of fostering a relational classroom and allowing sufficient time in job shadowing for 

relationships to develop. Since it is difficult to measure the relational impact, I would be 

looking for cues such as the students ‘sense of ease with the mentors and the mentors’ 

feedback as to how well the students interacted with them. Throughout the course, I kept 

a personal journal, noting significant behaviors, comments, and conversations of both 

students and mentors. Mentors were consulted weekly for feedback on course material as 

well as their interaction with students. Each student spent ninety minutes with a mentor, 

four times a week while spending one ninety-minute session with me in the classroom 

each week. This session included course material as well as informal dialogue during 

which I engaged the students about their experiences with the mentors, asking who they 

were assigned to that week, what they were doing and learning, as well as what they were 

learning about their mentors. In addition, students were required to daily journal about 

their experiences. 

I interacted in an informal way with the mentors (appropriate for machinists) a 

minimum of six times during the job shadowing experience, noting what I heard, how the 

mentor viewed the student and student progress, as well as how the mentor experienced 

the relationship, and what the mentor learned himself. At the end of the course, mentors 

were asked to thoughtfully answer an evaluation questionnaire, reflecting on their 

experience as mentors. 
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Student journals, questionnaires, and course books were collected along with the 

mentor evaluations. These materials, along with my own journal, comprised the body of 

research to evaluate changes in worldviews and in the self-perception of the students. 

Craftsman with Character Curriculum 

My preliminary research culminated in an eighteen-week curriculum entitled 

Craftsman with Character.
12

 This curriculum would be the basis for the project and 

subsequent research, which took place in two sessions between June and December of 

2013. The first session was a dry run of the curriculum during the summer with a select 

group of test subjects. The second session was an official Edgerton high school course 

from September through December. The summer course was condensed due to time 

constraints while the fall session fit an eighteen-week semester and was taught five days a 

week for a ninety-minute period. The three basic elements employed were 1) a somewhat 

traditional classroom setting of ninety minutes once a week; 2) job shadowing/mentor 

relationships of ninety minutes, four days a week; and 3) reflection through the use of 

personal journals, with recorded samples below. Eighty percent of the student’s time was 

in the shop with mentors and only 20 percent in the classroom. Taking the students out of 

the school environment, the curriculum was hosted on-site at Edgerton Gear. One day 

each week was taught in a classroom setting in Edgerton Gear’s lunchroom, using 

lectures, discussions, videos, and various exercises. The other four days the students’ job 

shadowed various mentors throughout the shop.  

Because of the extensive reliance on shop mentors in the job shadowing element 

of the course, it was critical to train the mentors, in other words, to mentor the mentors. 
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As I discussed and planned the logistics of having students in the shop with the Edgerton 

Gear mentors, it quickly became apparent that mentoring was a foreign concept to most 

of the journeyman machinists. A number of subsequent mentor meetings were held to 

discuss and describe the process of mentoring and to help mentors evaluate their own 

roles and boundaries. Discussions involved elements of job shadowing such as how much 

time the mentors were to spend explaining their jobs to the students versus simply having 

the students observe. Some mentors mistakenly believed their role was to train the 

students to be machinists, wanting to explain in great detail the machining process. While 

some explanations are warranted, I needed to emphasize the students were there simply 

for an overview of manufacturing, and it was equally important to engage the students, 

asking questions; however, the mentors’ relationships with the students also had to be 

balanced with boundaries, so emotional attachments were minimized. Subsequently, 

further discussions were needed to explore what a mentoring relationship entailed. As my 

research in the following chapter will examine, I grossly overlooked the attention the 

mentors would need and the impact the course would have on them and the culture of 

Edgerton Gear. 

In discussions with the high school administrators in the spring of 2013, it was 

agreed upon that the curriculum needed a dry run before it went live as an official high 

school course for the fall of 2013. The purpose was to provide an opportunity to work out 

the logistics of the course with the shop mentors and to test and further develop the 

course material. In the summer of 2013, ten students were selected as test subjects based 

on their interest in manufacturing, availability, and willingness to critique the course. 

These students were a mix of ages, ranging from sixteen to twenty-three. Three of the 
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students were already Edgerton Gear apprentices. Two were high school students. Three 

were college students working at Edgerton Gear for the summer, and the last two were 

recent high school graduates enrolled at local technical college for machining. It should 

also be noted that three of the students were my own sons, ages twenty-one, nineteen, and 

sixteen.  

Although a number of these students were out of the target range of fifteen- to 

eighteen-year-old high school students, their various ages and experiences were helpful in 

providing feedback on the course. It was also interesting to see how more mature students 

would respond to the course as well. 

Nine different departments were identified in the manufacturing process. 

Beginning with the saw department, there were two CNC lathe departments, two milling 

departments (which occasionally included heat treating), CAD CAM and drawing 

software, hobbing and shaping (which is the cutting of the gear teeth), deburring, and 

ending with the shipping department. Since there were only ten weeks of summer, the 

course was compressed by occasionally doing two classroom sessions in a week and 

spending a little less than a week in the various departments. When the curriculum went 

live in the fall for an eighteen-week semester, students spent four days each week in each 

department for nine weeks. They then repeated the cycle for the second nine weeks. (The 

fifth day was in the classroom.) This first cycle allowed for an initial exposure to gear 

making, giving them the big picture of manufacturing. By cycling through a second time, 

the students then had a better grasp of the role each department plays.  

To get at the research question, in the first session the students were asked to fill 

out a questionnaire that aimed at getting the student to begin the process of reflecting on 
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who they are, and where they want to go in life. Embedded in this questionnaire during 

the first session of the Craftsmen with Curriculum were the following questions, which I 

used to measure the impact of the course. These same questions were asked at the end of 

the course in the form of an evaluation (appendix A). “Do you think you have something 

to contribute to your family?...your community?...your world? Do you think work can be 

meaningful?” 

After getting this baseline information, subsequent sessions began the process of 

helping students discover who they are and what worldviews they held. The basic 

premise is they need to know where they are at if they are to figure out where they want 

to go. At the beginning of every class, the students were asked what they learned in the 

past week. To aid them in being reflective, in the last ten minutes of a job-shadowing 

day, the students were required to write in their journals, recording their experiences of 

that day. If they had difficulty in remembering what they learned, their journals were a 

good reference. These journals were collected at the end of the course and samples can be 

seen in appendix C. 

In session 2, a humorous though bizarre video clip from Monty Python was used 

to introduce the question, “What is the Meaning of Life?” The first chapter of the 

Happy
13

 documentary was also viewed, which challenges the common worldviews and 

myths many cultures hold concerning what makes people happy. The makers of the 

Happy movie have provided educational material for different ages to help students 

explore their worldviews. I chose to use the first three chapters of the documentary as I 

find them especially relevant for this course. 
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In session 3, the role of character qualities was introduced in the form of a group 

activity called The Noah Project in which students are asked to identify character traits of 

tradesmen for a fictional mission of building a new civilization on a distant planet. To 

help the students, they were asked to go wander about the gear shop, observing not the 

work of the mentors but the mentors themselves. What character qualities can they see in 

their mentors as they do their work? Which qualities make them successful and which 

hinder their work? 

In session 4, I introduced a code of ethics I wrote called The Craftsman’s Code, 

which is the heart of the course. The session was primarily a lecture during which I 

explained in detail why each of the six principles is important for the craftsman. By the 

end of the course, the students were expected to memorize this code as it was covered 

almost every week thereafter. The session began with thirty minutes of viewing Nova’s 

documentary, “Ancient Computer.”
14

This fascinating film explores the discovery of a 

two-thousand-year-old gearbox invented to chart the movements of planets. The 

craftsmanship and creativity is stunning. I again emphasized the critical role that 

craftsman have played throughout civilization. In fact, this point was emphasized 

throughout the course at every opportunity in class and with the mentors. Modern 

civilization would not exist without manufacturing. 

Session 5 further explored The Meaning of Life with another chapter of the 

Happy documentary. 

Session 6 introduced the use of case studies in this curriculum. I have written six 

real-life case studies drawn from current and past employees of Edgerton Gear, including 
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myself. By this sixth week, the students were immersed not only in the shop but were 

challenged to think deeply about the role of character in a job setting. After reading the 

case study, the students were engaged to identify the issues and problems the subject 

faced, including which character qualities either aided or hindered the subject, and how 

the subject might have otherwise handled the situation. The entertainment value of the 

exercise was priceless as the names of the subjects were changed. The students 

immediately tried to surmise if the subject was one of their mentors. 

Sessions 7 and 8 provided the students a welcome break from me, with two 

Edgerton Gear employees writing and teaching these sessions. The impetus for involving 

the two employees came about as both, in separate conversations, approached me with 

their concerns that young people need to be taught the value of discipline and being 

professional in the work place. Both of them had observed that young people often have 

poor body language, and they present themselves in a less than professional manner. I 

then asked them if they would be interested in writing the curriculum and teaching it. At 

first they were very hesitant, but, after further discussion and thought on the value I 

believed it would be for the students, they embraced it wholeheartedly. The content and 

the videos they found were 100 percent of their own doing, with a little coaching from 

me. They were truly a hit as they also employed a fellow employee in a skit that 

dramatized what an Edgerton Gear employee should not be in the character of Joe 

Schmuckatello. The remaining sessions are comprised of more case studies and an in 

depth study on virtuous character.  

The course ended with an evaluation. The last day was spent interviewing the 

students, exploring their thoughts, impressions, and experiences during the course. I 
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asked the students what they enjoyed most and least, who their favorite and least favorite 

mentors were, and what improvements or changes they could recommend to improve the 

course. They were also required to fill out a questionnaire with the research question 

from session 1. Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

The mentors were also required to fill out an evaluation form on their perceptions 

and experiences with the students, which are included in full in appendix E. In addition, 

the students’ journals were reviewed and evaluated, looking for changes in perception 

and attitudes of themselves and work. The students’ technical education teacher also sat 

in on the course and was interviewed for his analysis of the course. He was asked what 

value he saw in the class for the students as well as the school. In addition, he was asked 

for his opinions on the format of the course as well as content. His responses will be 

covered in the following chapter. 

Throughout the course, I kept a personal journal recording my thoughts and 

perceptions. Several times a week I met with various shop mentors to discuss their 

thoughts and concerns. The students’ journals were also periodically reviewed for further 

insight. Upon completion of the course, all journals, student course books, and evaluation 

forms were collected for review. The results and findings are the topic of the next 

chapter.
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CHAPTER 6. 

OUTCOMES AND RESULTS 

It is difficult to be objective in the analysis of this research. The experiences, 

memories, and challenges of the past eight months were so intertwined in my own 

journey and the life of Edgerton Gear that my biases are impossible to extricate from my 

observations and perceptions. Much of my research and readings spoke to me at an 

almost primal level as it often felt like I was reliving my life-long quest for purpose and 

significance. For many years, I’ve struggled to synthesize the good news of the Christian 

faith with my vocation as a gear maker. The low or irrelevant view of the trades among 

most Christians, the church, and our American secular culture was difficult to overcome, 

even with an arsenal of weapons such as Pete Hammond and Paul Stevens as mentors, a 

master’s education from Regent College and three years of course work at BGU. Over 

these past three years, however, a fundamental change has taken place in my convictions 

as I’ve come to connect the existence and growth of civilization with the Creation 

mandate in Genesis. Modern civilization would not exist without craftspeople plying their 

trades. I can state with passion and certainty that the world really does need machinists.  

Over the past eight months, as I’ve interacted with these young men who are 

charting their life courses and the Edgerton Gear employees, I could not help projecting 

my past struggles for significance on to them. However, I also projected my enthusiasm 

that machinists play a critical role in modern society. We often joked that tradespeople 

run the world, which, taken literally, isn’t so far removed from the truth. There were 

times I couldn’t control my zeal, so as I analyzed the data from these courses, I was fully 

aware I am very biased and prone to disappointment if the students don’t share my 
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convictions., I don’t believe, however, I am overstating my conclusive remarks that this 

course changed lives. As the following will demonstrate, the effect on the students and 

mentors alike was overwhelmingly positive, although some students weren’t particularly 

articulate.  

The analysis will consist of examining the students from the summer course, the 

mentors, the students from the fall course, the overall effect on Edgerton Gear, and lastly, 

how teaching this course impacted me. 

Summer Students 

The curriculum was first taught as a test run to ten young men ranging in age from 

sixteen to twenty-three, with all but three under the age of twenty.. Three of them were 

full-time Edgerton Gear employees and had already been exposed to the culture and 

influence; three were my own sons, and one had just graduated from high school and had 

served a youth apprenticeship at Edgerton Gear, while the other three were brand new to 

Edgerton Gear. With this in mind, I knew the research would be skewed as the majority 

of them I have known for a number of years. About half of the students had a pretty good 

idea of what my theology and worldview are, but I valued their input in assessing the 

course. I should add also that this group was very atypical of most young people. Almost 

all of them were leaders in different capacities; their grades were above average in 

school, and were for the most part mature and confident young men. A couple of 

students, however, fit the stereotypical mold described earlier in this paper. Student A 

was classified as a “special needs” student with a learning disorder and was in an 

alternative program in high school. Student B also struggled in school and was not 
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deemed “college material,” so he planned on attending a technical school to learn 

welding.  

Class discussions were very lively and thoughtful with much humor. There was a 

high degree of familiarity with each other and with me, so it was a very relaxed 

atmosphere. I selected these students for the dry run as I was confident they would give 

me honest feedback. The down side of this familiarity was I wouldn’t know how the 

curriculum would be received by high school students who were strangers to Edgerton 

Gear and me. I will, however, highlight in discussing the second class, there was no need 

for concern.  

Looking at just the answers to my research questions for this initial group at the 

beginning and end of the course, I was a little surprised to see a dramatic shift in attitudes 

toward work and their self-perceptions. Since I knew these students, I wasn’t expecting 

much of a change in their understandings of work and their purposes. The following 

questions were asked in a nine-question survey at the beginning of the course in Session 

1, June 4, 2013 and again on August 14, 2013. 

1.  Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 2. 

community?...your world?  

2.  Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Their responses are shown in table 1, with “B” denoting the beginning of class and “E” 

denoting their response at the end of class. 

Overall, their responses at the end of the course tended to be more thoughtful and 

thorough (e.g. Students A, B, F, and H). In a few responses, it was clear it was difficult 

for some to break out of their views of work as merely something one has to do to make 

money. I found it especially interesting that this attitude was more prevalent with students  
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Table 1. Student responses to questions regarding their sense of contributing (“B” denotes responses 

at beginning of class and “E’ indicates responses at end of class) 

Student A –  

B “Yes, certain types of work can input the entire globe, including manufacturing.” 

E “I think I have a decent work ethic and will be able to contribute. Work is definitely meaningful. If you 

take pride in your work, it shows the type of person you are, not to mention it’s how you make a living.” 

Student B–  

 B “I have a good work ethic. If you’re doing the right job, like teaching or volunteering.” 

 E – Yes! I realized how much my attitude of work has changed. I look forward to work where I didn’t 

before. I know everything I’m doing and creating has importance and have pride I what I’m doing.  

Student C –  

B “I would like to think so. I believe work can be meaningful because then families can have money.” 

E “For my family, I can provide money and hands on work. I believe I could help out the community. I feel 

like I can write music that has a positive impact on people. I know work can be meaningful. 

Student D – 

 B “I do because I love to volunteer and help people. Work can be meaningful if you work in a good 

company.” 

 E “Yes I do have a lot to contribute. I also love to volunteer and bring smiles to people’s faces.” 

Student E –  

B “My hard work and determination to succeed in life.” 

E “I have everything to contribute. Make my family proud, set an example for my community, and work 

hard to please the world.” 

Student F –  

B “Work can be meaningful if you make it meaningful.” 

E “I believe everyone has something to contribute. For instance, I help do chores at our family’s house and 

I’m one of the leading members in a new Rotary community service club. Work can be meaningful because 

it can give a purpose in life.” 

Student G – 

 B “I have a willingness to help in any way I can, do what I’m told and work hard. Work can be meaningful 

and depends on lots of things.” 

E N/A 

Student H –  

B “Yes.” 

E “I think making something useful everyday and making it with high quality can contribute to all three in 

some way. Work can be meaningful. If you create something to make someone’s day or life easier or 

improved their life, you’ve done something meaningful.” 

Student I –  

B “I feel that I have many leadership skills and I need to use them in some way or form.” 

E “To an extent, all jobs are important, some are much more so and hold more meaning. “ 

Student J –    

B “Yes, I do. Some work can be.” 

E “Work can meaningful but also have no meaning, based on the job and the attitude of the worker. 

However, I don’t know hardly anyone who would rather work if they didn’t have to. Everything has its 

place.” 

 

who I knew had grown up in Christian homes. The two students whose parents were 

involved in “professional” ministry, Students C and J, never really seemed to grasp that 

gear making is just as significant of work as being a pastor or youth worker. Student J, 
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with both parents being pastors, had the most disappointing response at the end of the 

course, “I don’t know hardly anyone who would rather work if they didn’t have to.” I 

might add that he is twenty-three years old and continues to be very aimless in life as he 

continues to have great difficulty in making a career choice. He has started and quit 

college twice but has now enrolled in classes for the third time.  

The students’ journals gave further insight into their thought processes during the 

course. Excerpts from each student are recorded in appendix C. The students’ final 

evaluations of the course can be read in appendix D. It was obvious they were engaged 

and reflective. Almost all of them mention at least one case study that was personally 

meaningful as well as the personal interaction with the mentors.  

The beginning of every class would start with asking what they learned in the past 

week. I was fascinated with how their responses changed as the summer course unfolded. 

For the first few weeks, most of their responses were focused on the actual machining 

operations throughout the shop. For some of them, seeing the shop was their first 

opportunity to get a complete overview of the production process and to gain an 

understanding of the logical sequences and interdependent relationships of the different 

departments. As the weeks progressed, their responses changed to what they learned 

about the mentors. In fact, by the end of the course, their relationships with the mentors 

dominated the conversation. It became obvious the students were connecting with the 

mentors on a much deeper level. By session 9 and the case study on Carson, who is an 

active employee of Edgerton Gear, the students became even more enthralled with the 

personal stories of the case studies. Around the dinner table each night, my own sons 
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consistently commented on what they learned about a different mentor. The sense of 

community began to really take hold for many of the students.  

My own journal towards the end of the summer reflects the changes I was seeing 

not only in the students but the entire shop. 

8/21/13 

After reading the students’ journals and the mentors’ evaluations this week, there 

are many lessons to be learned that will need to be incorporated into the course. 

From the student’s perspectives, the course exceeded my expectations in how it 

changed and/or deepened their perceptions of the trades, community, character 

and themselves. Maybe it was simply the caliber of the ten young men this 

summer but they impressed all of us at so many levels. All of them responded that 

the course material centered on character was something that was desperately 

needed for students but rarely talked about. Some said this experience was pivotal 

in helping them sort out who they are in this stage of life and finding their 

purpose. They especially valued the job shadowing experience in getting to know 

not only an overview of how the shop functions but perhaps even more 

importantly getting to know the mentors. Every day they were required to write 

on the day’s experience and what they learned. It is fascinating that even the 

simple question of, “What did you learn today?” caused much reflection and 

engagement. In so doing, there were almost more references to what they learned 

about that day’s mentor. The relational aspect of this course cannot be 

understated. 

The summer was especially meaningful for me as all three of my sons were 

involved in the course. All of them commented on how fantastic the experience was as 

they all said they learned more about the business and Edgerton Gear’s culture in one 

summer than they had in their entire lives. One wants to come back and work here after 

college. Another was concerned the summer would be boring. He thought he’d be lonely 

and was intimidated by machining. By summer’s end, he was programming a lathe, 

making good parts, and felt a tremendous sense of accomplishment and camaraderie with 

the rest of the shop. Even my youngest, only sixteen, thoroughly enjoyed the experience. 

I have to admit, I grew in stature in their eyes as they saw and heard repeatedly from the 
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guys in the shop how much I am respected and appreciated by the employees. Maybe dad 

isn’t full of hot air after all. 

Perhaps the only major criticism was the lack organization and struggles with the 

media aspect of the course. Because it was summer, I was constantly juggling vacation 

schedules, which led to chaos. My laptop is older and was a struggle. The students 

admonished me to fix this before the next course. They didn’t want me to be another “old 

person that is technologically inept!” 

Students D and E, the two students who were probably more representative of the 

students who will enroll from the high school, were dramatically impacted. Student D 

changed his career path to machining, enrolling in a two-year technical school that is 

much more in depth and challenging than the welding class he had previously enrolled in. 

His enthusiasm and passion was contagious. Student E, the special needs student, grew 

the most of any of the students. The following are his own words from his evaluation at 

the end of the summer. 

The course exceeded my expectations. I have learned not only knowledge about 

machining but I have learned a lot about myself. The person I was before I started 

working here is not who I am today. I am organized, pretty much the opposite of 

what I was. I learned that I have natural trade skills and work well with my hands. 

I learned that the unorganized slacker I was before is not who I am. I’ve tried so 

hard not to be but never had any motivation. Now I plan on doing good in school, 

going to technical college and having a life career. 100% continue with this 

course. If people really want to do this, it’s a perfect opportunity to find out who 

they really are. 

After the summer, our staff agreed to take this student on as a youth apprentice for 

the school year, which would be his senior year. He has been very dependable and 

enthusiastic, asking if he can work at the shop on school holidays; however, a month in to 

the fall term, I discovered his grades were suffering, and he was failing several classes 

and not turning in homework. As a disciplinary and mentoring measure, the Edgerton 
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staff met with him and explained he couldn’t be here at Edgerton Gear unless he 

maintains at least a C average. He was suspended until his grades improved, which took 

about a month. However, by the end of the fall term, however, his tech-ed teacher 

informed me that other teachers had recently approached him and asked what had 

happened recently to this student. He was suddenly completing and turning in his 

homework on time, was getting passing grades on tests, and was a totally different 

person. A bit of loving but stern accountability from his shop mentors was obviously 

what this student needed! 

Mentors 

From the mentor’s perspective, this course was a “homerun.” However, the 

mentoring aspect was a major blind spot for me. Although I included the mentors in my 

preparation by showing them the material I was teaching that week, I completely 

misjudged my mentoring role in their lives. Somehow I simply expected them to take 

what I was teaching and re-enforce it when they were with the students; however many of 

them commented that this course was the first time they had ever heard much of the 

material on character development and purpose of life and that it was just as new for 

them as the students. In fact, they were hesitant to engage the students on character issues 

because they felt under qualified to talk about it.  

Some of the mentors wholeheartedly engaged the students, eager to share their 

experiences and wisdom with the students. Mentors 1, 2, and 3 were the most vocal. The 

students often commented on how challenging and informative these three were. Mentor 

2 developed the reputation as being the most difficult as he would challenge the student 

assigned to him that week to think and ask questions. In fact, on most days, he required 
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the student to ask at least three questions related to the job. He would not immediately 

give the student the answer but would often respond with another question. The students 

agreed that you better bring your “A” game when working with him because he will 

make you think and wrestle to understand the “why” behind the job. 

Mentor 1, on the other hand, had a much kinder and gentler approach, which 

reflects his personality, but he was just as engaging. Many students commented how he 

was their favorite mentor. He would explain his job very thoroughly, often asking 

clarifying questions, so he knew the student was comprehending the concepts. His 

response to a question in the evaluation gives insight into his natural teaching gifts. 

“Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not?” 

Yes and No. Yes, with the time spent with each individual I really felt like I was 

able to open their eyes to the working world. I feel with the time spent here by all 

students they were able to learn a machinist is an honorable way to make a living, 

that we are not people deserving of disrespect, that we make great contributions to 

the world by making the parts that help the world work. Things that did not meet 

my expectations where some students not showing up on time, lack of attention, 

and the inability of simple math and reading a tape measure or scale. 

As Mentor 2 mentioned, many of the students had difficulty with simple math and 

reading measuring tools; therefore, he helped develop a measuring curriculum with 

Mentors 1 and 3 that they taught to the students in a group setting once a week. 

Not all mentors were as enthusiastic. In fact, a few admitted they were quite 

skeptical. Mentor 4, in particular, was admittedly cynical that this young generation of 

students had anything to offer at all. He resented how some students dressed, how their 

hands were often shoved deep in their pockets, and often their seemingly inability to 

listen and make eye contact when being spoken to. My challenge to him was rather than 

be cynical, to take some responsibility and help correct these weaknesses. As a former 
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drill sergeant in the National Guard, he teamed up with Mentor 2 to teach two sessions of 

the curriculum and did a marvelous job. Out in the shop, he took his mentoring role 

seriously and was very patient and helpful. By the end of the course, when asked in his 

evaluation what he had learned, he wrote one word, “HOPE!” I asked him what he meant 

and he simply said he now has hope for the next generation. He explained these kids 

really showed him something and that he was wrong in being cynical. His evaluation in 

appendix E is worth reading. 

Overall, the evaluations were very glowing, and the mentors thanked me 

numerous times for the opportunity to be involved. All ten mentors emphatically stated 

we need to continue this course, while a number of them commented they would like to 

be better prepared by my teaching them the material more in depth (see appendix E). I 

was quite honestly shocked at some of the responses. Some of the employees that I 

thought were the least enthusiastic about the course became some of the biggest 

supporters. For example, Mentor 5, my second in command, is a very no-nonsense leader. 

Although he has a very gently heart, he has the stereotypical appearance of a Harley 

motorcycle rider (he has two). With his shaved head, tattoos, and handlebar moustache, 

he can be very intimidating. He doesn’t like a lot of conversation or to waste time. I 

sensed he was skeptical about this course but his evaluation was stunning. Here is a 

sample. 

I cannot say enough as to how valuable this experience is for these young people. 

I don’t believe that high school is enough for them to be prepared for life after 

school. With this program they can decide (at very least) if they are a “work with 

your hands” kind of person or not; that alone narrows things down for them.  

Bottom line is how lucky to be able to experience different job experiences to 

help figure out what you want to do with your life instead of bouncing from one 

dead-end job to another. Learning and becoming a master at any skill is 
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something to be proud of, I believe proud people become good people, good 

people is what this world needs more of. 

A final story of the mentors illustrates how powerful an experience the course was 

for many of them. Mentor 6 has been with Edgerton Gear for over ten years. In his late 

forties, his personal life has been tragic, and his self-esteem is very low. Not thinking he 

had much to offer to the students, he bashfully volunteered to be a mentor. It was 

remarkable to hear the students’ comments about him. For some, he was their favorite 

mentor as he explained things very well in an unassuming, kind manner. One day towards 

the end of the summer course, he cornered me by the drinking fountain. He passionately 

asked me if I feel guilty about what we have at Edgerton Gear. I asked him to explain as I 

didn’t understand his question. He responded that what we have here at Edgerton Gear is 

too special for us to keep to ourselves. He said the world needs to know that work can be 

this meaningful, that a business can be run in such a way that it is profitable and yet so 

supportive of the employees and investing in young people, and that it really can make a 

difference. He wanted to know how we were going to get this message to the world. 

Fall Students 

By the end of the summer, I was pretty excited for the fall semester to begin. The 

summer had been such a positive experience on so many levels that the shop and I were 

little prepared for what we would soon face when the new school year began. The high 

school tech-ed instructor was disappointed at the low number of students who enrolled. 

Originally, he believed he would have difficulty limiting the course to ten students. He 

believed the course was such a great opportunity for the students that the interest in the 

class would be overwhelming; however, only six students applied, and two of those 

dropped out before the class began. Although the remaining four students fit the profile 
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of what I expected in terms of being shop kids, not having much direction in their lives, 

and not being deemed “college material,” all four were extremely quiet and shy. None of 

us in the shop knew any of them, so we were a complete group of strangers. The teacher 

would later confess that he was very concerned how well the students would interact 

since all of them were very introverted. 

The first day the students arrived, everyone knew the class was going to be a 

challenge. As I sat down to explain the course, the job shadowing, and journals to the 

students, they never said a word and barely made eye contact. The mentors warned me 

and wished me luck in getting the students to open up. I could tell by their body language 

they felt intimidated, but I believed I could at least get them to open up a little. It was 

difficult, to say the least. My journal from that week revealed my anxiety. 

September 10, 2013 

I have to admit, I was a bit nervous about this class and actually lost sleep last 

night, wondering and praying about how I’d connect with these guys who are 

complete strangers to me and I to them. They started job shadowing last week and 

I could tell they were all very shy and intimidated, not knowing what to expect. I 

thought back to Parker Palmer’s own fears and reflections in The Courage to 

Teach. Even as a seasoned veteran teacher, he still experienced fears and nerves 

when starting a new class. And after teaching a great class where he really felt 

“on,” the next class was a disaster. Our summer class went great but I knew all the 

kids, including three of my own sons. When I had the guys fill out a course 

evaluation, every one of them commented that, although they thought the class 

was great, they had doubts the “normal” high school guy would open up and 

actually engage the class like they had. I had my doubts, too. The mentors in the 

shop had all commented that the four new guys were extremely quiet and difficult 

to engage. I knew I had my work cut out for me but again thought back to Palmer 

when he stresses the importance of being authentic and not making the class about 

your own personal performance but about the needs of the students. What were 

they thinking? Were they feeling intimidated? Put yourself in their shoes and find 

ways to help them feel safe and valued. Praying this morning before work, I 

sensed the Spirit tell me the theme of the day was “Peace.” So I prayed for peace 

and that the kids would feel at peace as well. 
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I spent the first thirty minutes telling my own story of trying to find a career and 

purpose, beginning by working at the shop at age five, sharing my own struggles in 

finding my way. I explained how I ended up back at the shop and the challenge of 

changing the culture, ending by saying this industry has a severe labor shortage of quality 

craftsmen. My hope was this course would give them a glimpse of who they need to be to 

excel in any job. They then spent twenty minutes filling out the questionnaire in the first 

session of their course handout(appendix A).Embedded in the questionnaire was the 

research question that evaluates their perception of not only their role in the world but 

also if work can be meaningful. The seventh question says, Do you think you have 

something to contribute to your family? …your community?...your world? Do you think 

work can be meaningful? 

When I came back into the room twenty minutes later, all four responded they 

were finished but that the seventh question stumped them. They simply didn’t know how 

to answer it. I was stunned. Of the four, only one thought work could be meaningful but 

didn’t know if he had anything to contribute. If this response wasn’t an affirmation that 

this class is desperately needed, what would be? 

The word that initially came to mind to describe what I felt was tragic. These 

young men had their entire lives in front of them, yet felt they had little to offer. All of 

these young men had no sense of purpose or value to the world. Only one had any 

direction, thinking he’d work for his father, who owned a local auto repair shop. The 

other three had no idea what to do with their lives. One was considering being a welder 

only because he didn’t know what else to do. None of the four were deemed “college 
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material” but were the kids this curriculum was intended for. They were perfect test 

subjects. 

As the weeks went by, the mentors repeatedly commented how quiet and shy the 

students were, yet they were polite, gracious, and did seem interested. My journal six 

weeks into the semester records little change.  

October 15, 2013 

This is a tough class to teach. All four students are introverts and remarkably shy. 

Two of them are seniors and are a bit more confident. The two juniors are like 

church mice. Getting them to answer a question with more than a few words is 

like pulling teeth. The two younger students have difficulty making eye contact 

and seem really insecure. In discussing this with Joe Mink, the Tech-Ed 

instructor, he said he cringed when he saw who signed up for the class and who 

didn’t. He knew these four were extremely quiet and are exhausting to teach. That 

helped me feel better about the class as I remembered how I felt at age 16 or 17 

and how intimidating it was to be around older adults. Joe & I end up doing more 

talking than I’d like to fill in the dead air with stories, which the guys seemed to 

enjoy. 

With the above said, I continued with my conviction that these kids need a safe 

place and the curriculum would be beneficial for them, especially the job 

shadowing. For introverts, job shadowing is a great environment as it is non-

threatening and provides more one-on-one time. When I ask the mentors about 

their time with these kids, they all had similar responses to mine as the kids are 

really quiet. Some of the mentors are taking this as a personal challenge to draw 

these kids out! 

I did, however, get some encouragement that week. I happened upon a student’s 

parents at the local greenhouse. When they saw me, they excitedly pulled me aside and 

thanked me for the course. They said, “Our son came home the other night and said he 

might want to be a machinist!” I responded that’s great but it is very early in the course, 

and he will probably change his mind. They then told me, “No, you don’t understand. For 

the first time in our lives, Robert (not his real name) actually said that he wants to do 

something when he grows up! That is incredible!” We chatted some more about how 
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much their son is enjoying the class and how wonderful it is that it is providing him with 

some direction. 

The other encouragement came from Edgerton’s office manager. Being friends 

with the parents of a student, she commented to them how quiet he is. The parents 

responded they can’t believe how excited their son is everyday to share what he learned 

that day at Edgerton Gear! Both of these examples simply show I can’t judge the impact 

of the course by anyone’s shyness.  

During the sessions taught by our mentors in the seventh and eighth weeks, the 

students were required to give a three- to five-minute speech on some challenge or 

struggle the students had overcome in their lives. All of them were reluctant if not 

terrified. When the turn came for the quietest student in the class, Student Y, everyone 

thought he was going to have a nervous breakdown. He choked out a few sentences in a 

one-minute speech, and everyone applauded. In the weeks that followed there were more 

breakthroughs.  

November 12, 2014 

It is now a month later from my last journal and there is a marked difference in 

the students. They are more relaxed and engaged. They still aren’t overly talkative 

but they smile. When given the opportunity to miss class or do something else, 

they openly say they rather come here. Student Y, the most insecure and shiest 

one of the group, asked me last week if he could be a youth apprentice. He now 

easily makes eye contact and is often eager to answer questions in class.  

One of the shop mentors and also an introvert told me this week about his 

experience with Student X, who rarely speaks. Our mentor said Student X was a 

little chatterbox the other day and was really excited about the work the mentor 

was doing. I asked how he got Student X to open up and he just shrugged, saying 

he let the student “do stuff” like change tools and load parts. From one introvert to 

another! 

By December, Students X and Y both applied to be youth apprentices at Edgerton 

Gear. Being juniors, they are eligible for the 450-hour program endorsed by the State of 
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Wisconsin. As the leadership staff discussed the prospect of adding two more youth 

apprentices, I was concerned they would be a burden. The enthusiastic consensus, 

however, was to take them both on. The mentors enjoyed having them and were thrilled 

the two students wanted to be apprentices.  

Further affirmation came, once again from the office manager, who had earlier 

told me the parents of one of the students were very excited about the class during the 

first month. Now at the end of the semester, she gave me an update after talking to the 

parents the week before Christmas. The student’s father owns an auto repair business in 

Edgerton, and the expectation was for the son to take over the business from his father. It 

is well known that the culture of the business has much in common with how Edgerton 

Gear used to be with parties and alcohol. The son, however, is rather quiet and reserved 

and doesn’t seem to enjoy or participate in the festivities. Edgerton’s office manager 

explained that the parents told her their son doesn’t talk about school at all, except for his 

time at Edgerton Gear. They said he has so much respect for our shop that he is 

questioning whether he may want to become a machinist instead of a mechanic. The 

parents are fine with his career choices, but I wonder if the contrast of Edgerton’s culture 

with his father’s business is swaying his thought process. My personal hope for him is 

that he has seen a model of what his family business could become and will one day take 

on the challenge of changing it. In the meantime, his parents are incredibly thankful for 

this course. They can’t believe the change in their son and commented that, “He is even 

being nicer to his mother!” 

The final student evaluations at the end of the course further support the validity 

of the project. Realizing these “shop kids” aren’t particularly articulate in their verbal and 
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writing skills, their comments and answers give high praise to the course. More 

importantly, it is obvious their sense of self-worth and purpose has been dramatically 

impacted. Comparing their answers from the first day of class to the research question of 

whether they have anything to contribute and if work is meaningful, they all answered in 

the affirmative. They simply couldn’t answer this question when the class began.  

Student W wrote, “I have support to contribute to my family…and [I can] fix my 

community’s cars to keep them going…. I learned that I need to apply myself more and 

ask more questions. I also learned that I need to trust myself more and that I can do things 

right.” 

Student Z responded, “Knowing things about machines can contribute to my mom 

so she can trust me with the shop someday.” As to whether this course has given 

direction in a career choice, “Since my mom owns a machine shop, this is guiding me to 

taking over the shop because I love machine work.”  

Student X answered, “Yes, I do think I have something to contribute. I think if 

you make something that works then work is meaningful.” 

Student Y, the most reticent in the class, responded to the research question with 

the following. “Everyone can contribute to family and the world and your own 

community. Work is meaningful since what you make will help to make other things that 

are useful.” (Completed evaluations can be read in appendix F.) 

Other notable responses on the student evaluation were in response to the question 

of whether this course helped give any direction in a career choice. At the beginning of 

the term, three of the students had absolutely no idea what to do with their lives after high 

school, while the fourth, as mentioned above, thought he may want to work for his father 
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as an auto mechanic. Even this choice was more by default since he couldn’t think of 

anything else to do. All four felt this course helped give them specific direction and were 

now taking steps towards potential careers with Students X and Y becoming youth 

apprentices here at Edgerton Gear, while students W and Z are planning on applying at a 

local technical school for machining and auto mechanics.  

On the last day of class, I hosted a breakfast at a local restaurant for all the 

mentors and the four students. It was billed as a celebration of completing the course and 

provided an informal setting for the students and mentors to interact. From a research 

standpoint, it provided me an opportunity to observe the students in a social setting with 

the mentors after four months of job shadowing on the shop floor. I cannot hide my bias 

as it was truly an inspiring hour. When I recall how reserved and self-conscious the 

students were at the beginning of the class and how they had difficulty in even making 

eye contact with anyone, it was very gratifying to see their sense of ease and good 

natured kidding with their mentors. It was obvious meaningful relationships had 

developed. Everyone expressed gratitude for the course. The mentors were especially 

looking forward to the new group of students that would be starting the next term two 

weeks from then. 

Interview of Joe Mink – Technical Education Teacher 

At the very end of the course, I sat down with Joe Mink, the student’s technical 

education teacher who has been a critical component in getting this project off the 

ground. I was originally approached by Joe about two years ago about the sorry state of 

the school’s shop facilities. He was looking for guidance to make the shop more relevant. 

I went over to the school to meet with Joe and was stunned by what I saw. As previously 
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mentioned, all the metal working equipment was at least thirty-five years old. Much of 

the equipment that I ran as a high school student at Edgerton in 1977-1981 was still there. 

Some of it was shoved into a corner and needed attention, and some of it Joe had already 

tried to resurrect. Even with his efforts, however, the shop lab reinforced every stereotype 

of machining be dirty, dark, and dangerous. A friendship soon developed as it was 

apparent we shared many of the same convictions about the technical trades and 

education. Being twenty years younger than myself, Joe has brought a fresh vision and 

relevance to his department that has been wholeheartedly embraced by the principal and 

superintendent. I share the above because it is an example of how God paved the way for 

the project to exist. Without our mutual friendship, this project probably would not have 

happened, and the Edgerton Technical Education Department would not be undergoing 

its current transformation. Joe has also been the Department of Education representative 

on sight at Edgerton Gear, validating the efficacy of the course, making sure that 

educational guidelines and standards are maintained. He attended most of the classroom 

sessions, mostly in an observing capacity, but he also contributed to many discussions. 

All of the students know him well as he has had all of them as students for at least three 

years. I greatly appreciated his input and feedback and looked forward to his analysis of 

the course. The transcript of the interview can be found in appendix G but the following 

are the highlights. 

First of all, it is easy to understand Joe’s enthusiasm for this course when one 

understands he currently teaches seven courses in six hours. His schedule is very 

overwhelming, yet he volunteers to be the teacher representative in extracurricular 

activities such as a fitness program and, most notably, a high mileage vehicle club. This 
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club involves building a small vehicle powered by a gasoline engine for the purpose of 

maximum miles per gallon. They compete against other schools and provide students 

opportunities in design, engineering, machining and other technical skills. He is frustrated 

that he doesn’t have more time to give individual attention to his students, who often 

need it the most. A course that allows for a smaller classroom with individual attention 

such as job shadowing was really exciting for Joe. 

As I began the interview by asking what value this course provides to the school 

system, Joe surprised me by pointing out that, “the shackles are off for you as an 

employer.” He explained the educational system imposes a set curriculum and standards 

of hard skills such as reading, math and science, which may have little relevance for 

employment, especially for the shop kids that Joe teaches. As previously discussed, there 

has been much attention to what has been coined the “skills gap” in that schools aren’t 

teaching what employers need employees to know. It was exciting for Joe, as an 

educator, that this course “unshackled” an employer to teach students relevant work 

skills. In addition, he mentioned that very little attention is given to the soft skills of 

character development even though they are critical in finding gainful employment. As 

an employer, I can speak more freely and focus on topics that I believe are crucial, such 

as character development. Without any prompting, Joe affirmed one of the course’s 

foundational principles of discovering and understanding one’s worldview. “Our 

expectations should [start with] how you have an actual person be a person. They need to 

know that first. They need to have that foundation to say what our core values are, as a 

society, as a being. As soon as you have those core values you can build off of them.  

Most of our students do not have those core values.” 
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The underlying assumption of Joe’s comment is there are certain core values that 

need to be affirmed in order to live a productive, purposeful life. Although these values 

cannot overtly be taught in the current educational environment, they can be modeled and 

re-enforced by the mentors in the shop. He continues, “Here (at Edgerton Gear), [the 

students are] around so many great individuals that not only have great work ethic, but 

also a great understanding of core values. That alone, just the core values and being 

around good people, has changed these kids for the best.” 

He also emphasized what he calls the “Charlie Brown syndrome,” where the 

teachers and parents of students are like the teachers in the Peanuts cartoons. The kids 

hear only “Wah wah wah wah waaah” and tune out what the adults are telling them; 

however, coming from a potential employer and working role models in an actual 

machine shop, the same words and advice carry exponentially more weight. 

When asked if he thinks the format of 80percentof the student’s time is spent in 

the shop and only 20 percent in the classroom, Joe responded,  

I love that, absolutely. That works for 90% of all the kids I come in contact with. I 

would go so far to beg that 90% of all kids in high school would say, “Yes, give 

me something like that to do, rather than sit here and listen to somebody talk or sit 

here and do a worksheet.” (When they’re in the shop), they’re learning their math 

and trig and algebra. They’re learning all the science that goes into heat treating. 

Just regular science, metallurgy, its huge. It is tacit knowledge. 

He went on to explain that there is nowhere for the students to hide in this course. 

In his classrooms, the student: teacher ratio is usually 12:1 or even 20:1, but in this 

course, the “teachers” (mentors) actually outnumber the students. If a mentor is busy on a 

particular day and doesn’t have time to interact with a student, the student is passed on to 

another mentor, so the student is always learning and is flooded with opportunities to 

learn. “It’s a one-on-one learning experience. The expectation is high, not because of the 
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task, but because they can’t get out of it. There is no way a kid can sit in the back of the 

classroom without actually doing something.” 

Joe and I ended with Joe’s expectations for the future of this course. He informed 

me that just the day before this interview, the course had been officially listed in the 

school’s catalog for the 2014-2015 school calendar. It is Joe’s hope that this course can 

be expanded to include area school districts and businesses and perhaps even be a fresh 

model for the future of education. 

Edgerton Gear 

This project has dramatically changed the culture of Edgerton Gear. Although the 

company has consistently emphasized cross training so that the machinists become adept 

on other machine tools and skills, reluctance and apathy have made the company less 

versatile than I’d like. The shop was simply too busy to spend time cross training. The 

machinists were overloaded with work and didn’t have time to learn or train others. As I 

mentioned in the introduction, the company and this industry has been in crisis as 

journeymen are aging, and few young people are entering this trade. As of December 

2013, however, there are no less than six young people in training for future employment 

as a direct result of this project. Three are already enrolled in various stages of technical 

college or university, while three others are in enrolled in Edgerton’s youth 

apprenticeship program with plans to continue with a technical college after high school 

graduation.  

Edgerton Gear’s culture has become a teaching culture. At any moment, teaching 

can be seen taking place throughout the shop. The mentors have come to wholeheartedly 

embrace the concept of training up the next generation. Several have continued to 
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improve and develop curriculum for shop math, blue print reading, and measuring tolls 

and processes. The mentors voluntarily take on these responsibilities, offering new ideas 

and suggestions for future courses. The younger employees now feel free to ask for more 

opportunities to learn, asking more questions of the older employees and researching the 

latest technologies and innovations. Several are also actively involved with the school’s 

tech-ed department, helping to revamp the machine tools and offer assistance in training. 

In summary, this project has energized the staff as the infusion of youth has 

inspired the staff to take seriously their roles as mentors. Also, having someone watching 

over one’s shoulder and having to explain the job to an attentive youngster has engaged 

everyone on a deeper level. Having to teach one’s job to someone else forces one to 

know his or her job more thoroughly. In a word, Edgerton Gear has a deeper sense of 

community than I have ever seen or experienced in the company’s history. There is 

genuine concern and respect for each other’s well-being and the future of the company. 

The sense of ownership and pride is rampant as there is a sense that through this 

curriculum, Edgerton Gear is not only investing in the future of the company and today’s’ 

youth, but it is touching the world by helping the industry and community have better 

citizens. 

Personal Impact 

As I stated at the beginning of this paper, I needed to do this project for personal 

reasons. As a sixteen-year-old adolescent, I was remarkably similar to the four young 

men in the fall class. Even though my father demanded I work in the shop, I was aimless 

and lacking motivation. I couldn’t see how I personally had anything to contribute to the 

world or how gear making or any other trade was particularly meaningful. My need for 
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this project was to communicate hope and purpose to other sixteen-year-olds in a similar 

state .The outcome of this project definitely exceeded my expectations. In reflecting back 

on my journey at BGU, however, I can honestly say I don’t think anyone was more 

profoundly changed than I was. I struggle for words to describe my personal 

transformation. A sub-heading in my first BGU class, Overture I in Ghana, captured my 

spiritual and emotional crossroads in January of 2010, in “Deep Change or Slow Death” I 

wrote,  

I admittedly have done a very poor job in investing in my management team at 

Edgerton Gear to the point that outside consultants have pointed out lack of 

successive leaders is our biggest weakness. Somewhere along the way in these 

past 18 years, I have withdrawn from my calling as a leader. Maybe I have always 

been a reluctant leader or maybe it is as simple as the stress of running the 

businesses, being a swim coach, and being pulled in so many different directions 

has burned me out. I have always struggled with poor personal boundaries and 

allowing others to drain me dry. Maybe the repeated heartache of being 

disappointed in others because of my high expectations has played a part in my 

withdrawing. No matter the reasons, the reality is the issue of leadership and my 

avoidance thereof, speaks more to the metaphor of me being in the desert than any 

other. I’ve grown weary of leading.
1
 

After eighteen years in the family business, I was simply burned out and was 

experiencing a resemblance of a mid-life crisis. The themes of transformational 

leadership deeply resonated. I personally needed to be transformed. I think my family and 

employees were also wondering where I was headed. Did Edgerton Gear have a secure 

future? In the Overture I paper, I continued, “Robert Quinn nailed me to the wall as he 

addressed the process of deep transformational change. I sensed in my gut that I was 

                                                 
1
 David Hataj, “Overture I Ghana: Perspectives on Leadership/ Spiritual Resources for the 

Transformational Leader,” (Bakke Graduate University, 2010), 66-68. 
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dying a slow death in terms of abdicating my calling as a leader but I didn’t know what to 

do about it
2
.… As Quinn affirms, 

Deep change differs from incremental change in that it requires new ways of 

thinking and behaving. It is change that is major in scope, discontinuous with the 

past and generally irreversible. The deep change effort distorts existing patterns of 

action and involves taking risks. Deep change means surrendering control. Most 

of us build our identity around our knowledge and competence in employing 

certain known techniques or abilities. Making a deep change involves abandoning 

both and “walking naked into the land of uncertainty.” This is a terrifying choice 

and often involving a dark night of the soul.
3
 

In retrospect, I have little doubt I was in Teresa of Avila’s “dark night of the 

soul,” which Quinn alluded to, and had been for many years. In subsequent courses at 

BGU, I was confronted with patterns of behavior and thought that had paralyzed and 

imprisoned me. Although I was quick to blame too much work, stress, and others’ 

dysfunction, my cycle of burnout and current crisis was simply of my own doing. My 

four year journey with BGU has been one long exercise of reflective leadership, 

described by Dr. Stephan De Bere as “the leader lives in reality, reflects on its meaning, 

and catalyzes others with courage, symbols, and examples to make meaning in their own 

lives.”
4
 Reflective leadership requires the leader to truly be in touch with their own issues 

as well as the issues of those being led. 

My reality was simply being the leader at Edgerton Gear, and I needed to deeply 

reflect on the meaning of being a leader for myself and for my employees who were 

looking to me for leadership. In essence, this project has been a culmination of embracing 

                                                 
2
 Ibid. 

3
 Robert E. Quinn, Deep Change: Discovering the Leader Within, Jossey-Bass Business & 

Management Series (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publishers, 1996), 3, quoted in Hataj, 68. 

4
 Stephan De Bere, “ Reflective Leadership,” (lecture, Ghana, BGU Overture I course: January 21, 

2010). 
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my leadership role. In contemporary business jargon, I often hear of the need for 

businesses and people to “reinvent” or rebrand” or “redefine” themselves. Personally, I 

simply needed to submit to God’s work in my life and allow the man he was creating me 

to be to emerge. Surrendering to the Spirit’s will often meant having to courage to take 

the initiative to lead rather than being passive in my responsibilities.  

One memory stands out. Shortly before my father passed away in June 2012, as I 

had inadvertently slipped back into a passive role as a leader here at the shop, one of my 

managers asked to talk to me in private. As we sat in my office, he welled with emotion 

as he struggled to confront me with an issue that had been obviously disturbing him. With 

gentleness and courage, his words cut to my core. “We need you to lead. When you 

don’t, we all suffer. We need your vision, your passion and your leadership. When you 

withdraw, we all struggle to know our places. Your leadership brings order to the chaos.” 

His words still haunt me. He was calling me out and was deeply convicting. Shortly after, 

my father had his stroke and passed. It was time I truly stepped up but in a way that 

didn’t destroy me as in the past. I needed to be transformed. This project provided me the 

vehicle to be so. 

Creating the Craftsman with Character curriculum forced me to go deeper in my 

convictions. Wrestling with the theological basis of the trades reflected God’s imprint 

stamped on every phase of my life. It brought deeper appreciation for my father and 

mother’s journey and sacrifices they made to bring Edgerton Gear into existence. In turn, 

I was able to consistently and convincingly communicate to the staff how rich and 

purposeful the work at Edgerton Gear is in touching the world. Everyone’s sense of 

mission was elevated, leading to the company’s embracing this project as another 
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expression of its calling. As one of shop mentors succinctly put it, “It is our spiritual 

responsibility!” 

In summary, I stand in awe at God’s providence. The company was ripe for this 

project. I was completely unaware of what a great group of mentors and teachers God had 

assembled. I had no idea how meaningful the experience would be for them. I couldn’t 

foresee what students would be brought into this course and how it would affect the 

direction of their lives, not the least of which my own sons. Out of all the school districts 

in the state of Wisconsin, how is it that Edgerton had a new superintendant, principal, and 

teacher who were all eager to try something so innovative? Edgerton Gear’s crisis of 

finding new employees seems to hardly have been a crisis at all as a new crop of 

undeveloped talent is sprouting from within our own community. My frustrations with 

my management’s maturity and lack of initiative and vision have abated as they have 

consistently risen to embrace their mentoring and leadership roles. My own sense of 

peace and purpose is palatable as even my family recognizes I seem to have emerged 

from the dark night. Edgerton Gear is a transformed community. 
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CHAPTER 7. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

There are several obvious conclusions and implications that can be made from 

this project and others that may not be obvious. It is easy to surmise this project had a 

major impact on students, mentors, Edgerton Gear, and me personally. The lasting effects 

remain to be seen, but there is little doubt individuals and the community as a whole have 

been altered. The research question was, “To what extent can high school students in 

Edgerton, Wisconsin, become formed as craftspeople with character through a 

comprehensive approach, including teaching, praxis, mentoring, and theological 

reflection?” Answering this question is difficult to measure in the long term. Only time 

will tell what will become of the young men who completed the course. Hopefully some 

of them will become Edgerton Gear employees and will have a fulfilling career. At the 

very least, they have been given an experience that they can draw upon for whatever 

career they choose.  

As I consider the implications of this project, no less than four come to mind that 

are worthy of discussion. 

1. Need for Mentoring Relationships 

2. Teaching Culture in Shop 

3. Sons entering business 

4. Teaching in other venues  
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Need for Mentoring Relationships 

The very core of this project was mentoring, yet it quickly became evident that 

the community and our Wisconsin culture have a mentoring deficit. More than a third of 

the students come from broken homes and/or have very estranged relationships with their 

fathers. Judging by a student’s self-esteem, it almost became predictable which of the 

students lacked a strong relationship with their fathers, but it wasn’t just the students who 

had father issues. Many, if not most, of the mentors struggles with what I call father 

wounds. Whether their fathers had died during their formative teen years, struggled with 

addiction issues and/or the ravaging effects of divorce, few of the journeyman machinists 

at Edgerton Gear speak with loving fondness of their fathers. My relationship with my 

father was far from perfect, but I now realize how blessed I was to have his guidance. As 

I mentioned earlier, my assumption that the mentors could naturally mentor was far from 

correct. These men needed to be mentored themselves and given encouragement and 

direction in mentoring others. They are obviously more than capable of mentoring others, 

but their confidence and sense of worth was lacking. As they engaged the students, it 

became apparent that they needed to mentor maybe more than the students need to be 

mentored. In the weeks following this project, I continued to marvel at the new level of 

self respect and confidence these men exuded. I find my job has significantly changed as 

I now rarely have to settle petty disputes or problem-solve minor issues that usually 

stemmed from their insecurities.  

Moving forward, I recognize the mentoring element of this curriculum is more 

crucial that I initially realized. In all honesty, this discovery was purely accidental but 

perhaps has been the most valuable lesson learned. 
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Teaching Culture at Edgerton Gear 

Although I alluded to how Edgerton Gear has evolved into a teaching culture, the 

future implications are potentially far-reaching. The enthusiasm to teach and mentor only 

continues to grow and spread. The high school has asked Edgerton Gear to host another 

class for the winter semester and they have already done several tours of Edgerton Gear 

with the mentors as the tour guides. Several of them continue to expand and develop their 

own curriculum on shop math, blue print reading and measuring, adding software 

programming. Their influence outside the shop has included volunteering at the city’s 

teen center and providing expertise for high school projects such as an experimental high 

mileage vehicle. 

As plans are discussed for an expansion of Edgerton Gear, ideas of having its own 

shop lab and mini tech school are being actively pursued. The thought is to have 

Edgerton Gear be an extension of the high school’s technical education department, so 

students have the opportunity to further pursue and develop their interest in 

manufacturing. I would never have dreamed of an onsite tech school in the past, but 

given the freedom to dream, the mentor’s creativity and ownership are taking mentoring 

to a new level. 

Sons Entering the Business 

Being the only son of my father, I experienced tremendous pressure to learn the 

family business with the goal of someday taking it over. It took moving two thousand 

miles away and an eight year absence before I felt it was my decision to come back. I 

never wanted to put that same kind of pressure on my own three sons, although they have 

been required to work in the shop to earn money for college and to learn the value of 
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work. I have purposefully kept some distance from them when they were on the shop 

floor, wanting them to learn from others. This distance may or may not have been a 

mistake because before this project it was a little embarrassing how little they actually 

knew about gear making; however as my middle son wrote in his journal, through taking 

the course, he learned more about Edgerton Gear and manufacturing that summer than he 

did in his entire life. My oldest asked me at the end of the summer if it would be O.K. if 

he came to work at Edgerton Gear when he finished college and still plans on doing so; 

however, it is agreed he must work in another company for at a year to gain further 

experience and perspective. Both are enrolled at UW-Platteville, majoring in Industrial 

Technology Management. They have both commented how much they enjoy the culture 

and the caliber of men at Edgerton Gear. One is also minoring in music as they are both 

musicians, taking after their mother, so it remains to be seen what path he’ll take. He has 

mentioned, however, his dream job would be a tech-ed teacher where he could also 

coach. Maybe he’ll be the principal of Edgerton Gear’s tech school? 

Other Teaching Venues 

Another possible implication is other teaching venues for the curriculum. As 

mentioned, the tech-ed teacher from the Edgerton High School sat in on the entire fall 

course with the intent of teaching this course in other businesses. Whether anything ever 

comes of this effort is hard to say; however, a recent visit from one of Edgerton Gear’s 

larger customers made me wonder about the possibilities.  

The customer had sent two representatives to visit to become more familiar with 

Edgerton Gear’s capabilities and process. One was an engineer and the other a seasoned 

journeyman machinist. As we toured around the shop, they kept stopping to comment and 
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talk with the younger machinists and apprentices. They marveled at how many young 

men there were and asked where the company found them. We then had to a prolonged 

discussion of my initiatives and curriculum. They shared that in their company of several 

hundred machinists and technicians most were in their late fifties, with hardly anyone 

under the age of forty. They may have been exaggerating, but their point was they were 

terrified for the future of the company. They didn’t know where to find young machinists 

or how to recruit them. As they parted, they mentioned they were taking what they 

learned that day back to their company. I offered to help in any way. 

After further reflection, I have to wonder where God is leading. I can envision 

being a consultant to other companies who wish to implement a recruiting and mentoring 

program such as this. In appendix B, there is the Leader’s Guide that can hopefully be 

used by others. Recently I spoke with the director of an NGO in Honduras that my wife, 

Tracy, and I have worked with for the past seven years. The challenge of providing 

young people with purpose and jobs is perhaps even more pronounced in developing 

countries. Can this curriculum be contextualized cross culturally? I believe it can. I am 

tentatively planning to meet with Honduran businesspeople to address their need for 

quality young workers with virtuous character, which is one of the keys to any business’ 

success. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A. 

Craftsmen With Character 

Session 1: You 

Session 2: The Meaning of Life – “Happy” – Part 1 

Session 3: Personal Character, Part 1 

Session 4: A Craftsman’s Code 

Session 5: The Meaning of Life – “Happy” - Part 2 

Session 6: Case Study #1 – Gary 

Session 7: To Be or Not to Be, Part 1 

Session 8: To Be or Not to Be, Part 2 

Session 9: Case Study #2 – Carson 

Session 10: Work & Community – “Happy” - Part 3 

Session 11: Case Study #3 – Mitch 

Session 12: Case Study #4 – Sss-crap! 

Session 13: Personal Character, Part 2 

Session 14: Case Study #5 – Jordan 

Session 15: Case Study #6 – Jim 

Session 16:  Course Review & Discussion  
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Session 1: You 
 

Please take a few minutes and write short answers to the following questions. 

 

1. What do you want to be when you grow up? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What are your life goals, if any? 

 

 

 

 

3. What are your interests and hobbies? 

 

 

 

 

4. When you daydream, what do you think about? Is there anything you would like to 

be exceptionally good at? 

 

 

 

 

5. What do you think you’ll be doing when you are 20?...40?...60? 

20:   

 

40: 

60: 

 

 

 

 

6. Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 

 

 

 

 

7. Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 
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8. Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so important?  

 

 

 

 

9. What would happen if all the tradespeople of the world stopped working for just one 

day?  

 

 

 

 

Homework 

 

You will be keeping a journal for the duration of this course. Your task is to 

record your thoughts, feelings, and experiences each week, and sometimes you’ll be 

prompted to write about specific topics.  
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Session 2: The Meaning of Life 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

Monty Python – The Meaning of Life 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcbtYxyEGHU 

 

The Meaning of Life (MoL) – The MoL seems to be always changing and 

evolving. What may be incredibly important to a person at one stage of life may not be as 

important (or important at all) in another. List examples… 

 

 

 

 

 

Reply to the following statements with True or False: 

 

1. ______ Having a lot of money and material things always leads to more 

happiness. 

2. ______ Happiness is Genetic: You can’t change your level of happiness any 

more than you can change how tall you are. 

3. ______ Happiness is the result of good luck and favorable circumstances. 

 

 

 “The Happy Movie” – Chapter 1 

 

 

 

 

The Study of Happiness 

 

 

 

 

What are some of the ways described in this chapter that people can increase their 

happiness? (nature, variety, exercising, experiencing flow and doing what you 

love.) What are other ways you can think of? 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcbtYxyEGHU
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Have you ever experienced “flow”- being lost in an activity and unaware of time 

passing? What kind of activities do you think might promote flow? 

 

 

 

 

How do think a craftsman could experience flow in his job? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework 

Write on the following topics: 

 

• Name three things that made you happy today . . . yesterday . . . last year. Name 

something you could do today that would make you happier. 

 

 

 

 

• Describe your childhood in terms of things you enjoyed doing. What were your 

favorite games? What did you do when you were bored? What did you dislike doing 

most? 
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Session 3: Personal Character, Part 1 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

Comments: 

 

The Noah Project 

 

This class has been hired to contribute to one of the most important and 

challenging science projects in the history of the world. Imagine that humankind is on the 

brink of destroying itself and that a few select individuals will be chosen to repopulate a 

distant planet. The most skilled workers and technicians of every trade have applied to 

go, though there’s only room for a handful of them. You have been asked to come up 

with a list of the character qualities that should be used to sort out this group. 

 

Qualities likely to 

make the mission a SUCCESS 

 

Individual Group 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

 

Qualities likely to 

cause the mission to FAIL 

 

Individual Group 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

____________ ____________ 

 

 

Student Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework 
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• Assess your own character qualities. Which positive ones do you feel you 

already possess, and which ones do you need to work on? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Ask at least one relative and one friend for their honest assessment of your 

character qualities. 
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Session 4: A Craftsman’s Code 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job.  Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

NOVA: Ancient Computer (Watch the first 25:35 minutes) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

 

1) I am not the center of the universe. 

The trades stand on the shoulders of those who have come before us, who 

learned and contributed to the body of knowledge. (The Machinery’s Handbook). 

Great accomplishments and advancements have happened, and will happen, 

because of a commitment to the collective good of the trade. I am always 

respectful and appreciative of the past and present, recognizing I am part of the 

great fraternity of practitioners of my trade.  

 

2) I do not know everything, nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

I am always learning. I value and respect those who teach me. This 

includes even those who are learning for the first time, as they, too, can teach me 

new things. No one person can know everything, but collectively, our trade 

continues to grow in knowledge and skill. 

 

3) There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 
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There is nothing better in work than to engage my hands, head, and heart. 

My head learns knowledge, but my hands test if it is true. 

My hands do the work, but my heart gives it meaning. 

My heart has passion, but my hands and head give it expression.  

 

4) The world needs me. 

The world as we know it would not function without my trade. From basic 

necessities to extravagant luxuries, my trade supports them all. Therefore, I will 

commit to giving my best efforts. 

5) Pay is a reward for my efforts, but not my main motivation. 

I need money to live, but I do not live for the money. I do not believe in 

the lie that money will make me happy. Rather, my reward is in the journey—in 

making something of quality, that is right and that benefits the world, something 

that uses my creative talents. 

6) Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

There is only one me. Although I am always learning, I bring a unique 

skill set and perspective to every job. It is my responsibility to discover my talents 

and to apply them in meaningful work. 

 

 

Homework – Write in your journal.  
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Session 5: The Meaning of Life, Part 2 

 
Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. I do not know everything, nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The world needs me. 

5. Pay is a reward for my efforts, but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

 

If you won the lottery tomorrow, how much happier do you think you would be a 

year from now? 

 

 

 

 

 Do you think good and bad events affect our long-term happiness?  

 

 

 

 

 “The Happy Movie” – Chapter 2 

 

Do you think there can be a life with only pleasure and no pain? If so, what would 

that life look like? If not, what does that mean about what it takes to be happy?  

 

 

 

Homework 

Have at least two people complete the Happy Survey.   
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SURVEY ON HAPPINESS 

 

1) If 10 is the happiest you could ever imagine, and 1 is the least happy, how happy 

would you say you are right now? (Place an X in the box below the number.) 

2)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

          

 

 

3) How much does your level of happiness change? 

Over the course of a day? 

 Stays about the same  Changes a little  Changes a lot 

 

Over the course of a week? 
 Stays about the same  Changes a little  Changes a lot 

 

Over the course of a year? 
 Stays about the same  Changes a little  Changes a lot 

 

 

4) Number the following items from 1 through 13 in terms of how much you believe they 

contribute to your happiness, with 1 being the least and 13 the greatest. 
 Money  Job 

 Close friends  The latest phone or other device 

 Supportive family  Exercise 

 Looking good  A hobby or passion 

 Health  Being popular 

 Helping others  Playing a game or other fun activity 

 Other (Please describe) 

 

5) If you are having a bad day, what helps you feel better? (Choose all that apply.) 

 Listening to music  Talking to a parent or other adult 

 Hanging out with friends  Working 

 Social Media (Facebook)  Volunteering 

 Other (Please describe) 
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Session 6: Case Study #1 – Gary 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The world needs me. 

5. Pay is a reward for my efforts, but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

Review the Happy Surveys from last week… any surprises or thoughts? 

 

Student Notes 
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Gary 

 

There was no doubt he was really smart when it came to anything mechanical. As 

a little kid, he always loved engines, learning to rebuild his go-cart motor before the age 

of 10. By the time he graduated from high school, he knew more about cars & trucks than 

almost anyone… and he knew it. It would have been a logical choice to become a 

mechanic but he had bigger plans. His dream was not just to work on cars but to build 

engines and race them. Becoming a machinist was one more step towards realizing his 

dream. 

 

He came to work in the shop after finishing a one year machining program at a 

local tech school. Everyone saw he had talent. He asked great questions and picked things 

up really fast. There was no doubt this kid could be really great at his trade. He just 

needed more experience and time. But there were a few red flags that started to pop up. 

Rather than getting to work 5-10 minutes early to have plenty of time to get settled and 

ready for the day, he seemed to always barely walk in the door on time. Then it was a few 

minutes late. Pretty soon, it seemed like he was late more often than he was on time. His 

boss was not thrilled. The shop had been pretty informal in keeping track of employee’s 

schedules. If someone was late, they were trusted to make up the time at the end of the 

day. But Gary was late so often, other workers were starting to grumble that Gary wasn’t 

making up his time. 

 

Another red flag was Gary’s attitude. Although he asked good questions, his 

questions started to go from, “How do you do so & so?” to “Why don’t you do it my way 

instead?” Too often, he would spend too much time trying to figure out a new way to do 

a machining operation rather than listening to the journeyman that was teaching him. 

More grumbling from co-workers emerged that Gary was cocky and always insisted on 

doing things his way. Since he was still green and wet behind the ears (as the old timers 

would say), not surprisingly, Gary often didn’t finish his work on time and he scrapped 

too many parts. His boss wondered if this was because of his inexperience, his 

stubbornness in doing things his own way, or both. 

 

Finally, one day, the boss had enough. Gary was pulled into the office to discuss 

his attendance and the quality of his work. Gary didn’t believe he was late very often but 

when he was shown his attendance records, he was shocked. In the last 6 months, there 

wasn’t one week that Gary showed up to work on time every day. Most weeks, he was 

late at least twice. The boss also explained the quality and timeliness of his work was 

becoming a factor, too. He really liked Gary but this couldn’t continue. If things didn’t 

turn around soon, he would be forced to let Gary go. 
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Session 7: To Be or Not to Be…. A Person of Character, 

Part 1 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. The world needs me. 

5. Pay is a reward for my efforts, but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

 

 History of mankind: Working to provide for self and family 

 

Why are we here? (On Earth) 

 

 

 

 

Looking back a hundred years ago or more, what did people need to do to stay 

alive, to survive? 

 

 

 

What is different between now & then and how we do things, such as work, 

family life and school? 

 

 

 

 

From the woods to the city – Oh, how things have changed! (Especially the 

workplace) 

Characteristics of the new workplace… 

 

____________________________________________________________ 
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It all starts with Discipline 
 

Self Discipline: is a willing and instinctive sense of responsibility that leads you 

to know what needs to be done. Getting to work on time, knowing the job, setting 

priorities, and denying personal preferences for more important ones all measure how self 

disciplined you are.  

 

 

Task Discipline: is a measure of how well you meet the challenges of your job. 

Task discipline requires that you have a strong sense of responsibility to do your job to 

the best of your ability.  

 

 

Imposed Discipline: is the enforced obedience to legal orders and regulation. It is 

absolute in emergencies when there is not time to explain or discuss instructions.  

 

 

Purpose: Discipline is required for any activity where people work together 

toward a common objective. The opposite of discipline is anarchy, where each person 

does what he or she wants without concern for others. Any organization, from a civilized 

state to a football team to a brownie troop depends on group cooperation, and cooperation 

cannot be achieved without discipline.  

 

 

Maintaining Discipline: Workers must have the mental attitude which renders 

obedience and proper conduct instinctively under all conditions. All staff members must 

realize that they cannot expect respect and obedience from others unless they themselves 

are obedient and respectful to others in authority. When a task is given, the first and only 

thought should be to carry it out as quickly and carefully as possible.   

 

Meet Joe Schmuckatello! 

What are the first things you notice when you meet someone for the first time.  

1) _________________________________ 

2) _________________________________ 

3) _________________________________ 

4) _________________________________ 

 

Important Homework! – Student Presentations 

Prepare to tell a three to five minute true story to the class about a personal 

triumph. Explain a hardship and what you did to overcome the problem to move on with 

your life. Practice speaking in a believable, audible and passionate manner in your 

presentation. 
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Session 8: To Be or Not to Be…. A Person of Character, 

Part 2 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4.  ________________________________________________________. 

5. Pay is a reward for my efforts, but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

Review form last week: 

 

Self Discipline:  

 

Task Discipline:  

 

Imposed Discipline:  

 

Purpose Discipline:  

 

Maintaining Discipline  

 

 

Presenting yourself.  

 VIDEO : PRESENTING YOURSELF 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-

1-Enthusiasm-Attitude.htm 

 

A. Look respectable. 

__________________________________ 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-1-Enthusiasm-Attitude.htm
http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-1-Enthusiasm-Attitude.htm
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__________________________________ 

B. Act responsible  

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

 

C. Ability to listen. 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

 

D. Ability to speak. 

__________________________________ 

.__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

 

E. Be reliable. 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

 

F. Be a leader. 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

 

Professionalism  

VIDEO: PROFESSIONALISM 
http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-

6-Professionalism.htm 

 

Being a Professional is…. 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

__________________________________ 

   

 Words of wisdom…. 

 6 P’s  (Prior Planning Prevents Piss PoorPerformance 

 “Lead, Follow, or get the hell out of the way!” 

 

 

Student Presentations 

 

Tell a three to five minute true story to the class about a personal triumph. Explain 

a hardship and what you did to overcome the problem to move on with your life. Practice 

speaking in a believable, audible and passionate manner in your presentation. 

 

  

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-6-Professionalism.htm
http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-6-Professionalism.htm
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Session 9: Case Study #2 – Carson 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________. 

5. ________________________________________________________. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

 

 

 

Carson -  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework – Write in your journal. 
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Carson 

 

To say that Carson disliked high school was an understatement. He caused 

parents, teachers and school counselors fits as they tried everything they could think of to 

keep him in school and to graduate. It’s not that he wasn’t smart. Fact was, he was 

brilliant… but maybe too brilliant. Growing up on a farm, he could fix anything, do 

anything and handle any job thrown his way. School, on the other hand, was deathly 

boring to him. He didn’t like to read or write or sit still. He would much rather be outside 

doing something, doing anything instead of sitting in a class room. As a last resort, the 

school counselors got him a job in a local machine shop. Now this was something he 

could sink his teeth into…working on machines, working with his hands, building, 

creating, and using his imagination. But the deal was he had to at least keep his grades up 

enough to graduate. If he failed any classes or didn’t show up to class, he could not work 

in the shop. Although there were a few bumps in the road, to everyone’s delight, 

especially Carson’s parents, he graduated high school and was even offered to work full-

time in the shop. Life was turning out pretty good for the young Carson. But storms 

clouds were brewing. 

 

Now every young man has to figure out who is and what is important to him. 

Carson was a bit stubborn and, unfortunately, he had a tendency to learn things the hard 

way. Choices have consequences and Carson learned some of these consequences are a 

lot more expensive than others. His personal life deteriorated to a point that people at 

work wondered if he’d make it in life. At times, everyone would be in awe of his abilities 

and work ethic. But there were also times when he seemed bored, uninspired and couldn’t 

care less about his job or anything. Some might say he married and became a father at too 

young of an age. Others would say Carson was a great father but had made a bad choice 

in his wife. Maybe it was all part of growing up but by age 25, Carson was beginning to 

wonder if he’d never stop paying for the bad choices he made years before. Maybe he 

didn’t think he deserved anything better. Maybe it was easier to be undisciplined and just 

let life happen and deal with the consequences later. Or maybe Carson simply needed a 

kick in the ass. The storms of life were kicking his butt. The old adage of “That which 

will not kill you will only make you stronger” was being tested in young Carson’s life.  

 

Carson’s parents always knew he had a lot of talent. So did his boss and his co-

workers. This is what frustrated everyone. He was incredibly gifted in so many ways but 

a bad attitude or one of life’s problems would easily distract him from living a life of 

excellence. More than once, his boss would challenge him to be better, as did others in 

his life, especially his new wife. Somewhere along the line, he became more consistent, 

more committed at work and in his personal life. As Carson discovered, it takes a lot of 

discipline to live up to your calling. The good days started to outnumber the bad days 

and, to everyone’s delight, Carson was living up to his potential. His creativity could 

seemingly solve any problem. He became part of a leadership team at work that took 

control of their department and made it one of the most productive in the shop. He 

inspired the young guys around him to be better and elevated everyone’s game. Carson 

had grown into a man that everyone respected. 
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Looking back over the past 12 years, Carson was asked what advice he’d give to 

young people who found themselves overwhelmed with life. He said he’d have to think 

about that and came back a day later with his response. “Overcoming obstacles and 

controversy can create passion and character.” Hmmm... wise words for a kid that could 

barely finish high school.  
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Session 10: Work & Community, Part 3 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________. 

5. ________________________________________________________. 

6. ________________________________________________________. 

 

Please take a few minutes and write short answers to the following questions. 

 

1) Which do you think is valued more in our culture: work or 

community? 

_________________________________________________________

______ 

2) Do you think one leads to greater happiness? Please explain. 

 

 

 

 

3) How might each of these pursuits increase happiness differently? 
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4) What role does work & community play in the workplace (e.g. 

Edgerton Gear)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5) “The Happy Movie” – Chapter 3 

 

 

 

6) What do you think are the contributing factors to “karoshi”? 

 

 

 

7) What role does community play for a craftsman?  

 

 

 

8) Does a craftsman need a community? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework – Write in your journal. 
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Session 11: Case Study #3 – Mitch 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________. 

5. ________________________________________________________. 

6. ________________________________________________________. 

 

Student Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework – Write in your journal. 
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Mitch 

 

The owner suddenly announced his retirement and closed the shop. Wanting to 

help his employees out, he offered to be listed as a reference on any of their job 

applications. When he received a call inquiring about Mitch, he had to be honest. 

Although Mitch was a good machinist, the retired owner flatly said Mitch was his own 

worst enemy. If anything, he explained, Mitch cared too much. Making a mistake 

devastates him. His self-confidence is easily damaged. But you will always know he is 

doing his absolute best and is as faithful and trustworthy as they come.  

 

For the first few years in his new job, it was clear Mitch’s old boss knew Mitch 

well. He was very committed, eager to learn, but obviously lacked confidence. Although 

not very fast, some days, he would be flawless. Other days, he would get down on 

himself for making a rather dumb mistake. And unfortunately, the dumb mistakes were 

piling up. But he kept trying and others kept encouraging him, believing he had what it 

takes to be a good machinist. Eventually, he was moved from the CNC lathes to the CNC 

mills since he seemed to be more talented and experienced with the mills. However, his 

struggles continued and so did his confidence. Everyone around him was silently 

cheering for him to be successful because he was such a good guy.  

 

One day, an opportunity came along to the shop that everyone was hesitant about. 

One of their best customers had asked them to make some prototypes that were very 

intricate and complex. In order to do the job, the shop would need to learn 3-D milling, 

which would require a significant financial investment as well as schooling. The 

customer was so desperate, they even offered to pay for the added expenses. Mitch 

wanted the challenge. As he threw himself into the studying and trials and errors, more 

than once, he felt he was in over his head. Several times he approached his boss and told 

him maybe he was the wrong guy for the job. But there was no turning back and he was 

encouraged to keep at it. As days turned into weeks and weeks into months, Mitch really 

got the hang of it. The prototypes were really turning out nice. In fact, it seemed that 

everyone was suddenly talking about how well Mitch was doing. He had mad machining 

skills and everyone was really impressed. 

 

Over the next few months, Mitch seemed like a different person. He was 

confident, doing fantastic on very difficult jobs, and had great ideas to improve his 

department. One day, someone flat out asked him what had changed. It seemed like the 

old Mitch who struggled so much was a thing of the past. “Well,” Mitch responded, “If I 

had to be totally honest about it, I think it was because I stopped drinking after work.” 

His co-worker looked astonished. “What are you talking about? I would never think of 

you as having a drinking problem?” Mitch agreed but explained that every night after 

work, he’d sit down in front of the T.V. and have 6-8 beers. That was simply his routine. 

His wife let him know she wasn’t happy about it and he started thinking he wasn’t either. 

So he stopped. “And you know what?” Mitch thoughtfully asked his co-worker, “You 

wouldn’t believe how much clearer things are, how much easier it is to concentrate, and 

how much more confident I feel in my abilities! Who would’ve thunk it?!” 
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Session 12: Case Study #4 – Sss-crap! 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________. 

5. ________________________________________________________. 

6. ________________________________________________________. 

 

Student Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework – Write in your journal. 
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S(crap)!! 

 

There it was again! Is this it? Will this be the one? I can’t stand it anymore. That 

stupid shop phone bell seems louder than ever today. And every time it rings, my 

stomach goes into a knot. Why didn’t I just fess up and admit I screwed up? So what if I 

have to make it again? Anything would be better than this torture. 

 

For the past 2 months, I’ve been running the engine lathe, making gear blank after 

gear blank. It started out pretty fun as I was eager at a shot to learn a new machine. But I 

found out it was a lot harder than it looked. The old machinist, who just happened to be 

the boss, made it look so easy. He taught me to get in a routine of doing the same 

sequences of operations every time: drill the hole, face it off, turn the outside diameter 

and finish bore. The challenge is making the gear to the right dimensions. The outside 

diameter usually isn’t so tough. It only has to be within .005, which is about the thickness 

of two human hairs. But the bore was a different story. Not only did I need to get almost 

a mirror-like finish, but the dimension has to be within .001, which is 1/3 the thickness of 

a human hair! At first, it seemed almost impossible. So many things have to be taken into 

account like tool pressure, the machinability of the material, the sharpness of the tool and 

its geometry. But slowly I started to get the hang of it, until that cursed gear blank that 

was now giving me an ulcer and not allowing me to sleep at night. 

 

Maybe I was just having a bad day. Maybe I just needed to learn a hard lesson. Or 

maybe I just suck at this! Whatever…. All I know is last week, I could NOT get the part 

right. I started over 3 times. Each time, when I got to the last cut for the finish bore, the 

bore went oversize. And once it goes oversized, you’re smoked. You can’t put material 

back in the bore. The part is junk. So I’d have to tell the boss and he would go cut me 

another piece of raw stock. I begin again and, 45 minutes later, I scrap the part again. 

And each time I had to go tell the boss, he’d give me one of those looks and tell me to try 

it again. I got to the point I hated the part, I hated myself, and I even I hated the boss for 

making me do it over. So when it happened the fourth time, I had enough humiliation for 

one day. It was only .002 oversize. Come on, think about it. Who’s going to know? So I 

let it go through and when I gave it to my boss, he was kind of a jerk when he asked me if 

this was finally a good one. So screw it! So what if it wasn’t perfect!? 

 

There it is again! Dang it! I can’t take it anymore. I know the part is junk and the 

customer is going to call any minute to complain. The boss always said he doesn’t mind 

us scrapping something nearly as much as a bad part getting to the customer. It smears 

the name of the whole company, not just me. But I let it go anyway and I knew better. 

And any minute, he’s going to walk out of the office and let me have it. This really 

sucks…. 
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Session 13: Personal Character, Part 2 
 

Review the lists of character qualities you created in Session 3, then compare 

them to those created by 25 professionals in the field of high-tech manufacturing. 

 

Qualities likely to 

make the mission a SUCCESS 

 

25 Pros  

–––––––––––– 

Trustworthy ____________ 

Responsible ____________ 

Respectful ____________ 

Motivated ____________ 

Humble ____________ 

Dedicated ____________ 

Disciplined ____________ 

Detailed ____________ 

Teachable ____________ 

Cooperative ____________ 

Patient ____________ 

Creative ____________ 

 Pride ____________ 

 

Qualities likely to 

cause the mission to FAIL 

 

25 Pros  

–––––––––––– 

Dishonest ____________ 

Disrespectful ____________ 

Arrogant ____________ 

Unmotivated ____________ 

Uncooperative ____________ 

Negative ____________ 

Selfish ____________ 

Laziness ____________ 

Stubborn ____________ 

Sloppy ____________ 

Disorganized ____________ 

Insecure ____________ 

Impatient ____________ 

  

 

 

The Craftsman as Greek Philosopher!! 

 

Did your list have a lot in common with the list above? Can it be argued that these 

traits are universal (no matter the language, culture or time period)? 

 

Plato’s 4 Cardinal Virtues (422-347 B.C.) “The ideal character has developed his 

or her human capacities to the full and lives in a personal and social harmony oriented 

toward the transcendent Good, True and Beautiful.”  

 

“Virtues are the skills needed to accomplish the task of life!” Gill, (31) 

 

They are called “Cardinal” virtues (from the Latin word for “hinge” – life’s 

happiness and goodness hinge on one’s possession of these character traits.) Gill, 

Becoming Good (95-97) 
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1) Justice – Everything is in its proper place, in harmony, fulfilling its 

purpose. 

2) Wisdom – Making good practical judgments. 

3) Courage – “readiness to fall in battle.” 

4) Self-Control – doing what is right despite our appetites. 

Aristotle – (384-322 B.C.) (Plato’s Student) 

5) Friendship 

 

How is character built? Can it be? 

 

1) 

 

2) 

 

3) 

 

Group Activity – Which of the 13 character qualities above corresponds to one of 

the 5 Virtues?  

 

Student Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework 

 

Write in your journal, expressing your thoughts about what you’ve learned 

throughout this course. List five things that stand out and why.  
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Session 14: Case Study #5 – Jordan 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________. 

5. ________________________________________________________. 

6. ________________________________________________________. 

 

Student Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework – Write in your journal.  
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Jordan 

 

There are often defining moments in a young person’s life that will either crush 

them or challenge them. Slowing watching his father die of lung cancer at the age of 17 

was one of those moments for young Jordan. At a time when a boy is growing into a man, 

fathers are supposed to be there, to guide, to instruct, and to simply affirm that yeah, 

you’re a man now. Suddenly, Jordan, his older brother and mom were on their own. 

Being, as the old timers would say, full of piss and vinegar, Jordan’s future hung in the 

balance. He had a crazy amount of energy, was super competitive, and was a prime 

candidate to be a juvenile delinquent, especially without a dad to keep him in line. 

Fortunately, he got involved in hockey and cycle racing to channel his aggression. The 

big question was what to do with his life when he graduated high school. 

 

At first he thought of becoming a physical therapist as he saw how much comfort 

his dad received as he was dying. But the biology and sciences he’d have to study didn’t 

thrill him. One day, his high school shop teacher told him about a machining program at a 

local tech school and told Jordan he thought he’d be good at it. So Jordan applied, found 

out he had a natural gift at machining and earned a 2 year degree. The semester before 

graduating, he got a part-time job in a local gear shop and soon after, when he finished 

school, was offered a full-time position. 

 

Now Jordan was one of those rare individuals that had amazing talent and endless 

passion and enthusiasm. He could easily learn how to run any machine but then he would 

figure out how to run it faster and more efficient than it had ever been run before. He 

took everything as a personal challenge. The more complex the problem or more difficult 

the situation, Jordan would get even more fired up to conquer it. His enthusiasm seemed 

endless. There was no doubt he was an extrovert and loved making people laugh, which 

sometimes got on people’s nerves with his silly practical jokes, like the time he rigged a 

mouse trap with a mushy banana to splatter the Ole’ Bull of the Woods, the elder 

machinist in the shop. He ran a string all the over to his machine so he could set it off and 

had a video camera set up to record the entire episode. Then there was the time he 

reversed the hoses on the cut-off saw so when the operator turned it on, a puff of saw dust 

blew in his face. 

 

But Jordan did have his limitations, as he painfully discovered when he was asked 

to help in the office. The details required in quoting jobs and figuring their sequence of 

operations constantly tripped him up. He knew in his head how things should be done but 

couldn’t communicate them on paper. He was like a fart in a wind storm, trying to do a 

dozen different things at once. That might work great in the shop when he would keep 

multiple machines running at once, but it created too much chaos in the office. His boss 

and co-workers all agreed that Jordan should not be in the office. This was a big blow 

because he tried with everything he had. Failure was never an option. But in this case, it 

kind of was. But like everything else in his life, he refused to be defeated and resumed his 

duties back in the shop with even more passion and enthusiasm. However, more than 
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ever, Jordan was like an unbridled stallion that needed to be reined in. His enthusiasm 

and competitiveness was starting to get the best of him. 

 

In all shops, attention to detail is critical. One little mistake can costs thousands of 

dollars. So there are procedures in place to prevent these mistakes, such as having another 

co-worker check a set-up before the part is finished. In jobs that have many parts to run, a 

first piece inspection is done to make sure it is correct before the machinist runs the entire 

batch. This particular day was like any other for Jordan, flying around the shop, setting 

up & running 2 CNC lathes, helping answer questions from other machinists, ordering 

supplies and simply being one of the shop’s key leaders. Trying to maximize his time, he 

set up the big VTL (Vertical Turret Lathe) for a runner, meaning a job that had 40 parts 

with a long cycle time. Once he got it running, he’d have 20 minutes to do other stuff 

before he needed to change parts. He’d run the job a dozen times before and had the 

program saved in the machine so this was a no-brainer. Set it up and let’ter rip. However, 

Jordan overlooked one critical step; the first piece inspection. He wasn’t really worried 

about it because he was just roughing the part out and not even close to the finish, critical 

dimensions. All 35 parts of a $3800.00, 9 ½” 20 foot bar of 4150HT were run off. When 

it came time to setup the second side, Jordan all of a sudden felt like he wanted to puke. 

Something wasn’t right. The machine wasn’t taking any stock off on the finish pass of the 

outside diameter. His palms got sweaty and his mouth went dry. Something wasn’t 

right... 

 

After further investigation, the outside diameter was already .050 undersize. All 

of them were junk. $3800 of material and a full day of work down the tube. This was 

devastating. What would his boss say? What would the other machinists say? He was 

supposed to be setting the example, he broke the rules and it costs everyone thousands. 
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Session 15: Case Study #6 – Jim 
 

Prepare to share with the group something you learned this past week while on the 

job. Please note if there were any surprises. 

 

 

 

 

 

THE CRAFTSMAN’S CODE 

1. ________________________________________________________. 

2. ________________________________________________________. 

3. ________________________________________________________. 

4. ________________________________________________________. 

5. ________________________________________________________. 

6. ________________________________________________________. 

 

Student Notes 
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Jim 

 

He started working in the shop while still in high school. Needing a part-time job, 

he was willing to do whatever he could do to make a few bucks. Back then, machining 

was very different. There were no CNC machines that were completely enclosed, that 

kept the chips and cutting fluids neatly confined. The manual lathes and mills threw chips 

everywhere. At the end of the day, a tidy machinist would need to spend 15-20 minutes 

cleaning up the mess, brushing off his machine, oiling the ways and slides, and sweeping 

the floor where the steel chips now lay as a 1-2 inch deep carpet of memories of the day’s 

work. Rather than have the machinists spend valuable time every day sweeping, Jim was 

hired to sweep the floor and empty the chip barrels in the dumpster after he filled them. It 

wasn’t hard work but it wasn’t a desk job either. After a couple of hours, his hands and 

clothes were black and greasy. But it was a job and he rather enjoyed it. He did such a 

good job with such a good attitude, the owner of the shop asked if he’d like to work full 

time. Not really knowing what else to do with his life, Jim happily agreed. 

 

As the months passed by, Jim was asked if he’d like to learn a few things about 

machining. He started off doing a simple job on an engine lathe, learning how to face the 

end off a shaft, chamfer the O.D., and then drill and tap a hole in the end of it. Soon 

thereafter, he was shown how to run the I.D. grinder, which would precisely grind the 

bore of a gear to a very tight tolerance. He learned how to read a micrometer and to set-

up a dial bore gage. He was shown how to run a drill press and eventually turn cast iron 

parts on a turret lathe. This job was monotonous and filthy. On a good day, he could get 6 

gear blanks done an hour, doing the exact same sequence of turning and facing, drilling 

and boring, over and over again. By the end of the day, Jim’s face and hands would be 

black from the cast iron dust. And when he blew his nose, … well, let’s just leave it at 

that. But he enjoyed the work most days as he felt like he was accomplishing something 

and earning his own paycheck, too. 

 

As the years passed by, Jim continued to learn more and more. He became an 

apprentice and was moved around the shop to learn all the different machines and 

operations such as milling, honing, gear hobbling, O.D. grinding, deburring, and 

whatever else needed to be done. With whatever he did, he was always concerned about 

doing it right, learning the best way to do it, and leaving his machine cleaner than when 

he started on it. When the shop invested in the new technology of CNC machining, he 

was one of the first in the shop to be given the opportunity to go to school and learn how 

to program and operate the new Mazak lathe. Before long, he was teaching others and 

was in charge of the Mazak lathe department, evaluating which tools worked the best, 

ordering supplies, and setting up a work station as he though best. Now as a journeyman 

machinist, Jim could pretty much run any machine in the shop. In fact, he was often put 

in a new department just to help organize it and be more efficient because a messy work 

bench meant sloppy work. But what was really impressive was how he got along with 

people. He never bullied anyone, was always appreciative of others, never complained, 

and could always be trusted to do what was best for the customer. Not surprisingly, 

eventually Jim was asked if he’d like to help out in the office, talking directly to 

customers, quoting jobs, and getting the orders out in the shop. When his fellow 
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tradesmen jokingly gave him a ridiculously large, 8 foot home-made trophy celebrating 

his 25
th

 year in the shop, it was clearly evident how much he was appreciated and 

respected.  
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Session 16: Course Review & Discussion 
 

Work smarter, not harder? Don't tell it to 

Dirty Jobs host Mike Rowe, who meets some of 

the hardest-working people in America. In fact, 

he argues, that mantra is the opposite of the 

attitude we need to beat this lousy economy. 

Why “Work Smart, Not Hard” is the Worst 

Advice in the World 

 

When I was 17 my high school guidance counselor tried to talk me into going on 

to earn a four-year degree. I had nothing against college, but the universities that Mr. 

Dunbar recommended were expensive, and I had no idea what I wanted to study. I 

thought a community college made more sense, but Mr. Dunbar said a two-year school 

was “beneath my potential.” He pointed to a poster hanging behind his desk: On one side 

of the poster was a beaten-down, depressed-looking blue-collar worker; on the other side 

was an optimistic college graduate with his eyes on the horizon. Underneath, the text 

read: Work Smart NOT Hard. 

“Mike, look at these two guys,” Mr. Dunbar said. “Which one do you want to be?” I 

had to read the caption twice. Work Smart NOT 

Hard? 

Back then universities were promoting 

themselves aggressively, and propaganda like 

this was all over the place. Did it work? Well, it 

worked for colleges, that's for sure. Enrollments 

soared. But at the same time, trade schools 

faltered. Vocational classes began to vanish 

from high schools. Apprenticeship programs and 

community colleges became examples of 

“alternative education,” vocational consolation 

prizes for those who weren't “college material.” 

Today student loans eclipse $1 trillion. 

There's high unemployment among recent 

college graduates, and most graduates with jobs 

are not even working in their field of study. And 

we have a skills gap. At last count, 3 million 

jobs are currently available that either no one 

can do, or no one seems to want. How crazy is 

that? 

http://www.mikerowe.com/
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I think often about the people I met on Dirty Jobs. Most of them were tradesmen. 

Many were entrepreneurs and innovators. Some were millionaires. People are always 

surprised to hear that, because we no longer equate dirt with success. But we should. 

I remember Bob Combs, a modest pig farmer who fabricated from scratch a massive 

contraption in his backyard that changed the face of modern recycling in Las Vegas by 

using the casino food-waste stream to feed his animals. He was offered $75 million for 

his operation and turned it down. He's a tradesman. 

Then there was Matt Freund, a dairy farmer in Connecticut who thought his cows' 

manure might be more valuable than their milk, and who built an ingenious machine that 

makes biodegradable flowerpots out of cow crap. He now sells millions of CowPots all 

over the world. He's a tradesman. 

Mostly, I remember hundreds of men and women who loved their jobs and worked 

their butts off: welders, mechanics, electricians, plumbers. I've met them in every state, 

and seen firsthand a pride of workmanship that simply doesn't exist in most “cleaner” 

industries. And I've wondered, why aren't they on a poster? Why aren't we encouraging 

the benefits of working smart AND hard? 

The skills gap is bad news for the economy, but it also presents an opportunity. Last 

month I ran into a woman named Mary Kaye Cashman, who runs a Caterpillar dealership 

in Las Vegas, and she told me they had more than 20 openings for heavy-equipment 

technicians. That's kind of astonishing. A heavy-equipment technician with real-world 

experience can earn upward of six figures. And the training program is free! But still the 

positions go unfilled? In a state with 9.6 percent unemployment? What's going on? 

Here's a theory: What if “Work Smart NOT Hard” is not just a platitude on a poster? 

What if it's something we actually believe? I know it's a cliché, but clichés are repeated 

every day by millions of people. Is it possible that a whole generation has taken the worst 

advice in the world? 

Look again at the image on the poster above, which I reproduced just the way I 

remember it. Those stereotypes are still with us. We're still lending billions of dollars we 

don't have to kids who can't pay it back in order to educate them for jobs that no longer 

exist. We still have 3 million jobs we can't fill. Maybe it's the legacy of a society that 

would rather work smart than hard. 

Last month I launched an online campaign called Lessons 

From the Dirt. It's a modest attempt to get people talking 

about the skilled trades in a more balanced way. If you're not 

opposed to a little tasteful vandalism, check out my updated 

version of Mr. Dunbar's poster on lessonsfromthedirt.com. 

The image might amuse you, but the caption is no joke—

Work Smart AND Hard. 

I don't know if changing one little word in one stupid 

slogan will reinvigorate the skilled trades. I just think it's time 

for a new cliché. My own trade—such as it is—started with an 

“alternative education,” purchased for a reasonable price at a 

two-year school. I suspect a lot of others could benefit from a 

similar road. So get a poster and hang it high. And if you see 

Mr. Dunbar, tell him I turned out okay. 

http://profoundlydisconnected.com/buy-the-poster/
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This article comes from Why “Work Smart, Not Hard” is the Worst Advice in the 

World - Popular Mechanics (August, 2013) 

 

 

Final Student Evaluation  

 

 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through the course, did it go as you expected? Why or why not? 

 

 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

 

 

4) Has this course helped give you any direction in a career choice? If so, how? 

 

 

 

 

5) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

 

 

 

http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/why-work-smart-not-hard-is-the-worst-advice-in-the-world-15805614#ixzz2eW8Z3RaK
http://www.popularmechanics.com/technology/why-work-smart-not-hard-is-the-worst-advice-in-the-world-15805614#ixzz2eW8Z3RaK
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6) What are the 6 statements of the Craftsman’s Code? 

 

 

 

 

7) What factors contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job? 

 

 

 

 

8)  List the 5 types of Discipline. 

 

 

 

 

9) Why are work & community important? 

 

 

 

10) Are there any changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for 

the students and Edgerton Gear? 
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Appendix B. 

Leader’s Guide 

The Craftsman with Character curriculum you now hold evolved in response to a 

crisis. Some crises hit suddenly, like a tornado. Some crises come slowly, like a drought. 

You see it happening but often feel helpless to do much about it. You keep hoping for 

rain but it never comes. At some point, you realize you need to get to work to minimize 

the impact, irrigating and watering, hoping to hold on. Our crisis in manufacturing is like 

the drought. 

Here at Edgerton Gear, we found it more and more difficult to find quality 

machinists. We’d place ads on the internet. We’d ask our employees if they knew 

anyone. Once in a while, we’d find a diamond in the rough but for the most part, 

applicants had little or no experience, and/or little or no ambition. Good machinists 

already had jobs. Luring them away from other shops just didn’t feel right. It got to the 

point that we were all overworked; 55-65 hour weeks became normal. Eventually we had 

to turn down new potential customers, even putting up a sign on our website that said, 

“Sorry, we are not accepting new customers at this time.” Some folks thought it was a 

joke or a marketing trick to get people to call us. But it was the truth! We had more work 

than we knew what to do with and not enough machinists to do the work. It was crazy but 

every shop we knew was in the same boat.  

The manufacturing industry is in crisis. As our company, Edgerton Gear, Inc. can 

attest to, manufacturing worldwide is in dire need of a skilled work force. “About 10 
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million manufacturing jobs cannot be filled worldwide because of a shortage of skilled 

workers.”.
1
 The article continues: 

In 2012, 53 percent of skilled-trade workers in the U.S. were 45 years and older, 

according to EMSI, and 18.6 percent were between the ages of 55 and 64.Contrast 

those numbers with the overall labor force, where 44 percent of workers were at 

least 45 years old, and 15.5 percent of jobs were held by the 55-to-64 

demographic.
2
 

The obvious question is why aren’t younger workers entering the trades? I argue 

it is a matter of perception and accessibility. There continues to be a general perception 

that manufacturing is dirty, dark, dangerous, and monotonous work. Accessibility is a 

problem as high schools have reduced or closed their technical education departments as 

they have steered students into 4 year colleges while omitting the skilled trades as a 

viable career option for many young people. Eric Speigel, president and CEO of Siemens, 

reflects my experience in our industry and community. 

Modern manufacturing, for a lack of a better term, has a branding problem. It has 

an image problem, especially with younger workers. This is not your father's 

manufacturing. This is not the industry of strong backs and soiled hands .... This 

is one of the most sophisticated, highly skilled, forward-looking and innovative 

areas of business in the world today. Until we close this perception gap—and 

position manufacturing as a career worth pursuing in the minds of millions of 

young people, their parents and school administrators—we are never going to get 

to the next level. We need to create an environment of respect around skilled 

technical workers and their careers. This is where the world is going. There has 

never been a better, more hopeful time to be in manufacturing than right now.
3
 

 

For Edgerton Gear, Inc. and other hi-tech manufacturing companies, a search for 

new, skilled employees has been fruitless. Placing an advertisement for job openings 

                                                 
1
Wright, “America's Skilled Trades Dilemma: Shortages Loom as Most-in-Demand Group of 

Workers Ages.” Accessed on Nov. 5, 2013 

2
Ibid,.  

3
Wiens, “The Experts: Countering the Biggest Misconceptions People Have About U.S. 

Manufacturing.” Accessed Nov. 5, 2013 

http://www.economicmodeling.com/
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always results in applicants with no prior experience or understanding of what our skilled 

positions require. However, I argue the problem goes deeper than the lack of skilled 

workers. It is the lack of skilled workers with virtuous character. 

On the rare occasion that a skilled machinist does grace our doorway, the 

interview process almost always reveals failed drug tests, a criminal record, and/or a 

dismal track record with other employers. If a machinist is talented and has reasonable 

character, he/she already has a good job and their employer will usually do almost 

anything to keep them. Edgerton Gear, Inc. and other companies have been forced to turn 

to the high school to actively recruit potential employees. The challenge, of course, is 

first of all convincing faculty and students that the skilled trades are a viable career. If 

that hurdle is cleared, those students that may be interested are often those who the school 

doesn’t deem as “college material.” These young people often come from broken homes, 

have low self-esteem and social skills, don’t recognize their own self worth and have 

given little thought to a career choice.  

So what did we decide to do about it? Fortunately, Edgerton, WI is a small town 

of 5000 with a great school system. Over the course of a year in conversations with Dr. 

Dennis Pauli, our district superintendent, Dr. Mark Coombs, our high school principal, 

and Joe Mink, a technical education teacher, a strategy was developed to link high school 

students with real world manufacturing companies. We need future journeymen 

machinists and high school students need jobs when they graduate. Recognizing not all 

kids are meant to attend a 4 year university, the time had come to reintroduce the trades 

as a viable and worthwhile career choice. However, we didn’t just need machinists. We 

needed machinists with virtuous character.  
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As we have often said here at Edgerton Gear, “You can teach skills but you can’t 

teach character.” This curriculum puts this to the test. Can character be taught? Or is it 

something that is caught? As an older journeyman machinist from one of our customers 

recently reminded us, values can be written on the walls and talked about until we’re blue 

in the face. But if they are not modeled, they will never be caught. Young people need to 

see these values in action to make a conscious choice to make them their own. This 

curriculum is rooted in the belief that character is both taught and caught with the 

emphasis on caught! 

Before the particulars of the curriculum are discussed, it is important to 

understand the role of mentors in the educational process. In so doing, hopefully this will 

aid in recruiting journeymen machinists to volunteer for the job shadowing component of 

the curriculum. Without them, success is unlikely. 

The Apprentice Model of Education 

Thus the fact that mentors are now being prominently sought reflects first 

upon the alienation of our age. It also reveals an indifference to history and 

past traditions, for we forget today the long tradition of apprenticeship that 

was the basis of craftsmanship and of the role played by elders in many 

societies. 

-James Houston
4
 

 

The apprenticeship model of education is arguably the best method for helping 

young people attain the “virtues (skills) needed to accomplish the task of life.”
5
 As Dr. 

Houston states above, there has been a long tradition of apprenticeship that is the basis of 

craftsmanship. All modern craftsmanship is a culmination of a particular body of 

knowledge that took generations to accumulate. Methods and tools have evolved based 

                                                 
4
 Houston, The Mentored Life: From Individualism to Personhood, 16. 

5
 Gill, Becoming Good: Building Moral Character, 31. 
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on the experiences and know-how of previous generations. For example, The 

Machinery’s Handbook is basically the machinist’s bible or handbook to help the 

machinist solve almost any imaginable problem. Information on mathematical tables, 

structural analysis of materials, milling instructions, v-belt geometry, speeds, feeds, 

joints, screws, welding, etc. can be found in this 2547 page volume. In1996, the 25
th

 

edition came to press. In 2013, the 29
th

 edition was published as more technical data and 

knowledge continues to evolve and accumulate. Although this book is a wealth of 

information, it didn’t always exist. The actual learning of the crafts and the passing of 

knowledge, wisdom and skill has always been a relational transaction. “The ancient 

rabbis said that a father was obligated to teach his son a trade: ‘whoever does not teach 

his son a trade has taught him robbery.’”
6
 

We are created for relationship and work is inherently relational. Whether in 

accomplishing a task or project with others or simply working at a hobby, work entails 

relationship with others or with material objects, such as the woodcarver forcing his will 

on a block of wood. Historically, the means of learning a craft or trade often took place 

under the tutelage of a father as “most…crafts and professions the ‘father’s house will 

have been the school.” 
7
 The Washington State “History of Apprenticeship” notes, 

Since time immemorial, people have been transferring skills from one generation 

to another in some form of apprenticeship. Four thousand years ago, the 

Babylonian Code of Hammurabi provided that artisans teach their crafts to youth. 

The records of Egypt, Greece, and Rome from earliest times reveal that skills 

were still being passed on in this fashion.
8
 

 

                                                 
6
Salkin, Being God's Partner : How to Find the Hidden Link between Spirituality and Your Work, 

67. 

7
Wolff, Anthropology of the Old Testament, 206. 

8
Washington State Department of Labor and Industries, “History of Apprenticeship”. 
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The distinguishing characteristic of an apprenticeship is relationship. Skills are 

much more than information and thoughts. “The Greek philosophers were wiser when 

they stated that “thought is not meaningful without action, and action is not meaningful 

without friendship,” says James Houston. When a teacher acts kindly as a friend, the 

pupil is given much more encouragement and trust in the learning relationship.
9
 

Friendship is perhaps the greatest need of any teenager and always has been. The 

need to fit in and be part of a community often drives young people to outrageous 

behavior, which most would agree is simply the process of growing up. This need for 

community is also the strength of the apprenticeship model of education. 

One of the greatest resources any machine shop has to offer is its people, a 

community of journeyman machinists. Most journeymen have never given much thought 

to training up the next generation. But when given the opportunity, most will 

enthusiastically offer to be mentors and teachers. They are the heart and soul of this 

curriculum. Job shadowing is a non-intrusive way of introducing students to 

manufacturing while giving them an opportunity to rub shoulders, so to speak, with some 

of the finest craftsmen in the industry. 

Throughout the curriculum, teachable moments and exercises help the students 

discover which virtuous qualities are important and if they have them. They also need to 

see them in action. So the job shadowing element takes on a subtle quality, for as the 

students are watching journeyman machinists work their trade, there is subliminal 

communication as these virtuous skills are at work. The gear maker and all skilled 

tradespeople are examples of the virtuous life in action. Virtuous skills, like technical 

                                                 
9
Houston, The Mentored Life : From Individualism to Personhood, 16. 
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skills take time and effort to develop. Good practices and habits come from trial and 

error. The machine shop, like life, is a great laboratory to discover that right and wrong 

actions have consequences. For the apprentice, the learning environment is usually a safe 

place where failure is recognized as part of the learning process. Making a wrong 

decision while machining a part usually provides an opportunity to try again. Eventually, 

the correction of the error is rewarded with the satisfaction of completing a true and 

accurate part. The apprentice models him/herself after the journeyman and learns the 

habitual practice of virtuous skills results in success. We see the development of an 

apprentice to a journeyman in Ian Benson’s definition of a virtuous life, “Character is 

influenced by habits, and habits are formed by choices. The virtuous life is a life in which 

the acquired habits are in harmony with one another.”
10

 

In the context of a craftsman, these skills are numerous and arguably have more to 

do with success than technical skills. So if we hope to help young people discover 

purpose and meaning, we must realize that becoming a good person goes hand in hand 

with becoming a good craftsman. The age old educational model of the apprentice is the 

perfect environment for developing virtuous character. As Richard Steel wrote in The 

Religious Tradesman in the 1600s,  

the tradesman has often greater opportunities of doing good than many 

others….You have the opportunity to educate and instruct those youths that are 

under your charge; and by counsel and example, to direct them in the paths of 

religion and virtue; whereby those principles and habits may be implanted in 

them, (through the grace of God) which may make them happy in future life, and 

blessings to all around them.
11

 

 

                                                 
10
Benson, “Virtues,” 1071. 

11
Steele, The Religious Tradesman, 150-151. 
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Another way of looking at the apprenticeship model is Parker Palmer’s concept of 

the subject-centered classroom. 

Modeled on the community of truth, this is a classroom in which teacher and 

student alike are focused on a great thing, a classroom in which the best features 

of teacher- and student-centered [models] are merged and transcended by putting 

not teacher, not student, but subject at the center of our attention… we must put a 

third thing, a great thing at the center of our pedagogical circle.
12

 

 

In the journeyman/apprentice relationship, the task at hand is the center of the 

attention. Neither the inexperience of the apprentice which makes them self-conscious 

nor the great skill of the journeyman is given much thought. Together, they focus on the 

task at hand as teacher and student, co-workers and co-learners. Virtuous skills such as a 

commitment to excellence, paying attention to detail, honesty in making sure the part is 

right, taking responsibility for one’s actions, perseverance, determination, patience, self-

control, and many more are played out in the machine shop every day. Theses virtues are 

obviously applicable to everyday life. So as the student watches and works alongside the 

mentor, they see how valuable they virtues/skills are and will have an opportunity to 

make them their own. For this reason, the following curriculum makes the mentor 

relationship the center of the education while the classroom’s purpose is to give the 

theoretical basis and explanation of what the students see in action in the shop. 

Craftsmen with Character 

This curriculum fits an 18 week semester and is taught 5 days a week for a 90 

minute period. The three basic elements employed are 1) a somewhat traditional 

classroom setting, 2) job shadowing/mentor relationships, and 3) reflection through the 

use of personal journals. Eighty percent of the student’s time is in the shop with mentors 

                                                 
12

Palmer, The Courage to Teach : Exploring the Inner Landscape of a Teacher's Life, 119. 
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and only 20% in the classroom. Taking the students out of the school environment, the 

curriculum is hosted on-site at the employer. One day each week is taught in a classroom 

setting (e.g. in a lunchroom) using lectures, discussions, videos, and various exercises. 

The other four days the students’ job shadow various mentors throughout the shop. 

The job shadowing aspect of the curriculum takes thought and planning in terms 

of selecting and training mentors and giving the students a thorough overview of the 

shop. The goal is to give a student a complete overview of the manufacturing process, 

from beginning to end. So attention must be given to how the manufacturing process is 

laid out and what departments students need to be in. For example, a sequential order 

might take a student from the saw department to the lathe department to the mill 

department, etc. etc., ending in the deburring and shipping area. At a minimum, the 

student should spend an entire week in each department to have time to develop a 

relationship with the mentor. In our shop, we identified nine different departments and 

had each student cycle through the entire shop twice. The first time will most likely be a 

brand new experience for them and they will be mostly in awe. The second time through 

the shop is at a deeper level as they now have more understanding of manufacturing and 

the role each department plays in contributing to the final product. 

Thought and planning must also be given to selecting mentors. Ideally, at least 

one mentor is needed from each department. We found it very helpful to have more than 

one mentor in a department in case a mentor was absent or simply too involved in a work 

project to spend time with a student that day. In our trial run of the course, we simply 

asked our entire staff if they would be interested in being mentors. More than half of our 

20 machinists enthusiastically volunteered. At first, we were a little concerned we had too 
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many mentors as it may be difficult for students to get to know so many people. 

However, we discovered that some students bonded better with certain machinists based 

on teaching styles and temperaments. Some mentors were so enthusiastic about their role; 

they became very creative in contributing to the curriculum and even offered to create 

their own curriculum on measuring instruments. Every week or so, they brought all the 

students together in a lab setting and taught them the basics of measuring, blue print 

reading and tolerances. At the time of this writing, these machinists are teaching their 3
rd

 

course to students and a few new employees. The lesson learned was the mentors often 

have extremely valuable feedback and, if given the opportunity, can customize this 

course for their shop in ways unimaginable. 

The following Leader’s Guide explains each lesson in detail. It is extremely 

helpful to go over each week’s lessons with the mentors so they know what the students 

are learning that week. The mentors should be encouraged to engage the students who are 

job shadowing them with the material of that week’s lesson. For example, while the 

student is watching the mentor at work, the mentor might simply ask, “So what did you 

learn this week in the class?” The students, in turn, will be asked each week in the 

classroom what they learned from their shop mentor. This will hopefully put the students 

on alert that they need to pay attention! 

Is it Worth it? 

An obvious question might be is all this effort worth it? Won’t the mentors’ 

productivity drop if they have someone standing there to talk to? The answer to both 

questions is absolutely! This curriculum is an investment. It is an investment in the future 

of the company, an investment in our youth, and it is an investment in the current staff. 
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This will take time and effort but our experience has been that mentoring students 

energizes the mentors. Having to explain your job to someone makes you more 

conscientious of your task and skills. It all builds the morale of the mentors as they 

perceive their role as important, as they should. Machining takes on a new dimension as 

they understand they are contributing to the good of the world and the future of the youth. 

So the little time a mentor takes in explaining his job pays huge dividends in a number of 

ways, not the least of which is the shaping of our future work force. My father jokingly 

used to say, “Get’em young and raise ‘em the way you like them.” But there is wisdom in 

this as it is easier to teach someone a new habit rather than trying to break them of a bad 

habit.   
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SESSION 1: 

 

Note: The students receive a binder of the course material. There are also blank pages at 

the back for their journal. Both journal and class notes will be expected to be turned in at 

the end of the course. 

 

Introduction: Introduce yourself as the teacher, background, why you’re in the trades, 

why teaching this class is important. If the students seem shy and/or intimidated, feel free 

to take extra time to share your own struggles in finding a career and challenges you 

currently face in your career. Have the students introduce themselves, what grade they’re 

in and why they are taking the class. 

 

Explain the format. 1 day a week for 16 weeks, they will be in the classroom, going 

through this manual, watching videos, have homework, write in their journals. This is not 

a normal “shop class.” This will be a thinking man’s course. The other 4 days will be 

spent in the shop, “job shadowing.” Ask the students if they know what job shadowing is 

and to explain it. It is an opportunity to watch professionals at their jobs, running 

machines, problem solving, and simply going about their day. 

 

Give the students 20 minutes to fill out the questionnaire in their notebooks. (A similar 

questionnaire will be filled out at week 16.) After they’re done, open the time up for 

discussion. Does anyone want to share any of their answers? Share some of your own 

answers and struggles in finding a meaningful job and/or purpose. Ask them what school 

subjects they find easy or difficult. What do they enjoy doing in their free time? This is 

not a time to teach but to explore, connect and build relationships. 

 

All the above should take about an hour to 1 1/4. For the last 5-10 minutes, give the 

students time to write in their journals, expressing thoughts and impressions, and 

expectations.  

 

Summary: “It is the goal of this course to help you discover who you are, what you could 

be good at, and possibly discover your calling as a skilled tradesman or craftsman. At the 

very least, it is hoped that you, no matter what work you go into, will discover purpose 

and meaning that will last a lifetime.” 
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SESSION 2: 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

 

World View – What is the Meaning of Life? 

 

This is the introduction to Monty Python’s movie, “The Meaning of Life.” It is a bit 

crude but humorous and will hopefully show that people have been trying to discover the 

Meaning of Life for a long, long time. 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcbtYxyEGHU 

 

This is the first session to help students consider where they fit in the world. Our society 

doesn’t spend much time examining our beliefs and assumptions about life. For example, 

although everyone wants to be happy, our assumptions about what makes us happy are 

rarely challenged or examined. Using the Happy movie, we begin the process of helping 

students be more reflective and to determine if their world view is congruent with their 

values. For example, does money really make us happy? If having enough money to get 

our basic needs met allows us a measure of happiness, does a lot more money mean we 

will be a lot more happy?  

 

Our MoL (Meaning of Life) seems to be always changing and evolving. What may be 

unbelievably important to us at one stage of life may not be nearly as important (or 

maybe not all) in another.  

 

Ask the students for examples, i.e. a toy at Christmas or fitting in with a certain peer 

group. 

 

Can you think of instances where you really, REALLY wanted something, did everything 

in your power to get it, and it didn’t deliver the anticipated bang? Again, ask for 

examples. 

 

Now what if you spend a huge chunk of your life pursuing something and discover it was 

a total waste of time? Any examples of dumb stuff you see people pursuing? What are 

some good things worth pursuing? 

 

Before showing The Happy Movie – Chapter 1, ask the students to reply to the 

True/False statements in their binder. 

 

The Happy Movie, Chapter 1, “The Study of Happiness” 

 

 After the movie, ask the following questions: 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RcbtYxyEGHU
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1) Now that you know more after watching the film chapter, have your 

opinions changed to any of the statements in the poll? Did anything 

surprise you? In what way? 

 

2) How do you think it’s possible that someone as poor as a rickshaw 

driver can be as happy as the average American? 

 

3) What are some of the ways described in this chapter that people can 

increase their happiness? (nature, variety, exercising, experiencing 

flow and doing what you love.) What are other ways you can think of? 

 

4) Have you ever experienced flow- being lost in an activity and unaware 

of time passing? What kind of activities do you think might promote 

flow? 

 

5) How you tackle the MoL question and will really determine your 

choices and direction of your life. Don’t you think we don’t spend 

enough time thinking about where we’re headed or why? Too often, 

we end up feeling lost and useless and our jobs feel like dead ends. But 

do they have to?  

 

For the balance of this course, we are going to build a case that a True 

Craftsman/woman may have the potential to be the most fulfilled, gratified, and 

dignified people on the planet. Working with your hands, heart and head may 

actually be a much bigger key to happiness than we’ve ever realized. Greater than 

money, fame, power, toys, adrenaline rushes, drinking, gambling, sports, etc. etc. 

Not only that, craftsmen may be some of the most important people on the planet! 

And you may eventually be one of them!! 

 

Home work: Journal by asking the following questions… 

 

What are three things that made you happy today? Yesterday? Last year?  

What’s one thing you could do today that would make you happier? 

Describe your childhood in terms of things you enjoyed doing. What games did you like 

the most? What did you do when you were bored? What did you dislike doing the most?  
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SESSION 3: 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the journaling homework from previous session. Ask the students what are some 

of the things they do that makes them happy. 

 

Session 3 is a group project. The purpose of this exercise to help students be self-aware 

of their own character qualities. Are they the kind of person someone would want to hire? 

 

Read the exercise of The Noah Project.  

 

Ask the students if they have ever wondered where the space ships and colonies in sci-fi 

movies come from. Where did the metal come from and raw materials for the ships? If a 

ship or colony is as big as a planet, how many planets of iron ore were destroyed to build 

a ship or colony? Where are the builders, the machinists, the electricians, the plumbers? 

Has anyone ever seen anyone on Star Trek go to the bathroom? Who’s manufacturing the 

electrical wires, the weapons, the plumbing, the elevators, etc. etc.? If mining operations 

or factories are ever shown, did you ever notice how horribly outdated and dangerous 

they are?  

 

For example, in the Matt Damon movie, Elysium, the wealthy live on a colony in space 

while the poor live on earth, working in horrible jobs and factories. Even though we are 

hundreds of years in the future, the Matt Damon character working in a factory is still 

using a hand drill to assemble a robot and has to push the pallet of robots into a radiation 

chamber by hand. You would think he was working on assembly line from the 1970’s, 

not in the year 2154. As usual, manufacturing is portrayed as dirty and very dangerous. 

The film makers obviously have no idea of modern manufacturing methods or facilities! 

 

Therefore, The Noah Project is more realistic than many movies. Modern companies 

really do consider the character and ethics of their employees. So it is the student’s job to 

help determine the criteria of how a potential craftsman will be chosen. 

 

 

Exercise: Shop Floor Observation 

 

Since they have been job shadowing in the shop for several weeks now, they should feel 

comfortable with their job mentors and finding their way around the shop. Explain the 

Noah project to them and then send them out into the shop to observe. Up to this point, 

they have probably been fascinated with the machines and the machining process. Today, 

have them focus on the machinists. As they wander throughout the shop, can they learn 

anything by observing the behavior of the machinists? Look at body language, how they 

are dressed, their attitudes, and their interaction with each other and their machines. They 

are to look for both good and bad character qualities that will either help the mission 

succeed or fail.  
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After 20 minutes, come back to the class and compile their lists. If there are more than 6 

students in the class, divide into 2 groups. Then have each group come up with a top 5 list 

of each category. After each group is finished, have them present their lists to the entire 

class and explain and defend their reasons for their lists. If possible have the class agree 

on a top 5 list. During the discussion, share stories as to why that is or not a good or bad 

quality. For example, if one of the qualities is being teachable, have them imagine what it 

would be like for one of the machinists trying to teach someone who isn’t teachable. 

Share a story that illustrates.  

 

Homework: Personal Assessment 

 

At the end of the class, discuss the homework for this session. Explain it is risky to ask 

others for honest opinions of you. It is risky to be honest with yourself as you may not 

like what they say or what you see in yourself. However, it is far better to discover the 

truth while you have your whole life in front of you to improve rather than be devastated 

by losing a great potential job down the road because you weren’t aware of some areas 

that needed improving.  
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SESSION 4: 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the journaling homework from previous session. 

 

Video: NOVA, Ancient Computer 
 

Watch the first 31 minutes. (If time allows in a later class, it can be finished then.) Ask 

the students to watch for ways the craftsmen and tradesmen are needed throughout the 

movie. After the movie, ask for their thoughts and discuss how amazing the science and 

technology were but also the role of craftsmen played. 

 

The Craftsman Code 

 

Go through the Craftsman’s Code. Tell the students they will be expected to memorize 

the code. Ask the students what they think is the meaning of each. For example, for #1, 

The Machinery’s Handbook is in its 29
th

 edition and was first published in 1914. This is 

an example of a body of knowledge that took generations and hundreds of years to 

acquire. We are still adding to it and must appreciate those who came before us. 

 

My head learns knowledge, but my hands test if it is true. 

My hands do the work, but my heart gives it meaning. 

My heart has passion, but my hands and head give it expression. 

 

For #3, explain that this is the heart & soul of the course. This is a good opportunity to 

delve into the history of world’s epistemology (the theory of knowledge), in other words, 

how we come to know things. Discuss dualism and the Greek thought dividing mind 

from the body. Work was bad and the ideal was to sit around and philosophize. Manual 

work was degrading and ugly. This belief can still be seen in our educational system with 

its emphasis on 4 year college degrees and acquiring more knowledge, sometimes having 

little relevance to real life.  

 

HEAD – In our age of instant information, we often confuse information as knowledge. 

We may know all about something or someone like their name, hair color, age, etc. But 

that doesn’t mean we actually know them. It takes interaction and time with a subject to 

get to know it.  

 

For example, we may be given a piece of steel and are given the information that it is an 

alloy steel called “4140.” We are given the instruction to harden it to 45 RC on the 

Rockwell Scale. To do so, we need to gain at least a working knowledge of heat treating 

and the mechanical properties of 4140. So we spend time studying and researching heat 

treating, the effect of temperature and cooling speeds on a molecular level, and what 

temperature and duration of time is needed to anneal the steel to the desired hardness. In 
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our head, we gain as much information as possible to heat treat 4140 to 45 RC. It might 

be said that we have become very knowledgeable, which is good. But at this point, it still 

isn’t knowledge. It is just a bunch of information that theoretically, would enable us to 

harden the steel. 

 

HANDS – Working with our hands is how we discover if our theoretical knowledge is 

true. 

 

Referring back to our piece of 4140, this is when we actually try to harden it and test the 

results. If our information and action are correct, the steel is now 45 RC. If our 

information is not correct, the steel will not be the desired hardness.  

 

It has been said that wisdom is the practical application of knowledge. We might be able 

to “Google” information and knowledge but we can’t “Google” wisdom. We have to 

apply the knowledge to see if it is true. 

 

HEART – Heart is what gives our work meaning. Otherwise, it is just a mindless act. Our 

interests, our creativity, and our purpose in life is often expressed when we apply our 

knowledge through the work. We are creative people and our passions are best expressed 

through our head and hands.  

 

It is a tragedy of work when a person is treated like a machine and not as a creative being. 

One of the primary goals of this course is to help students find meaningful work that will 

engage their head, hands, and heart. 
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SESSION 5: 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first line of the code to begin 

memorization. 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

 

The Meaning of Life Part 2 

 

This session again challenges fallacies about happiness. This episode challenges the 

notion that good and bad events determine our long-term happiness, e.g. winning the 

lottery or having a disabling accident. As we shall see in Session 10, the two principal 

factors that affect a craftsman’s happiness is 1) a sense of purpose and 2) being in 

meaningful relationships. 

 

The Happy Movie Chapter #2 -  

 

Before showing the film, ask students to consider the following questions in their binder. 

Give them a few minutes to fill out the two questions before discussing them as a class. 

Accept all of their answers, but plan to revisit the question again after showing the 

chapter. 

 

 If you won the lottery tomorrow, how much happier do you think you would be a year 

from now?  

 

Do you think good and bad events affect our long-term happiness?  

 

Watch movie & discuss. 

 

1) After seeing the film chapter, do you think you would be happier a 

year after winning the lottery? Why or why not? How does this 

compare with what you thought before?  

 

2) What do you think enabled Melissa Moody to overcome her 

devastating accident? What skills or resources did she need to draw 

on? Do you think there can be a life with only pleasure and no pain?  
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3) If so, what would that life look like? If not, what does that mean about 

what it takes to be happy?  

 

4) Roy Blanchard and his family enjoy time together, and studies show 

that the happiest people have strong connections to others and their 

community. Why do you think connecting with people is so important 

for happiness? 

 

Optional: If there is still time, feel free to read the following story to illustrate how 

people need to chose what kind of person they will become. 

 

Sadie versus Saul  

 

“When I was a child, I always loved old people. I don’t really know why but I think I just 

always found them interesting. I used to go door-to-door selling garden seeds, earning a 

few bucks. I would often get invited in by an old farmer lady and we’d sit and chat and 

I’d get cookies and milk or whatever else she offered. When I was 21, I had moved to 

Southern California. About a year after living there, I wondered where all the old people 

were. Southern California is famous for sun, sand, and pretty people. Everyone seems 

pretty or are trying to be. It was definitely a youth oriented culture and it almost seemed 

that old people weren’t allowed to be out in public. And it seemed that hardly anyone 

knew any old people. They had either moved away or simply disappeared. It was weird! 

So I started asking questions and found that many old people, if they were still in the 

area, were put in assisted living or nursing homes. So, wanting to hang out with some old 

folks, I searched out a nursing home in the phone book and asked if I could visit. The 

nice lady who answered the phone asked me who I wanted to visit.  

“I don’t know,” I answered. 

“Do you know anyone who is a resident here,” she asked. 

“No,” I replied.  

“Then why do you want to visit.” 

“I just want to meet and hang out with some old people.” I could tell by her hesitation 

that she thought I might be a little strange but she reluctantly agreed to let me come by 

during visiting hours on Sunday afternoon. 

When I arrived, I immediately was met by two “greeters,” Sadie & Mary. They were both 

residents and in wheel chairs. Their job was simply to greet anyone who came to visit. 

They were both really sweet but Sadie was obviously the ring leader. Her smile lit up the 

room. She looked me in the eye and gave me a hug and asked why I was there. In the 

following months, Sadie and I became close friends. She had a way to make me feel like 

I was the most special person on the planet. I loved just sitting with her and Mary and 

listening to stories and telling a few of my own. Joy and love seemed to flow out of Sadie 

and envelop everyone who came within 20 feet of her. 

On maybe my 3
rd

 or 4
th

 visit, I happened upon Saul. It was my routine to go door-to-door 

and spend a few visits chatting with whoever wanted to chat. Some days were really hard 

as I came to realize that this was the last home these people would have on this earth. In a 

way, they came here to die. I’d see people in their last days and weeks. Almost every 
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week, someone who I had seen the week before was now gone. I don’t think I ever got 

used to that part. But when I met Saul, I was shocked. He was confined to his bed but 

mostly because he simply didn’t want to leave his room. He had been a successful 

attorney but now he was a wrinkled, weak little man who seemed to hate me, the nurses, 

and the world. I could often hear him screaming and swearing before I got to his room. 

He swore like a drunk sailor and was incredibly uncomfortable to be around. I took it as a 

personal challenge to be his friend but his anger and hatred made it difficult. When I did 

get him to talk, it was always stories about how successful he was. But his stories would 

often end in extreme bitterness at realizing he was simply waiting to die and his family 

never came to see him. When I would leave at the end of my visit, I’d see Sadie one more 

time, sitting by the front door, spreading sunshine on everyone she met. What a contrast! 

And did I mention that Sadie had had no legs, a paralyzed arm, diabetes, and blind in one 

eye?” 

 

Ever since, every once in a while, I think back to Sadie and Saul and I ask myself, who 

do I want to be.... A Sadie or a Saul??? 

 

Homework: Happy Survey – Survey at least 2 people over the next week with the 

survey in the course binder. This will provide an opportunity to discuss the concept of 

happiness with parents and peers. 
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Session 6:  

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first two lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

. 

Briefly review the Happy Surveys from the week before. Any surprises? 

 

Discuss in detail question #4, “If you are having a bad day, what makes you feel better?” 

As a Leader, share your response to the question. Also explain that our moods are 

affected by our body chemistry and different activities can help change that chemistry. 

For example, young men are especially prone to anger as our bodies are changing and 

more testosterone is flowing through their veins. Another example is SADD (Seasonal 

Affective Disorder), which is also known as winter depression. This is linked to reduced 

vitamin D from lack of exposure to sunlight and/or lack of physical activity. Explain that 

the craftsman will have bad days and bad moods. How he/she learns to deal with those 

moods and days are critical to their success. 

 

Case Study #1 - Gary 

 

In this session, the first of six case studies are introduced. These case studies are drawn 

from real people and real events at Edgerton Gear. The names have been changed to 

disguise the identities. If the subject of the case study is still employed at Edgerton Gear, 

permission was given to present their story to the class. If you, as the leader, discover real 

life case studies drawn from the mentors of the partnering business, it is strongly 

encouraged to write these case studies, changing the names. This adds a relevant and 

intriguing element to the case study as the students will try to guess which one of their 

mentors the case study is about! 

 

The purpose of these case studies is to help the student identify with a real life situation. 

Each case study deals with different aspects of character qualities, such as discipline, 

laziness, pride, embarrassment, etc. After the case is thoroughly discussed, the “rest of 

the story” can be shared with the class. 

 

As a class, read aloud the case study, taking turns reading a paragraph.  

 

Using a white board or projector, list the main issues of the case study. What is the 

subject’s main dilemma or dilemmas? 
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What are the negative and positive character traits of the main subject that contributed to 

the situation?  

 

In Gary’s case, what are some possible outcomes? What choices is he facing? Ask the 

students what they would do in Gary’s case. After the discussion has been exhausted, 

share “the rest of the story.” 

 

The Rest of the story… 

 

Over the time that Gary worked at Edgerton Gear, there were events that gave 

insight into his character. One time he borrowed a brand new Corvette from a friend who 

had a Corvette dealership. For his fiancé’s birthday, Gary wanted to impress her by 

taking her for a ride in a new Corvette. Going way too fast and not knowing the local 

road, they hit a sharp bend in the road and became airborne, barely missing two trees but 

still totaling the car. Gary confided that he couldn’t understand his friend’s reaction when 

Gary told him he couldn’t afford to pay for the car. His friend became furious and said 

their friendship was over. Gary didn’t understand this. His response to his friend was, 

“What’s the big deal? Your insurance will cover it.” Obviously Gary didn’t understand or 

care that the dealer could get in big trouble with their insurance company and the 

insurance rates were sure to sky rocket. 

 

After Gary had his meeting with the boss, Gray really turned things around. He 

became more punctual and seemed to be cooperative and humble in his work. However, 

this only lasted for a few months and Gary was back to his old ways. He always had an 

excuse for being late but it got to the point the boss finally had to let him go. Since Gary 

had a good relationship with the boss, he was given a two week notice so he would have 

time to find another job. 

  

Over the next two weeks, Gary was phenomenal. He was energetic, hustled all 

day long, didn’t scrap any parts, got along with his co-workers, and was simply a model 

employee. Towards the end of the two weeks, his boss came up to him and asked him 

what changed. “Who are you, Gary? Since I gave you your termination notice, you’ve 

been the old Gary I remember. If you can keep this up, we’d be glad to have you stay 

on.” 

 

Gary responded that he didn’t want to end things this way and knew he could do 

better. He said he challenged himself to be a model employee. If the job ended, at least he 

could go out proving he could do a better job. He also was thankful for the second chance 

and gladly decided to stay. 

 

Once again, it didn’t last long. Within six months, Gary was back to his old bad 

habits. When his boss approached for the third time, he and Gary mutually agreed it was 

time for Gary to move on. He took a job in another machine shop for less pay. 

 

A year later, an employee of Edgerton Gear was talking to one of Gary’s new co-

workers and complained how arrogant Gary was. He always had to do things his way and 
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wasn’t very well liked. Shortly after, Gary admitted to a friend that he really blew it at 

Edgerton Gear as it was the best job he ever had. Since then, Gary finally did start his 

own racing engine shop and was supposedly making a go of it.  
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Session 7  

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first three lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

To Be or Not to Be…. A Person of Character– Part 1 

 

The following two sessions were developed and taught by two employees at 

Edgerton Gear, Wayne Giese & Tyson Trunkhill. 

 

Wayne had been a drill sergeant in the National Guard and thought principles of 

discipline should be taught. Tyson wanted students to understand why work was 

important and what they needed to do to set them apart from others when applying for a 

job. They taught these two sessions together and did a fabulous job. If possible, it is 

extremely helpful if two shop mentors can be recruited to help teach these sessions. By 

now, the students have probably had the opportunity to job shadow these mentors. 

Coming from the mentors, the students will most likely be more engaged and appreciate 

their perspective. As a leader, review the material with the mentors and coach them as 

needed. They should feel free to add their own experiences and stories to the material to 

make it more personal. 

 

Introduction: Teachers to Students 

 

Beginning Exercise: To begin the class, have the students stand in a line and have 

them tell their name and where they are from. The instructors should come up to each 

student individually and have the student shake their hand and introduce themselves. This 

will be revisited later. The purpose is to help the students be self-aware at how they are 

presenting themselves. 

 

After the introduction exercise, initiate a discussion with the following questions. 

The progression of the questions is to help students comprehend how manufacturing and 

the trades have evolved over the centuries. For centuries, it can be argued that mankind’s 

purpose has simply been to live, be happy, reproduce, provide for his/her family, pass on 

skills and knowledge for survival to the next generation, and then die in peace, knowing 

you made a contribution to the world with your life. 
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In order to survive and thrive, the essentials of life needed to be taken care of, 

such as food, shelter, and clothing. Walmart, MacDonalds, and Amazon didn’t yet exist 

so humans learned to “live off the land.” Skills developed such as building shelters and 

homes, hunting, gathering, fishing, sewing animal hides together to make clothes and 

coverings for their feet, head, and hands. The average person needed to be skilled at 

many things just to live. In many parts of the world, this is still the case. But the world 

has changed drastically. 

 

Society has evolved with the technological revolution. In the last century, there 

has been a mass migration to the city from the farms as farming became more 

mechanized and factory jobs became plentiful. It was a radical change for mankind. For 

centuries, humans needed to be creative and inventive to survive. A farmer needed to 

read the weather, take care of animals, be a blacksmith, carpenter, butcher, gardener, and 

lumberjack, just to name a few skills he/she needed to be successful. With the advent of 

factory jobs, a worker was often asked to do just one simple task, over and over and over. 

No longer using their creative energies, a worker was often treated like a machine. When 

Henry Ford opened his massive auto factories in the early 1900’s, he had difficulty 

retaining workers. Repetitive and monotonous work was alien and destructive to the 

human spirit, . For example, “In 1913, Ford hired more than 52,000 men to keep a 

workforce of only 14,000… Turnover, or unhappy workers quitting, was very high 

because of the resulting boring, dangerous, low paying jobs, and Henry Ford's company, 

like many manufacturers, had trouble retaining workers.” 
13

By the end of that same year, 

the distaste for assembly line work became so great that “every time the company wanted 

to add 100 men to its factory personnel, it was necessary to hire 963.” 
14

 So in1914, 

Henry Ford essentially had to bribe men to do demeaning jobs by doubling wages for his 

assembly line workers to $5 a day. 

 

Today, our world is very competitive and fast moving. Providing for your family 

mostly means having enough money to simply buy food, clothing, transportation and 

shelter. Work has continued to become more specialized as technology has continued to 

advance. We now need experts in almost every field. Even in manufacturing, it is 

impossible for a machinist to be an expert at everything. The old blacksmith shop is now 

a jungle of computers, motors, hydraulics, and machine tools that are capable of things 

not even imaginable to the old blacksmith. 

 

In our competitive world, the modern worker must now study and work hard to 

set themselves apart from their competition. Being professional and disciplined are 

critical to success. The following discussion, videos and exercises aim at preparing the 

student to enter the work world.  

                                                 
13

Hopper, “The Assembly Line and the $5 Day - Background Reading”. 

14
Crawford, Shop Class as Soulcraft : An Inquiry into the Value of Work, 42. 
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Discussion: History of mankind working to provide for himself and family. 

 

Questions and Answers. 

 

1. In the history of the world, what have always been the primary goals of humans? What 

are your primary goals? Think in the most basic terms. 

 

To stay alive 

To reproduce 

To be happy  

2. Looking back to the old days. What did people need to do to stay alive? 

 

Food 

Shelter from cold and/or heat 

3. Can you think of how a typical day or week was spent? What chores or tasks were 

required to survive? 

 

Hunting and gathering food 

Cutting firewood 

Building shelter 

Tending animals and gardens 

Making clothes, tools and other devices/objects to make life more 

enjoyable 

Teaching skills to next generation 

4. What is different between back then and how we do things today? 

 

Local tribes or groups working together versus commuting to work 

Education by parents/family versus sending children to school 

Jack of All Trades versus specialized job skills 
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5. Can you think of three characteristics of the new workplace? 

 

Specialized – Complexity of technology requires experts 

Dehumanized – Employers often see people as machines that are 

replaceable 

Competitive – Global economy means we are competing for work on a 

global scale 

 

6. To survive and thrive, what is required of the modern worker in a fast moving, 

competitive world? 

 

A marketable skill 

Ability to “sell” yourself to a potential employer  

Personal discipline to manage self and work with others 

 

7. Preparing yourself starts with Discipline. You must be disciplined to achieve your 

goals.  

 

 

Self Discipline: is a willing and instinctive sense of responsibility that 

leads you to know what needs to be done. Getting to work on time, knowing the 

job, setting priorities, and denying personal preferences for more important ones 

all measure how self disciplined you are. 

 

Task Discipline: is a measure of how well you meet the challenges of 

your job. Task discipline requires that you have a strong sense of responsibility to 

do your job to the best of your ability. 
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Imposed Discipline: is the enforced obedience to legal orders and 

regulation. It is absolute in emergencies when there is not time to explain or 

discuss instructions.  

 

Purpose Discipline: is required for any activity where people work 

together toward a common objective. The opposite of discipline is anarchy, where 

each person does what he or she wants without concern for others. Any 

organization, from a civilized state to a football team to a brownie troop depends 

on a group cooperation, and cooperation cannot be achieved without discipline. 

 

Maintaining Discipline: Workers must have the mental attitude which 

renders obedience and proper conduct instinctively under all conditions. All staff 

members must realize that they cannot expect respect and obedience form others 

unless they themselves are obedient and respectful to others in authority. When a 

task is given, the first and only thought should be to carry it out as quickly and 

carefully as possible.   

 

Exercise: Being presentable - Send in Joe Schmuckatello! 

 

This exercise requires the recruitment of someone (preferably one of the mentors) who is 

willing to role play and be silly, the more dramatic the better. The exercise is a mock 

interview of a potential employee named Joe Schmuckatello. (Wayne’s drill sergeant in 

boot camp referred to the new recruits as Joe Schmuckatello, meaning they were a bunch 

of good-for-nothin’ bums.) 

“Joe” represents everything an employer is NOT looking for in an employee, i.e. 

disrespectful, no ambition, unprofessional, etc. Come up with a typical list of interview 

questions and have “Joe” answer them as poorly as possible. The interview should be less 

than 5 minutes. 

Afterwards, ask the students what they noticed about “Joe.”  

What are the first things you notice when you meet someone for the first time.  
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How they dress and carry themselves. 

How they speak or greet another. 

How they stand and use their body language. 

What would you change in order to hire Joe? 

 

Important Homework! 

 

Students will prepare a three to five minute true story to the class about a personal 

triumph. He or she will explain a hardship and what he or she did to overcome the 

problem to move on with his or her life. Students will practice speaking in a believable, 

audible and passionate manner in their presentation. 
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Session 8  

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first four lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

To Be or Not to Be…. A Person of Character– Part 2 

 

Review of last week’s class. Ask the students what they remember from last week.  

Review the different kinds of discipline and mention it will be on the final test at the end 

of the course. 

 

Self Discipline: is a willing and instinctive sense of responsibility that 

leads you to know what needs to be done. Getting to work on time, knowing the 

job, setting priorities, and denying personal preferences for more important ones 

all measure how self disciplined you are. 

 

Task Discipline: is a measure of how well you meet the challenges of 

your job. Task discipline requires that you have a strong sense of responsibility to 

do your job to the best of your ability. 

 

Imposed Discipline: is the enforced obedience to legal orders and 

regulation. It is absolute in emergencies when there is not time to explain or 

discuss instructions.  
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Purpose Discipline: is required for any activity where people work 

together toward a common objective. The opposite of discipline is anarchy, where 

each person does what he or she wants without concern for others. Any 

organization, from a civilized state to a football team to a brownie troop depends 

on a group cooperation, and cooperation cannot be achieved without discipline. 

 

Maintaining Discipline: Workers must have the mental attitude which 

renders obedience and proper conduct instinctively under all conditions. All staff 

members must realize that they cannot expect respect and obedience from others 

unless they themselves are obedient and respectful to others in authority. When a 

task is given, the first and only thought should be to carry it out as quickly and 

carefully as possible.   

 

PRESENTING YOURSELF 

 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-

1-Enthusiasm-Attitude.htm 

 

 

This humorous video is a short comparison a bad and good job interview. It reinforces the 

Joe Schmuckatello interview from the last lesson. After the video, ask the students for 

practical application of the following topics.  

 A. Look respectable. 

Dress for the job. 

Look professional. 

 B. Act responsible  

Positive body language. 

Show up to work on time. 

Have a strong handshake. 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-1-Enthusiasm-Attitude.htm
http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-1-Enthusiasm-Attitude.htm
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Look the person you are talking to in the eye. 

 C. Ability to listen. 

Pay attention to key details of instructions the first time they are given. 

Listen carefully to questions. 

 D. Ability to speak. 

Speak loud and clear enough so the person or party can hear you. 

Tell the truth and be believable. 

Speak with a positive attitude. 

 E. Be reliable. 

Do what you say. 

Keep your body healthy. 

 F. Be a leader. 

Take charge and use common sense in solving problems.  

Teach by example. 

Stay positive even when the going gets tough. 

Know how to take a back seat when someone else takes charge of a 

problem. 

 

PROFESSIONALISM 

 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-

6-Professionalism.htm 

 

 

This video is another humorous video on being professional in the workplace. 

  

Being a Professional is…. 

 

Getting to work on time and being reliable.  

Doing what it takes to get the job done quickly and safely. 

Going the extra mile when it is required. 

http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-6-Professionalism.htm
http://www.dol.gov/dol/media/webcast/20121015-softskills/20121015-softskills-6-Professionalism.htm
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Take responsibility for your work space, machines and tools. 

   

 Word of wisdom: 

  

6 P’s  (Prior Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance.) 

  

Lead, Follow, or get the hell out of the way! 

 

 

Student Presentations – Homework from last session 

 

Students will tell a three to five minute true story to the class about a personal triumph. 

He or she will explain a hardship and what he or she did to overcome the problem to 

move on with his or her life. Students will practice speaking in a believable, audible and 

passionate manner in their presentation.  
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Session 9  

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first five lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

 

Case Study #2 - Carson 
 

As a class, read aloud the case study, taking turns reading a paragraph.  

 

Using a white board or projector, list the main issues of the case study. What is the 

subject’s main dilemma or dilemmas? 

 

What are the negative and positive character traits of the main subject that contributed to 

the situation?  

 

In Carson’s case, what are some of the choices he made early on and what were the 

consequences?  

 

What were contributing factors to his turn around and success?  

 

Ask the students what they would of done differently in Carson’s case. After the 

discussion has been exhausted, share “the rest of the story.” 

 

The Rest of the story… 

 

Carson is our poster child of how a guy can turn things around. In high school, he 

and his 16 year old girlfriend became parents on purpose and married while she was still 

in high school. After having their second child, the relationship blew up as shehad an 

affair with another woman. The divorce and custody battle was as nasty as it gets. Carson 

rode a wild emotional roller coaster and it showed at work with phenomenal days and 

days he hardly had the will to live.  

 

As time went on, he weathered the storms and eventually met his new wife. He 

fell head over heels as he felt he found his soul mate. But she was a tough cookie and 

kicked his butt. She expected more from him as she saw a guy who had tremendous 
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potential. Carson began to live up to her expectations and the expectations of his boss and 

co-workers.  

 

Within a few years, Carson’s wife was pregnant with their 3
rd

 child. They are 

happily married and Carson is an incredibly devoted father of 5 girls! (2 from his first 

marriage) He has been instrumental in starting a new 4-H chapter, coaches softball, and 

has a very bright future. I recently commented to Carson that somewhere along the way, 

he has become a role model. He jokingly responded, “Oh no! How did THAT happen!”  
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Session 10:  

 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first five lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

Work & Community 

 

This is a topic that probably doesn’t get much attention. However, as the Happy movie 

demonstrates, a sense of community is vital to our happiness as human beings. Humans 

are meant to be in relationship and to have a sense of purpose and meaning. They go hand 

in hand.  

 

Give the students a few minutes to write short answers to the following questions in their 

binder. 

 

1) Which do you think is valued more in our culture: work or community?  

2) Do you think one leads to greater happiness? Please explain. 

3) How might each of these pursuits increase happiness differently? 

4) What role does work & community play in the workplace (e.g. @ Edgerton 

Gear?) 

 

Happy movie: Chapter 3 
 

5) What do you think are the contributing factors to “karoshi”? 

6) What role does community play for a craftsman?  

7) Does a craftsman need a community? Why or why not? 

In our technological world, it is common to feel lost in a job, feeling like it serves 

no purpose. For example, a machinist may make one simple part for a large machine but 
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never gets to see how it functions and the actual purpose of the machine. For example, 

gear makers may make many, many different kinds of gears for all different industries 

and machines, for machines that make paper, cans, cups, cardboard, batteries, machines 

that package food, cooks meat, and processes cheese, for machines that mine silver or 

gold, that turn wind turbines, and that help cut and haul logs out of the forest. But rarely 

does the gear maker see these machines. So it is easy to simply get bored and feel like 

he/she is not doing anything worthwhile that is making the world a better place. The job 

feels like it is just a job to earn a paycheck. In reality, these gears are vital to the 

functioning of the world. The machinist is part of a community on the shop floor that 

serves the good of the global community. Our work connects us to people through our 

service of makings things that make life easier and hopefully more enjoyable. 

 

To illustrate the above, do the following exercise. 

 

Ask the students to point out a man-made object in the room or that is on their persons 

that is the most insignificant and doesn’t seem to serve much of a purpose. Or maybe it is 

something that they think might be the most mundane and easiest to make. Tell them that 

whatever object they choose, as the teacher, you prove to them there are tens of 

thousands of jobs needed to make this most simple manmade object. It might be a button 

or pencil or tissue. After they have chosen the object ask the following questions. 

 

What is the object made of? 

Where does that material come from? 

How was the raw material harvested or mined? 

What equipment was needed to do so? 

What is that equipment made of? 

Where did that raw material come from? 

How was it harvested or mined?  

What fuel was needed to run the equipment? 

How was the fuel extracted or made? 

What equipment was needed to do so?  

What electrical, hydraulic and power transmission components comprise this equipment? 

Where did all those components come from and what are they made out of? 

 

Illustrate all the trades, logistics, engineering, and skills required to simply get the raw 

material harvested or mined. And this doesn’t include the actual making of the object 

selected! 

 

Without manufacturing, we’d all be living in caves and killing things to eat with sticks. 

The world is totally dependent on manufacturing and the trades to keep it running and 

improving the quality of life. We would not have our computers, i-pads, socks, toilet 

paper, pencils, light bulbs, electricity, running water, heat and air conditioning, pizza, hot 

dogs, tooth paste, tooth picks, or pencils! Etc. etc….. 

 

Either on a local scale or a global scale, mankind was meant to serve a purpose which is 

expressed through our work. We are also meant to be in relationship with others. 
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Major point to be on final…. 

 

As people we are made for relationship and purpose.  

Work provides us with a sense of purpose.  

Community provides us with relationships.  

Life, without both, becomes very grim.  

 

Hopefully, you can find a job that provides both! 
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Session 11:  

 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in the first five lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

 

Case Study #3 - Mitch 
 

As a class, read aloud the case study, taking turns reading a paragraph.  

 

Using a white board or projector, list the main issues of the case study. What is the 

subject’s main dilemma or dilemmas? 

 

What are the negative and positive character traits of the main subject that contributed to 

the situation?  

 

In Mitch’s case, what are some of the choices he made early on and what were the 

consequences?  

 

What were contributing factors to his turn around and success?  

 

Remembering back to Session 7 on Discipline, what kinds of discipline did Mitch 

struggle with and why? (Self, Task, Imposed, or Purpose?) Answer: All could apply to 

Mitch’s situation. 

 

Mitch’s story is an excellent opportunity to remind students that how they manage their 

lives outside of their jobs often impacts their job performance. Do they get enough sleep, 

exercise, and eat well? Or do they abuse their bodies so when they get to work, they can’t 

perform to their potential and to their boss’ expectations? Remember Jason on the 

Professionalism video with Ramon? He was tired and got to work late. 

 

One of your own personal stories might help illustrate the point. For example, “When I 

was younger, I struggled at a job because ____________.” 

 

Ask the students what they would of done differently in Mitch’s case. After the 

discussion has been exhausted, share “the rest of the story.” 
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The Rest of the story… 

 

What was especially humorous about Mitch’s revelation that he was drinking too 

much is he was the sort of guy you would never think of having a drinking problem. 

Mitch was incredibly well liked by everyone, was always very polite and considerate, and 

was very conscientious of others and his job. You would think he was a model employee 

if it weren’t with his struggles to do even the simplest jobs. He was very industrious as he 

was remodeling their home after work and on weekends. One of his hobbies was 

restoring vintage WWI rifles.  

 

We often wondered what the trigger was to get Mitch to stop drinking, his wife or 

the challenge of the new project at work, or both. His wife, also very sweet and mild 

mannered, had finally gotten to the point of confronting Mitch. At work, the difficulty 

and opportunity of the new project challenged Mitch to go to a new level. So it probably 

was a combination of factors that woke him up to his drinking problem. 

 

Referring back to the last lesson on work and community, we can see how our 

relationships can have a ripple effect on our lives. If Mitch’s wife hadn’t opened Mitch 

up to his blind spot of drinking too much, he may not have stopped. His head probably 

wouldn’t have been clear enough to excel on the new project at work. If he hadn’t 

excelled on this project, he wouldn’t have been given new opportunities and 

responsibility. Relationships are key in helping us grow and be better people. People 

close to us can gently (or not so gently) give us a kick in the butt when we need it and/or 

give us encouragement.  

 

In the time since Mitch excelled at the new project, he has only continued to 

improve. The customer (Harley Davidson) was so impressed with the end product; we 

have gotten more prototype projects for their new designs. This also led to Polaris also 

giving us similar work. Mitch has become the go-to guy for difficult jobs in milling. He 

has helped revamp the milling department and become the shop expert at Solidworks, the 

design and drawing software.  
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Session 12:  

 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in all six lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

 

Case Study #4 – Sss-crap! 
 

This case study highlights honesty, integrity and courage. The consequences of wrong 

actions can often be worse than the punishment. In this case, the punishment became self-

imposed! 

 

As a class, read aloud the case study, taking turns reading a paragraph.  

 

Using a white board or projector, list the main issues of the case study. What is the 

subject’s main dilemma or dilemmas? 

 

What are the negative and positive character traits of the main subject that contributed to 

the situation?  

 

In this case, what are some of the choices he made early on and what were the 

consequences?  

 

What were contributing factors to his dilemma?  

 

Ask the students what they would of done differently in this case. After the discussion 

has been exhausted, share “the rest of the story.” 

 

The Rest of the story… 

 

In this particular case, the customer never did call as being .002 oversize on the 

bore didn’t really matter as the gear was not used in a highly precision application. So the 

machinist in this story had to keep sweating it out, every time the phone rang. With each 

passing day, his anxiety lessened a little bit. Eventually, he realized the customer wasn’t 

going to call and he dodged a bullet. 
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Ask the class what they think he learned. Did he learn his lesson and never let a 

bad part slip through again? Or did he now think that he could get away with it as the 

tolerances don’t really matter? 

 

The Rest of the Rest of the story… 

 

Unfortunately, the machinist learned he probably could get away with parts being 

a little out of spec. He didn’t let it happen very often but, every once in a while, if the part 

was just a smidge off, he wouldn’t bother to ask the boss and decide on his own the part 

was good enough. 

 

The first time he got caught was when a customer called and said the part was 

simply wrong. The bore was too big and the part needed to be remade. When the 

machinist was asked about it by the boss, he made excuses that he thought it was right but 

simply measured it wrong. The boss accepted the excuse but told him he needed to pay 

better attention.  

 

The next time it happened, the boss wasn’t so kind or forgiving. The machinist 

got a lecture about how it wasn’t just a bad part but it was the reputation of the entire 

company that was at stake. He was part of a team and he was letting everyone down. As a 

company, we can’t afford to let this happen as everyone’s job was at stake. Everyone 

needed their jobs. Their families depended on it! The boss reminded him that making a 

mistake isn’t so bad. We all make mistakes. We can make a new part before it gets to the 

customer. But knowingly not admitting mistakes and letting it get to the customer is 

another matter. It was obvious the boss was at his limit with the machinist. If the 

machinist let this happen again, he may not have a job. 

 

The Rest of the Rest of the REST of the story… 

 

The identity of the machinist is none other than the author of this curriculum, 

Dave Hataj. I’m embarrassed to admit it. I was an apprentice under my dad here at 

Edgerton Gear in the early 1980‘s. Can you imagine the wrath of your own father in this 

situation? If I wasn’t his son, I’m sure I would have been fired. This time, the lesson did 

sink in and it never happened again. To this day, I preach the same message to our 

machinists. Making a mistake is not so bad. In fact, making mistakes is part of learning 

but its how we handle how mistakes that matters most. 
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Session 13:  

 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in all six lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

 

Personal Character, Part 2 

 

“Character is influenced by habits, and habits are formed by choices. The virtuous life is 

a life in which the acquired habits are in harmony with one another.” 
15

 

 

In this session, the focus is again personal character. Revisiting Session 3 and The Noah 

Project, the discussion is meant to draw attention to virtuous character qualities that make 

a craftsman successful. 

 

Begin by asking the students to go back to Session 3 and review their list of good and bad 

character qualities they identified in their mission. Give them 5 minutes to match their 

lists with the list in their binder for this lesson. The students are to write each of their 

qualities next to a corresponding quality in Session 13. Explain that the list in their binder 

was taken from a survey of 25 machinists who were asked to list their top and bottom 5 

character qualities for success and failure. The lists were compiled from their responses. 

The lecture that follows will come back to these lists. 

 

Option: If the class is quiet and difficult to generate discussion, give the students 15 

minutes to go ask at least one mentor in the shop what they think are the top three 

character qualities and why. Then have them ask what the worst three are. Come back as 

a group to discuss. (This is another opportunity for the students to connect with the 

mentors.)  

 

The Craftsman as Greek Philosopher!! 

 

The lecture is meant to help students see that there are arguably universal character traits 

that transcend language, culture and time. In every culture, we see certain values that are 

                                                 
15

 Ian Benson, “Virtues,” in The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity, ed. Robert J.Banks and 

R. Paul Stevens (Downers Grove: InterVarsity Press, 1997), 1071. 
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held up as ideal for the functioning of society. In fact, common shared values are critical 

for all cultures and accomplishments. Ask the students the first questions in their binder . 

 

Did your list have a lot in common with the list above? Can it be argued that these traits 

are universal (no matter the language, culture or time period)? 

 

Also ask them what would happen to a civilization if these values were not shared. Try to 

imagine if some citizens believed laziness, theft, murder, and dishonesty were held as the 

highest virtues. 

Historians marvel at the accomplishments of the ancient Greeks. Western civilization has 

been heavily influenced by Greek thought and culture. For example, our country’s 

founding values of justice, liberty, and courage can be traced all the way back to Plato. 

(Optional - NOVA: Ancient Computer. Watch the 2
nd

 half, starting at 25:35 minutes) 

Explain to the students to note the accomplishments of these Greeks. 

 

Plato’s 4 Cardinal Virtues (422-347 B.C.) “The ideal character has developed his or her 

human capacities to the full and lives in a personal and social harmony oriented toward 

the transcendent Good, True and Beautiful.”  

“Virtues are the skills needed to accomplish the task of life!” Gill, (31) 

They are called “Cardinal” virtues (from the Latin word for “hinge” – life’s happiness 

and goodness hinge on one’s possession of these character traits.) Gill, Becoming Good 

(95-97) 

 

1) Justice – Everything is in its proper place, in harmony, fulfilling its 

purpose. 

2) Wisdom – Making good practical judgments. 

3) Courage – “readiness to fall in battle.” 

4) Self-Control – doing what is right despite our appetites. 

 

Greek culture was built on these virtuous traits. Plato’s student, Aristotle, 

added a fifth Cardinal virtue of Friendship, which we can equate with the need for 

relationship and community. 

Aristotle – (384-322 B.C.) (Plato’s Student) 

5) Friendship 

Ask the students if they can come up with examples of how these virtues 

get played out in the life of a craftsman or on any job. Do they see examples in 

their mentors when they are job shadowing? If so, discuss examples. 
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Next, ask the students if they did the homework from Session 3 in assessing their own 

character qualities. Give then 5 minutes to revisit that homework. If it wasn’t done, they 

can have a few minutes to complete the first section. Which character qualities do they 

feel they already possess and which ones do they need to work on? Afterwards, discuss 

the following: 

 

How is character built? Can it be? Ask the students if they can come up with three ways 

character can be developed. 

 

1) Parents &elders 

2) Through practice 

3) Freedom to choose the ethical life 

 

“Character is influenced by habits, and habits are formed by choices. The 

virtuous life is a life in which the acquired habits are in harmony with one 

another.” 
16

 

 

 

Optional Group Activity – If there is still time in the class, have the students look 

at the list of 13 character qualities that lead to success in their binder. See if they can 

match each one with one of the 5 Cardinal virtues. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                 
16

 Ian Benson, “Virtues,” in Banks and Stevens, The Complete Book of Everyday Christianity, Ian 

Benson, “Virtues,” 1071. 
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Session 14:  

 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in all six lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

Case Study #5 – Jordan 

 

This case study highlights multiple lessons such as overcoming personal tragedy, the 

dangers of too much talent, and the challenges of harnessing unbridled enthusiasm. It will 

be interesting to see what direction the students take this case study. 

 

As a class, read aloud the case study, taking turns reading a paragraph.  

 

Using a white board or projector, list the main issues of the case study. What is the 

subject’s main dilemma or dilemmas? 

 

What are the negative and positive character traits of the main subject that contributed to 

the situation?  

 

In this case, what are some of the choices he made early on and what were the 

consequences?  

 

What were contributing factors to his dilemma?  

 

If the topic hasn’t come up, ask the students what they think it would be like 

working with Jordan. What would a shop be like if everyone was like a Jordan? 

This is a good opportunity to discuss different temperaments and how they can 

complement each other in a team setting. Jordan may be very enthusiastic and is 

like a cheerleader, keeping the mood light and positive. However, there can be 

down side, too. But if we didn’t have “Jordans” in the world, our lives perhaps 

might be rather boring and too serious. Humor is a great thing. 

 

Ask the students what they would have done differently in this case. After the 

discussion has been exhausted, share “the rest of the story.” 

 

The Rest of the story… 
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What set Jordan apart from others was his amazing talent and appetite to learn. He 

loved a challenge and tackled every problem like a mountain that needed to be 

conquered. As a teenager, he played hockey and raced road bikes. Throughout his 20’s 

and 30’s, Jordan became one of the best cyclists in the state. The painful death of his 

father definitely shaped him as Jordan was determined to live life to the fullest with no 

regrets. 

 

Jordan was also a natural leader. Tall, handsome, with a fun-loving personality, he 

was often the life of the party and center of attention. In the shop, his talent and 

enthusiasm allowed him to advance to a leadership position very quickly. His silly jokes 

and sense of humor made it difficult for others to stay mad at him for very long. The 

down side of Jordan was he sometimes moved too fast, took short cuts, and didn’t follow 

the rules, as in the story of not doing a 1
st
 piece inspection. More than once, Jordan was 

his own worst enemy. 

 

The biggest challenge for Jordan’s boss was reining in this wild stallion. Jordan’s 

strong personality often made it difficult for others to stand up to him and correct him if 

he was in error. For a long time, Jordan took any kind of criticism very personally. In 

team meetings, he wasn’t bashful about speaking up and, being rather intimidating, his 

opinions would often win out. He was used to getting things his way and doing things his 

way because he was usually right and things worked out because he was so talented. 

 

Perhaps the best thing that ever happened to Jordan was marrying his wife, who 

also had a very strong personality. As you can imagine, Jordan’s marriage had its storms 

as he and his wife butted heads over many issues. When they had their first child, his 

wife commented that she now had two children to take care of! As in most healthy 

marriages, a spouse is like a mirror to the other, reflecting back what kind of person we 

really are. Often we don’t like what we see. But we compromise and hopefully grow. One 

great thing about Jordan was his desire to be better. As difficult as it may have been to 

face himself and others, he would eventually come around, often apologizing for his 

behavior and practical jokes. 

 

This is exactly what happened after he scrapped all the parts. Jordan was 

embarrassed and humiliated that he screwed up so bad. At the next company meeting, he 

asked his boss if he could talk to the entire company. To his credit, Jordan stood in front 

of the entire shop, explained what happened, taking full responsibility for his actions. He 

apologized and asked for forgiveness, stating this was an example of why everyone needs 

to follow the shop procedures and be a team player. 
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 Session 15:  

 

 

Take a few minutes to have students share things learned in the past week on the job. 

 

Review the Craftsman’s Code: Students are to fill in all six lines of the code. 

 

1. I am not the Center of the Universe 

2. I do not know everything nor nearly as much as I think I do. 

3. There is dignity and purpose in knowing my trade. 

4. The World Needs Me  

5. Money and Compensation is a reward of my efforts but not my main motivation. 

6. Every person has unique gifts and talents.  

 

Case Study #6 – Jim 

 

This case study isn’t a case study with a great dilemma. It is more of a story of a model 

employee’s journey. 

 

As a class, read aloud the case study, taking turns reading a paragraph.  

 

Using a white board or projector, list the main issues of the case study. What character 

qualities made Jim successful? 

 

How did he handle his job? Why was he given so many opportunities? 

 

In this case, what are some of the choices he made early on and what were the 

consequences?  

 

What do you think it was like working with Jim? Why do think his co-workers gave him 

that silly trophy? 

 

Jim started this job when in high school. Don’t you think Jim should of tried a different 

job at some point?  

 

After the discussion has been exhausted, share “the rest of the story.” 

 

The Rest of the story… 

 

In Jim’s case, there really is a “rest of the story.” Jim had watched the shop go 

through some pretty incredible changes. When he first started, the owner of the shop had 

hired him because he was the son of one of the machinists. Back then, the shop was a 

very different place. Many jobs were filthy as manual machines weren’t enclosed like the 

CNC equipment today. Chips often flew everywhere. It was normal to get burned by hot 

chips flying off the lathes. If you were running cast iron, at the end of the day you might 
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be black with cast iron dust. It even came out of your nose when you blew it. Jim had 

watched technology radically change the shop as CNC machines became necessary to 

improve quality and efficiency. Back in the early 1980’s, computers were a fairly new 

element in the shop and Jim had to learn the early programming. 

 

The most radical change Jim endured was the management of the company. The 

founder and owner enjoyed his beer and encouraged others to join him. And many did! In 

fact, after work parties became so popular and so much beer was consumed, the drawers 

and shelves of the refrigerator were removed to make room for a ¼ barrel. It was said that 

local bars became frustrated with the shop as their customers often didn’t come in as they 

could get free beer at the shop. Being Bohemian, the owner’s grandmother would serve 

beer to the grandchildren as early as age 5. It was part of the culture. So the daily routine 

of the owner was to go have a sandwich and a couple of beers for lunch every day. Soon 

a few employees started to join the owner, including Jim’s dad. Pretty soon, every Friday, 

more than half of the shop would join the owner at the local bar for lunch. They would all 

come back and work for a few hours before continuing the party that afternoon. Many of 

these parties would go well into the evening before they’d finally head home. More than 

once, Jim would stagger home, too drunk to drive. He even remembers going out to eat 

with friends and he had to stay in the car as he was too drunk to go in the restaurant. 

However, the company was about to go through a major upheaval. The owner’s son had 

returned to take over the shop so the owner could retire. Nobody could anticipate the 

trauma of the next few years.  

 

The son’s management style was radically different from his father’s. For one 

thing, although an alcoholic when younger, he was now dry and expected the shop to be 

as well. He discouraged the parties and the owner eventually removed the ¼ barrel. New 

policies were put in place that brought a new level of professionalism. Wages and 

bonuses were based on merit. How much an employee drank was now seen as a negative 

factor, not favorably as in the past. Every single employee, except one, rebelled against 

the owner’s son. They told him off, quit, and even attempted a coup in which three of 

them formed an alliance to start their own shop. After 5 years, only 5 of the original 17 

employees remained. Eventually, only one remained of the old regime. As you can 

probably guess, that one was Jim. The second generation owner often tells the story that 

he was told off by every one of the 17 except Jim. When new changes were introduced, 

rather than complaining and resisting, Jim listened and gave the new boss a shot. Every 

time another employee stormed out with his tool box, Jim quietly thought, “Another one 

bites the dust,” opening another opportunity to advance and learn a new position. As the 

case study illustrates, Jim was loved by all, especially his boss. After all the changes and 

hardship the boss endured, Jim stayed humble and loyal.  
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Session 16: 

The final session of the course is an opportunity for students to reflect back on 

their experiences. To prime their pump, begin by discussing the article by Mike Rowe:  

 

Why “Work Smart, Not Hard” is the Worst Advice in the World 

 

Ask them what some of the highlights were over the past few months. What 

stands out for them? What did they find most interesting, most enjoyable, and least 

favorite? A chapter by chapter overview may also be helpful. 

 

 

The last exercise is the student evaluation, which is their final test. Allow them at 

least 30 minutes. 
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Final Student Evaluation  

 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

 

 

 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through the course, did it go as you expected? Why or 

why not? 

 

 

 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4) Are there any changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the 

experience for the students and Edgerton Gear? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6) Has this course helped give you any direction in a career choice? If so, how? 
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7) What are the 6 statements of the Craftsman’s Code? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8) What factors contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9)  Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10) List the 5 types of Discipline. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11)  Why are work & community important?  
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Appendix C. 

Sample of Summer Student Journals 

Student A 

The Meaning of Life: The movie Happy was a very thought provoking and 

reflective movie. The story that got me thinking the most was the story about the 

man in India. He lives in a shack, rides his bike to work and pulls people around 

in a rickshaw all day. With all that he still says he is happy because he has his 

kids and neighbors and friends. It really shows you how little monetary and 

material things are when it comes to happiness.  

 

If I learned anything today it was problem solving skills. When you have a 

problem, to explore every possibility of what it could be because it will save time 

and money in the long run.  

Today I was told do not hesitate to ask questions because it will save time and 

money in the long run. Also, learned that everybody does things differently and if 

you can pick up different aspects from everybody you will be alright.  

 

Character qualities:  

 

Good (Already Have): Honest, trust worthy, dependable, hard working, non-

judgmental, kind to all, intelligent, serious (part of hard-working), appreciative; 

 

Work on: Patience, listening, having fun/social. 

 

In the class room we talked about being presentable in the work place. It is 

important, especially for a interview to look good so they know you care about 

the job that you are applying for. Also, demeanor and attitude have a good part.  

 

 

For the first half of class we looked at a case study. It was about Mitch. Mitch was 

a guy who was very talented machinist, but who also got down on himself so 

easily. He would make a dumb mistake and get down and could not function the 

rest of the day. In some ways I see a similarity in myself because I get down on 

myself easily because I don’t want to let anybody down, especially if it is a stupid 

mistake. It is one thing that I need to work on.  

 

Another case study was about someone who regularly scraped parts, constantly 

getting humiliated for it and he over shot a dimension and let the part go out 

anyway because he did not want to be humiliated anymore. Well that led to a 

week of torture because he was waiting for a butt-chewing when the customer 

discovered the part. It is a good lesson to learn. You need to have the guts to 
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admit your failure many times and have a determination to pull-up your boot 

straps and keep trying.  
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Student B 

Things that make me happy: Music, Making music, long boarding, time with 

girlfriend, doing a task / a job well done. 

 I could talk to more people and build relationships to make life happier. 

I enjoyed being outside, legos, discovering things, fun facts.  

I sleep, go outside and exercise, make music if I’m bored. 

The Code: the code is cool. It requires a complete effort to fulfill it, but once it 

has become part of our lives, it will never leave. The code is a lot of ways a guide 

to happiness. Character traits that we thought of are very self reflecting. It hurts to 

realize we have traits that are undesired, but it makes us aware of them, which is a 

first step to making a change for the better.  

Gary Case Study: I have taken for granted how much I know about drafting. After 

teaching some guys I’ve realized most people don’t have a clue where to start or 

how to read a print and draw a 3-D part on a 2-D paper.  

 

Humility is key. At work, home, everything I and we do. If we are not humble it 

is harder on ourselves to grow and gain respect. It is harder on our pears and 

workers because they have to deal with our faults and accommodate their lives to 

fit our selfishness.  
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Student C 

First day of class: The Happy Movie: Some thoughts of mine are how can I do 

more with what I have heard and said myself.  

 

I feel like my answers for most the questions are a bit silly and empty. It is kind of 

hard to think like a kid in high school but it was fun nevertheless.  

 

A few things I thought of after the class for good character traits: ingenuity and 

competence.  

 

My Character /Personal qualities: I think that I am patient, easy to work with, 

good at listening, respective and honest. I don’t feel like I complain much at all. 

 

I know I need to work on talking less at work and to focus harder and think faster. 

Be a better leader (when needed). 

 

In Clayton’s Journal written from a co-worker; “I agree with everything that 

Clayton wrote about himself. To add to it, Clayton is a very loving and 

compassionate person, and is also forgiving. He complains very, very little. I 

think that Clayton tends to take criticism very hard, and sometimes it really beats 

him down, but he always take it to heart and does his best to work on and fix the 

issue. Sometimes he struggles with focusing at the task on hand, but he is aware 

of that and continues to work on it and improve.  

 

In a lot of things I’ve noticed so far is that thinking ahead and problem solving is 

so very King. 

Class went well. I think it’s really great to be able to talk about what I may have 

learned and get an instant type of feedback.  

 

I feel like class went both Tyson and Wayne had a lot of good things to share and 

have us think about. Discipline does seem to be a heavy importance in life and of 

course work. Respect is lost in today’s world because parents put up with more; 

too much! They let kids do what they want. RESPECT!  

 

Wayne and Tyson’s class: The six P’s – Prior Planning Provides Piss Poor 

Performance. Today there were all good stories from everyone. They were all 

about how they needed to surpass an obstacle of some kind. I do, also, believe as 

an employee anywhere you should be polite, patient, proper, punctual, determined 

and focused among other good traits. I think Pete and Wayne are doing well.  

 

The case study about Gary was pretty crazy to say the least. I cannot believe he 

could be so careless over and over again….so sad. I hope to become somebody 

that can grow and continue to be better and better. I know that life will hold so 

many obstacles and if I stunt my growth as a worker, as a person then I’ll be 

letting people down where ever I go. I never want to be a curse.  
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Case study #3; this was very good to read because for me personally I feel like 

kind of similar as Mitch. It’s great to see that could be a good machinist. I see 

how self-confidence is important. I don’t drink but I know extra for sure that I 

won’t ever. Mistakes are tough but we can’t let them tear us down. We have to let 

it make us grow. I feel very encouraged. Making mistakes happens we can’t let 

them destroy us by making us so afraid and self-conscious. It is so important we 

deploy the virtues we are showed and taught. Bad things happen. Better things 

can come of it. This class was pretty good. It touched on really good points such 

as failure and events. I think it’s amazing that the Boss shared a story of one of his 

mistakes. That shows a lot and really helps.  

 

Case study of Jim was interesting. It almost looked like the perfect employee, 

hardly any mistakes and all around nice guy. Very calm and collected it looked 

like for sure an ideal employee. Some things about him could be argued good or 

bad.  

 

Last class: Is our generation at a disadvantage? There is so much technology that 

learning doesn’t hold as much importance for some or most people now. 
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Student D 

Not only would the world stop functioning but people would be completely lost 

and not realize who stopped working and what is actually happening. People 

would be so confused and I think craftsman would finally be recognized for their 

hard work. I found that most people do think money is happiness but in the long 

run money is just material and no one needs money to be happy. If you have a 

family who loves you and offers happiness on your when your will realize money 

nothing.  

 

Today Wayne and Tyson taught us about the importance of appearance and self 

discipline and that sometimes jobs depend on how you present yourself.  

 

Today we had class and we all heard about Paul’s story. It is a very inspirational 

story and it taught me that no matter what just keep your head up and work 

through it.  

 

Prior planning prevents piss poor performance, so lead, follow, or get the hell out 

of the way. How we look is important. You got to want it. These are saying that 

Wayne taught us today. They all have an important meaning and show us how to 

appreciate and have dignity in what we do. 

 

I learned today that humility is one of the most important treats a person can have 

because not only does it humble you but it makes you look up to your elders and 

look around at your peers and understand that you are not everything and no one 

thinks that you are the center of the universe.  

 

Today I learned that you are going to make a mistake, that is normal, but it is how 

you learn from them and it is how you bounce back from them that are important. 

It takes a lot of character to own up to this.  
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Student E 

I have a really hard time warming up to people and after meeting all the guys I 

feel like I can be myself. Dave seems really nice and understanding. I hope to 

establish a good relationship with him. I remember listening to his lecturers at the 

teen center. One thing that made me happy was being with my dad. When I was a 

child I enjoyed working in the garage with my dad because I loved being hands 

on. Something I didn’t like was doing book work but that is the best way I learn, 

hands on. It is crazy how technological all the equipment is in the shop. I hope to 

keep learning and working here.  

 

Today I worked with Kirk again; I learned more about how to understand reading 

a traveler. Kirk is really a good explanatory and is a good teacher. I’m learning so 

much every day. I wish I could work more than just 2 hours a day; there is just so 

much to learn. I cross my fingers everyday that I could someday work here and be 

able to share knowledge I have learned with others that are in my situation. Some 

positives are I enjoy learning and working hard. If I know something I love to 

share my knowledge. Some negatives are I have a hard time opening up to people. 

I can be really quite sometimes if I don’t feel comfortable in the situation I’m in.  

 

My goal in life is to go to college for machine operations so I can run my own 

someday. I see how easilyJerry runs his machine and it makes me wish that I had 

his knowledge.  

 

Today I worked with Jeff on the Mazak CNC Machine. We started off doing 

some simple pieces. He was explaining to me about how to run the machine and 

we actually talked about college that I could go to for that. After I worked with 

Jerry for a little while; I have to say working with them brightens my morning up. 

They are both amazing and down to earth people. It would be cool if I could get 

some extra time with them because I really want to learn those machines and how 

to run them.  

 

It has been my best day at work so far. Jerry let me put pieces in the Mazak clean 

them and clean the machine. I learned a lot today about the machine and about 

myself. I’m thinking about going to MATC but that will be decided after high 

school.  

 

Today we had class in the break room. We talked about what we’ve learned on 

the job this week. After we read a story about “Mitch” it talked about how 

drinking caused him to have less self-confidence at work, its absurd how drinking 

can affect your life so much. Today we had class, we learned about personal 

character. I learned that to improve that in yourself you need to first be teachable, 

and you also need to be able to apply it in to your everyday life in order to fully 

process it all.  
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Student F 

I thought that it was a good constructive class today and that it was good to reflect 

on things some more. Also I like the survey I think it is good to look at things like 

that because it can help someone come to certain realization about them self. 

 

Tyson and Wayne gave a very good presentation. They taught there points on 

manners, appearance and discipline. I already knew the things they taught but I 

think these things taught are things that most high school kids need to be taught 

because they are characteristics that have been mostly lost in my generation. 

 

Class Session II Case Study. I never realized that it was Matt that had a drinking 

problem until today and I think it is a really cool story. Having the humility and 

willingness to change your own ways it is a really great important quality in life.  
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Student G 

Happy Movie 

- A very small percentage of happiness comes from image, money and material 

things. 

- You can increase your level of happiness by making changes in your everyday 

opportunities and other things, such as exercising. 

- You do not need to be successful in the eyes of the world to be happy. 

 

I worked in deburring with Daniel again. I’ve gotten to know Daniel a lot better 

and he is a pretty cool guy. Daniel has lots of good advice to give, grateful for his 

job, full of energy and fun to talk with.  

Assessment of my character and qualities: answer was left blank…………… 

 

Case Study Carson: The choices you make now will affect the rest of your life. 

 

Wayne & Tyson Talk: Prior Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance. Talked 

about professionalism and dressing for the job, showing up on time, going the 

extra mile and doing things that need to get done without someone telling you to 

do it first. 
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Student H 

Happy Today = enjoying time with friends & family. I live to spend time on my 

snowmobile and four wheelers. Mostly I love enjoying time outside weather its by 

myself or with my family and friends. Just this Friday and Saturday I found how 

much fun golfing is. 

 

I believe I am teachable and that I have the ability to be wrong even if I don’t like 

what I’m wrong about. Although some things are easier to admit your wrong 

about I live to work hard and get the job done so I can play and or relax after and 

have that feeling of accomplishment.  

 

I have: teamwork, teachable, ability to be wrong, willing to teach and be taught, 

reliable, trustable, hard working, and improvable, respectful, pride in working, 

honest. Though it can be tough at times, maintaining patience is important.  

 

Need to work on: to the point, sometimes it’s hard to tell people the truth.  

 

Carson: I believe if Carson would have thought a little more about his decisions 

and about how it would affect his future I believe he would have been much better 

off. A positive attitude helps a lot to. 

 

Wayne and Tyson Session: 

Prior Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance, Always try your best, be on 

Time, Be willing to help, don’t whine, Listen to everyone’s way of doing things 

and don’t dress sloppy. 

 

Today we read about Mitch. I think that the story really shows you that if you feel 

you’re at rock bottom you still need to try. If you quit at rock bottom your 

guaranteed to go now were. I think it also showed that you need to have your 

priorities straight. Mitch, lived to drink but realized his family and wok were way 

more important. Once he stopped drinking his wife was happier and work was 

going way smoother.  

 

I thought today’s class was important because I think most kids don’t think about 

ventures or expectations. How they act today will affect their time tomorrow or 

even later down the road. It is really easy to get into bad habits, but very hard to 

break that habit, depending on the habit and the person. I think if true kids learn 

good values and virtues early on it will keep them motivated to do good and move 

forward and if they see how far they can go and how happy they can be just by 

doing good, being respectful and having good character that maybe all one really 

needs to push themselves.  
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Student I 

Three things that have made me happy: Music-singing, Running, Skiing 

 

Future Happiness: Dancing 

 

Child hood happiness: Tree forts, Grass forts, Building my material weapons 

 

DISLIKES:Work, Chores 

 

I finished up the parts on the key seater working on cleaning/painting parts to get 

ready for the nitride oven, never, done this before. This morning seemed to fly by 

but even quicker. Running last night left me a little physically run down, but 

mentally I’m engaged with my work. I’m kind of neutral about my feelings about 

Edgerton Gear. Great community, but I need to constantly be moving around to 

keep my interest and not get bored.  

 

Class today: The story would connect more if there were examples of poor 

choices he had made. I feel like it is lacking a lot. Other than that I liked it. It can 

be hard to be happy and find the good in things sometimes, but you need to find a 

way.  

 

Class today: Everyone told their stories today there were a lot of good stories 

about triumph and determination. Everyone who told their story had personal 

growth behind it. All the capacitances we have shape us into who we are. Also the 

attitudes that you have toward everything, determine the outcome and whether or 

not you learn from it.  

 

Class “Gary” Case Study: I really thought it was interesting how one character 

trait could have completely changed what happed to “Gary.” I feel like most of 

the guys in this class have many of the character traits that my dad and others in 

the shop are looking for.  

 

Which is valued more in our culture? Work or Community – I feel community is 

value. Does one lead to happiness? I do feel like community plays a bigger role in 

happiness, you need community in your work for that job to stay positive and be 

happy with what you are doing.  

 

This summer was really good. I learned a lot from everyone in the shop and 

enjoyed everything. I’m excited to see where the class and the shop will go from 

here.  
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Student J 

 

Session 1: You  

Jason’s thoughts: No expectations for our generation. We are dumb, because were 

are expected to be.  

 

Jeff is all for teaching! 

 

I sense strong camaraderie between Jerry & surrounding co-workers. Yes, I would 

say they are happy & content. Seth, are you? 

 

Hataj- knowledge does not equal truth 

Working with your hands, tests whether your knowledge is true.  

Without tradesmen, the world as we know it would not be developed. 

This content is a great base for establishing a purpose & meaning to anyone in the 

work force. The code gives us purpose, worth, humbleness, perspective & 

meaning. 

This may be the first time some of our students hear this and have this spoken into 

their lives. The Craftsman plug that you are so passionate about must be shared. I 

think everyone enjoyed the group projects because; we all want to do something.  

 

Great balance to B.S. of “no such thing as absolute truth.” 

 

Some people are just very, very smart; to so much is given. Then there are jobs 

that just about anyone can do. Yes, I’m comparing jobs & their worth, & their 

level of satisfaction received through each.  

 

- Maybe it’s not so much their right job, but the right person for the job. Every 

person is unique. 

- Truly believe that the less options & choices we have, the more fortunate 

satisfied we become.  

- Time is short!! Life is about the people, the love, the journey with God!  

 

*Why do I limit myself for what I can & can’t do? I’ve categorized what I’m 

good & not good at. If you have the desire, only you will help yourself.  

 

Kirk is actually teaching me how to do his job. This, I appreciate most of all. 

Also, learning & succeeding is fun.  

 

Talk on character & happiness – Who you are, will influence others around you.  

 

Great week learning with Paul; Why? Teaching about machining, relating about 

life, desire to teach.  
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I think people get along & relate differently with different people.  

 

 

 

The MentorTalk 

 

Prior Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance. 

Think about what time you will wake up in the morning.  

Words of wisdom from Wayne “Lead, Follow, or Get out of the way, whatever 

you want; you got to want it! (Do You?) Are you challenging yourself? 

Cory: loves to help because he needs & appreciates help from others. 

Clayton: Crop pickers 

Elliot: Diabetes, Stay one step ahead. Know yourself. 

Jason: “Someone else can do it, why not me?” Heed advice; don’t be afraid to try 

new things.  

Spencer: If you can’t do it, push through. Do you want it? 

Jason: Good public speaker. The confidence is there. 

Nathan: What makes Nathan the leader? Not that he is the best but he was able to 

step back & see his role.  

Thursday for Sure: Machining, like many things is learned by experience, 

perfected by experience, & passed on….by experience.  

“To fear the lord, that is the beginning of wisdom.” 

 

Case Study Gary: He was a talented individual who lacked humility. A fool 

spurns correction. I don’t want to be like that. I want to look forward to 

correction. Those are the people who really care about you. Maybe you should 

come to work a little earlier.  

 

*You can teach skills, but can you teach character? 

Virtues are the skills needed to accomplish the tasks of life. How do you apply 

these virtues to your life? Habit, make a habit-life habit, good or bad. 

 “In the End”… True wisdom begins when we fear the lord, as lord of our life; 

than we take the knowledge we have been given and apply it. Without wisdom, 

knowledge will not produce a positive result.  

What brings me joy? I know that life is about God, & Others! I will live for them! 
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Appendix D. 

Fall Student Ending Evaluation Questionnaire 

 

Student A 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

My expectations for the course were to talk about character and how it affects 

your work. Also, how your attitude affects your work. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Yes, it did, but also beyond my expectations. We talked a lot more about 

character and attitude. We talked about happiness, work, and community and I 

thought all of it was good discussion. The course shed light on the things that 

really matter in a good worker. Sometimes knowing everything isn’t a good thing, 

but having a good strong moral character is.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

I learned some things that I work on. The case studies gave you an example of 

bad qualities and it’s good because if you have some of those qualities it let you 

know you need to work on them. I also learned that I have many good qualities 

because I know my personality and I saw many of them in the case studies.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Yes, I think the course is a very good “wake-up” call, especially for high school 

students. As someone who has graduated from high school and been through two 

years of college, teachers in those institutions don’t talk about character or work 

ethics. I think it will be a breath of fresh air for the high school students.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? (This questions was left blank) 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 

 

Yes, I think they enjoy it because they love to do it. It engages their mind and 

they are able to think for themselves and solve problems. 
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7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Yes, I think I have a good work ethic and will be able to contribute. Work is 

definitely meaningful. If you take pride in your work, it shows what type of 

person you are. Not to mention it’s how you make a living. 

 

8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important? 

 

Most jobs are important. The only ones that I would say are not important are the 

philosophers or people who make theories of how to make life better without 

testing them.  
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Student B 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I was going to work and make some money to do as I’m told without asking 

questions. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Kind of; I did work a lot but I was encouraged to ask questions and find out how 

and why to do things. I also realized how much my attitude of work has changed. 

I look forward to work whereas I didn’t before. I know everything I’m doing and 

creating things has importance and I now take pride for what I’m doing.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

That if I’m going to do something, I’ll do it as best I can, and otherwise it’s not 

worth doing. I can and am applying that to everything I do.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

Yes, give the students a syllabus of where they are going each week. Many weeks 

I didn’t know where to go and a supervisor forgot to tell me. 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback?  

 

If a student is engaged and applies themselves to this course, they will have a 

character, attitude, and work ethic change. It’s hard not to be engaged too because 

it’s so much more interesting than a school class with an almost perfect mix of 

class, journaling, and getting real experience in the shop. 
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Student C 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I felt like this would be a pretty interesting adv adventure. I believed it would be 

good for us to at least try. I thought I would learn a lot about how to machine shop 

would work.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

It went very well I thought. We talked about so many awesome things but I 

suppose I can say it went better than I thought it would. I did not think it would be 

bad or anything. I did learn a lot for sure. There is much that goes on in a shop. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

I may be more useful than I thought; I am blessed to have a boss /leader like  

Dave.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear?  

 

Yes, for sure continue. It is such a good thing. Maybe, a little more room 

to write on the hand outs. It just seemed to go really well so I can’t think of much 

wrong. 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback?  

 

I felt it went well in class. Sometimes when I was with the mentors I did not feel 

like they knew what to do. In deburring: I was not shown how to do things really 

or the importance necessarily, so maybe some adjustments there. Eye opening 

experience for sure; Thank you for the opportunity! 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 

 

My uncle likes his job because he can make a difference and help out the 

community. 

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...Your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful?  
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For my family I can help provide money and hands on work. I believe I could 

help out the community. I feel like I can write music that has a positive impact on 

people. I know I can be meaningful.  

 

8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important? 

 

Most jobs I would say are important, such as fast foods, machine shops, 

carpentry. Jobs like prostitution are not important.  

 

9) What would happen if all the trades’ people of the world stopped working for just 

one day?  

 

A whole lot of stuff would be not be able to fixed and would cause a lot of chaos.  
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Student D 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I was expecting the course to be similar to how it was. I enjoyed switching 

stations every week and doing new things so frequently. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Yes, it went well and it was as I expected except there was a point where 

everyone had done ever thing except one station. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

I learned that I need to stop putting my hands in my pockets and that I need to 

stay focused and determined.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I think that we should continue. There is only one thing that I would change or 

work on, is have a set schedule for the class. 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

Thank You! 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it?  

 

Yes, they enjoy it because of all the people around them and their boss.  

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

I do have a lot to contribute. I love to volunteer and bring smiles to peoples faces. 

 

8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important? 

 

I believe every job is important. Some may be more than others. 
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9) What would happen if all the trade’s people of the world stopped working for just 

one day?  

 

I believe that this world would shut down and anything we would need we would 

not have.  
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Student E 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

My expectations were to succeed and learn. I know that’s not very many but those 

are what meant the most to me.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

The course exceeded my expectations. I have learned not only knowledge about 

machining, but I have learned a lot about myself. The person I was before I 

started working here is not who I am today. I am organized, pretty much the 

opposite of who I was.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

I learned that I have natural trade skills, and work well with my hands. I learned 

that the unorganized slacker I was before is not who I am. I have tried so hard not 

to be a slacker but never had any motivation. Now I plan on doing good in school 

and going to college and having a life and a career.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

100% continue with the course. If people really want to do this it’s a perfect 

opportunity to find out who they really are. If I had to change or improve anything 

it would be to have a set class and time, but other than that everything was perfect 

for me.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

I cannot stress enough how thankful I am to have had this opportunity to take this 

course and work here. Thank You so much! 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys his job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 

 

My dad enjoys his job. He is good at what he does and is well respected. 

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

I have everything to contribute. Make my family proud, set an example for my 

community, and work hard to please the world. 
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8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important? 

 

I think every job is important no matter what it is you’re here for a reason so even 

if you don’t like it work as if you love it. 

 

9) What would happen if all the trades’ people of the world stopped working for just 

one day? 

 

This world would be lost. I would not do anything that day. If your car breaks no 

one can fix it, if you break a pipe there is no plumbers to call.   
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Student F 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I was expecting to come out of the course with a better understanding on how the 

shop runs. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not?  

 

Yes, I think the course did a very good job explaining and teaching the qualities 

of someone with strong character. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

The character quality’s that Mr. Hataj taught us this summer are qualities that I 

have been taught my whole life. So I don’t believe that I came to any self 

realization.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Yes, I think the course should continue and I cannot think of anything that I 

would change about the course at this moment.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

I think the teachers in the shop that I job shadowed did an excellent job of 

challenging me to think and learn while I was job shadowing. There needs to be a 

more organized schedule. 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 

 

When I was working with Kirk he kept talking about how great of a work 

environment Dave Hataj created here and he seemed to care that he could work 

and contribute to such a great place.  

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful?  

 

I believe work can be meaningful because it can give people a purpose in life. I 

believe everyone has something to contribute. For instance I help do chores at the 
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family house, and I am one of the leading members in a new Rotary community 

service along with other things that help the community and potentially the world.  

 

8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important? 

 

I think that any job that is involved or connected to the trades is important and 

meaningful such as making gears, logging, mining, refining, and other trades a 

long with things like shipping that help the trades prosper are important but jobs 

like game designers are not.  

 

9) What would happen if all the trades’ people of the world stopped working for just 

one day.  

 

The world would completely collapse.   
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Student G 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I was expecting to learn about the work that is done at Edgerton Gear and 

everything that is involved. I was also hoping to learn more about the guys here at 

Edgerton Gear, like their individual talents, weak and strong points, morals, 

beliefs and past experiences.  

  

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

I learned lots of things that I did not know before, and definitely feel like I know 

Edgerton Gear and its history about how it was started and how it got to where it 

is how much better. I was also able to learn a lot about the guys and why they do 

things, how they learned them. I was also able to learn a lot about the guys and 

why they do things, how they learned the. There are some pretty cool people out 

there in the shop and in the office.   

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

(This was left blank) 

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I think the course has lots of potential and, as long as the mentors are really 

willing to be devoted to this, we should continue with the course. A LOT of 

things need to be tightened up such as the schedule, we need to know where we 

are going to be very week and when classes will be. I hard lots about character 

and why it is important in class, but never actually heard any of that out in the 

shop while job shadowing. In order to “teach” character, I think it is important to 

be hearing about it more than just two hours a week in class.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

I would really like to hear the mentors discussing what we are learning in class 

with the students during job shadowing to totally pound in the importance of good 

character qualities.   
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Student H 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

To be honest I really didn’t know what to expect. I thought whatever the class is I 

would learn something or a lot of things.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as expected? Why or 

why not? 

 

Since I didn’t know what to expect I can’t say it went as expected but I do think it 

went well. I learned a few new machines and a few new things on machines I 

already knew how to run. The course allowed me to get to know more of my co-

workers better, and the stories of their lives. I also learned about the things they 

did as good and not so good as a machinists. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? (Question left blank) 

 

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear?  

 

Yes, I would continue the course, I think having a set schedule would help. 

Maybe giving the kids a schedule the first week which tells them which days to 

have a class and what stations they should be at each week, if possible. In my case 

the last two weeks or so we were asked where we had been. Maybe I’m the only 

one who experienced not knowing where to go the last few weeks.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? (Question left blank) 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 

 

I believe I found more people who enjoy their jobs here at Edgerton Gear not only 

because they get to make things but because they have many people beside them 

who have a good attitude and like what they do. 

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to the family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful?  

 

I think making something useful everyday and making it with high quality can 

contribute to all this in some way.  
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Student I 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I did not really have any expectations. This was a new experience and I did not 

know what would happen and what I would learn.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as expected? Why or 

why not?  

 

Before we even started the class, I felt that it would run smoothly. The group we 

had for the class are all quality guys. So yes, it went as expected. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

Before summer stated, I was not looking forward to working at the shop. I knew I 

was going to miss college. I actually enjoyed working here this summer thought. I 

got to know a lot of the guys in the shop and they are all awesome people to work 

with. I learned a lot about different departments in the shop. I also did not have a 

lot of faith in learning the lathe, but I did and I learned to enjoy it. Running the 

lathe and being in the pit was my favorite part of the summer. 

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear?  

 

Yes, continue the course, I feel that the character taught in the course is very 

valuable. I do not have any suggestions on how to improve the course. The more 

it is taught the better it will flow and the material taught will be set in stone.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback?  

 

My only concern is that the next class that will consist of high school students 

won’t be as engaged. We may have set the bar high and I can only hope that the 

next class is just as engaged.  

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it?  

 

I think all the guys in the shop enjoy working here. I feel they all know that what 

they are doing is important and they take pride in it. 

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

(This was left blank) 
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8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important?  

 

To an extent all jobs are important, some are much more important though and 

hold more meaning.  

 

9) What would happen if all the trades people of the world stopped working for just 

one day?  

 

There’s a good change things would fall apart for a bit. It would cause chaos once 

you started back up.    
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Student J 

Evaluation – Summer 2013 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I expected: 

Hands on experience on machines. 

Work camps with class mates 

There were things that needed tweaking 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Yes, Some mentors gave me no hands on experience while others gave me a lot. I 

value hands-on. That is when I learn. Work camps were great! Wish we could 

have done more. I think those trips are a major plus for the curriculum if you 

could implement them for the high school class. In-class learning: Craftsmen 

code, leading questions (Meaning of Life). Case studies all contribute to a broad 

spectrum of jobs. The meat of the material is great! 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

I am not a slow learner. I need to understand the concept or practice fully, not just 

so I can do it, but so that I can teach it. I ask the “why questions and do not settle 

for “just6 because.” If someone else can learn it, why can I not? If your 

determination is to learn is there, you can l earn just about anything.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Yes, continue the course. Improve: Projection screen, video, any media needs to 

be ready to go now. Easy to lose the attention of teens, especially now that media 

these days is so legitimate.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

Tyson & Wayne did well. I felt Wayne was holding back. His military experience 

is of such value. We need more “military” in the civilian world. Tyson takes 

teaching seriously. Joe Smuckatello was great! At the beginning of the semester, 

he could be in the first class, in character, & present himself as…IDK 101 

 

6) Do you know anyone who enjoys their job? Why do you think they enjoy it? 
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Yes, they are good at what they do. Challenging them makes them feel like they 

have contributed to the whole. They believe it is a system and command from 

God to work & be joyful.  

 

7) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your 

community?...your world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Work can be meaningful, but also have none, based on the job, and the attitude of 

the worker. However, I do not know hardly anyone who would rather work when 

they did not have to. Everything has its place. 

 

8) Which kinds of jobs in this world are important? Which jobs are NOT so 

important? 

 

Jobs that have value in our life, are jobs that fully engage the individual, playing a 

meaningful role in others lives or their own.  

 

9) What would happen if all the trade’s people of the world stopped working for just 

one day? 

 

There would be serious consequences for their lack of actions.  
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Appendix E. 

Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #1 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

My expectations were to be able to give each individual an overview of what 

being in the working world is like, and what to expect. To help them maybe find 

what they truly want to do for a future career. To understand as an employee what 

your responsibilities are; to show up and be ready to work on time and even a 

little early. That you are not owed a paycheck just for being there. You are to earn 

it. Benefits are not something owed to you, it is a BENEFIT; that if taken for 

granted or abused could easily be taken away. Teach them about having good 

character to be working with others and how that helps make for a better work 

environment. I wanted to inspire them to be better and have a good work ethic. I 

also looked to see what I could learn from them, from their questions, and their 

experiences. Most of all to give them an awareness of what is out in the real world 

that school has not and does not give them preparation for.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Yes and No. Yes, with the time spent with each individual I really felt like I was 

able to open their eyes to the working world. I feel with the time spent here by all 

students they were able to learn a machinist is an honorable way to make a living; 

that we are not people deserving of disrespect. That we make great contributions 

to the world by making the parts that help the world work. Things that did not 

meet my expectations were some students not showing up on time, lack of 

attention, and the inability of simple math and reading a tape measure or scale.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

I learned what I already knew and believe, and that is everyone is different. In that 

one persons strength is maybe another’s weakness. That some people are fast 

learning and go getters, and some struggle or do not understand having initiative. 

 

I learned that I enjoy telling each individual how much I enjoy the people I work 

with and why. Telling them what it is that I admire about each co-worker and how 

that makes a difference here verses other place I have been.  
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4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I definitely would like to see Edgerton Gear continue the course in hopes that it 

will continue and possibly catch on by other employers and areas of the industry; 

to help for a future of better education in our schools. 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

I hope this continues and is successful. If not, thank you for trying, I’m proud to 

be a part of this. 
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #2 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

I have always enjoyed teaching students that want to learn, passing on knowledge 

toour future. I hope that I would be able to teach well enough so that each student 

with their varying styles of learning would be able to understand and get all the 

information they wanted and all the information they didn’t know they wanted out 

of my course. In my lifetime I have to give back all and more of the time that 

many people have spent on me. It is my spiritual duty! 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

It did not go as expected because I didn’t know what to expect. After the summer 

course I have a better idea on how to approach the students that are at different 

levels of learning. Some students jumped right in and picked up the knowledge 

real fast and some I have to pick up and repaint a new picture for them. So each 

story I tell seems to be a little different. Over time I am afraid that my stories will 

melt into the same pot and will become like the school system taught to the 

middle, so my plan is to keep teaching off the top of my head to keep it new.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

I learned that you have to read a student to get who they are and how they need to 

be taught. I have to keep the classes interesting using real world applications or it 

doesn’t have very much meaning. I feel that it has been a gift to be able to be a 

part of this program! Thank you! 

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I think we should continue the course of course! I think we should add a 

measuring and inspecting portion of the rotation so students will learn how to 

measure. If you cannot measure nothing else matters. I think having this class is 

our civil duty. 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

Is there any information given to the students about the value in having a good 

work place where there are friends you can trust and the camaraderie, like there is 

in say fire department or military where people have to trust one another with 
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their life? Call it brotherhood. I think it’s important to trust and have fun with 

your co-workers. It has been fun watching the students improve themselves using 

what they have been shown; seeing them happy with what they have created (a 

beautiful part).  
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #3 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

The students that we had, with the exception of …., were not what I had 

expected. It was amazing to see how most of them were very interested in what 

we do on a daily basis. I found myself wanting the students to ask me more 

questions. It is hard for me to explain my day, due to change I might have from 

one day to the next. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

With the students we had this time I think it went better than expected. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

I learned that for me, I like to be asked questions then move the 

conversation from there. I find myself going off on tangents when I have to hold 

the conversation. It is hard for me to explain what I do, but I love trying to explain 

what I do.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

For sure! I think it helps people enjoy their job when they have individuals 

interested in what they do. We need to try and get the word out about how the 

world needs manufacturing. Knowledge is the key.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

Was a great experience and hope it only gets better.
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #4 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

I did not think students would participate or respond to the teaching. Myself? I 

was skeptical about the whole course. I did not realize the involvement I 

personally would have.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

No. While we were teaching our class I was amazed at the total involvement the 

students had in the class.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

HOPE! 

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

We should continue the course but feel we should get guidelines for the mentors 

to follow. Uncertain about how much or any training each student should be 

taught. (You talked about it yesterday; just putting it down.) 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

Awesome thinking process and training on your part Dave. A Handbook of the 

teachings should be given to every employee not just the mentors.  
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #5 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

My expectations of the students was low at best, wasn’t expecting a whole lot. My 

expectations of myself was middle/high, was hoping to “light a fire” under them 

or to somehow motivate them.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

No, I was pleasantly surprised with the students. They seemed interested and 

responsive.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

I learned about myself that not all “kids” are “worthless, lazy and unmotivated.” 

I’ve learned that maybe, just maybe today’s “kids” do want to learn and succeed 

in life. As far as the students, in addition to answer on question number two, the 

students did show up on time, and are respectful, patient and take great interest in 

learning a trade or skill.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Yes, most definitely we need to continue this course. I cannot think of any 

changes that I would make. The students get a good mix of classroom and shop 

experience. They get to be involved with almost all (if not all) an aspect of what it 

takes to make a gear and maybe more importantly how to be a part of a successful 

company /team.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

I cannot say enough as to how valuable this experience is for these young people. 

I don’t believe that high school is enough for them to be prepared for life after 

school. With this program they can decide (at very least) if they are a “work with 

your hands” kind of person or not; that alone narrows things down for them.  

 

Bottom Line is how lucky to be able to experience different job experiences to 

help figure out what you want to do with your life instead of bouncing from one 
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dead-end job to another. Learning and becoming a master at any skill is 

something to be proud of, I believe proud people become good people, good 

people is what this world needs more of.  
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #6 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

I was not sure at first what to expect of myself other than to be the best 

representation of Edgerton Gear that I could possibly be while learning in the 

process. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Yes, for the most part. Students responded to the positive atmosphere of our shop 

and showed enthusiasm for what we do.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

That I need to listen as well as speak; that if these kids are a representation of 

what is to come in the future then maybe we are in good hands with them.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I believe so. No changes really except for scheduling conflicts during summer, 

spent more time with some students than others, but not something we cannot 

work out.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

Add tours for middle school children from the surrounding area schools, to get 

them an idea of what it is about earlier than high school. 
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #7 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

To expose them to factory work and machining. To let them see it is not a dirty 

way to make a living.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

I think they were exposed to our work place and learned what they need to do (as 

far as courses to take) to allow them to be in good position to join us in the future. 

I think it helped some make up their minds that this is a good career for them.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

I think this group was good in that they all seemed to grow and embrace the 

learning part and want to do what it takes to end up in manufacturing.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Yes, it lets the students get a sample of a way to experience the manufacturing 

way of life; as an engineer, machinist, shipping, blue-print reading etc. It is a way 

to maybe shape somebody’s ideas of a way to live. It can also show them how 

others view their dress, appearance, attitude, and manners it all will help make a 

better person.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

I think it will help shape some kids early on with what they want to pursue in life.  
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #8 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

I did not expect much out of them but they were very interested and asked 

questions.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

It is a lot of work but it went well. 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

As a group we have a lot to offer! 

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Continue, yes, improve with hands on! 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

N/A 
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #9 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

I knew that the young men that were going to be in the first go of it are fine young 

men. I was not sure how they would pick up on so much information in a short 

time frame. I really did not have any expectations for myself but was very happy 

and excited for the opportunity the young men were getting.  

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

I was very impressed with both the students and the mentors. I feel the students 

took full advantage of the opportunity they were given both on a technical side 

but also on the character side of things.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

I realized that we have a responsibility as adults to help the younger people 

because they want good and positive role models to guide them into their adult 

lives.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I believe that the course is a great thing for Edgerton Gear employees and the 

students. 

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

I feel so lucky to work for a company who believes in growing not only the youth 

of the community but the employees of Edgerton Gear. We can all learn from 

each other! (Students & Mentors) 
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Job Shadow/Mentoring Evaluation – Summer 2013 

Mentor #10 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations of the students and 

yourself? 

 

I have to say I did not have high expectations for the students. I did not think that 

they would open up the way they have. I expected that I was going to have to try 

hard to relate to the students. 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through a summer course, did it go as you expected? Why 

or why not? 

 

Better. The students we had this summer were really engaged. I found myself just 

talking/sharing with them about this job and my experiences. While this is a pilot 

program, I would have liked to have more of a view of what the students were 

learning.  

 

3) What did you learn about yourself and the students? 

 

The students are quality young men. I found that my role is more of a mentor.  

 

4) Do you think we should continue the course? If not, why? If so, are there any 

changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the students 

and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Yes, continue. I feel the leaders/mentors need a synopsis of the week’s lessons, 

just so we can reinforce the class portion.  

 

5) Any other comments or feedback? 

 

I feel this program is an awesome opportunity for the youth. Spenser is a great 

example of what just being around quality people can do for learning.  
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Appendix F. 

Fall Student Evaluations 

Final Student Evaluation Student X 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I was not sure what to expect. My hope was to be learning about running machines. 

 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through the course, did it go as you expected? Why or why not? 

 

Yes, it was because eventually I got to help run the machines and I learned a lot! 

 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

I am really interested in machining now! 

 

 

4) Has this course helped give you any direction in a career choice? If so, how? 

 

Yes, I did not know what a machinist did before this class and now I want to be one. 

 

 

 

5) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your community?...your 

world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Yes, I do think I have something to contribute. I think if you make something that works 

then work is meaningful. 

 

 

 

6) What are the 6 statements of the Craftsman’s Code? 

 

(1) I am not the center of the universe. (2) I don’t know everything nor as much as I think 

I do. (3) Dignity and purpose to my trade. (4) The world needs me. (5) Pay is a reward 

not a main motivation. (6) Every person has unique gifts and talents. 
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7) What factors contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job? 

 

Is the community in the work place? Do they feel they have a purpose? Are they learning 

new things? 

 

 

 

8) List the 5 type of Discipline. 

 

Self Discipline, Task Discipline, Imposed Discipline, Purpose Discipline,  

Maintaining Discipline. 

 

 

 

9) Why are work & community important? 

 

Work gives you a purpose in life and community supports you in difficult situations.  

 

 

 

10)  Are there any changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the 

students and Edgerton Gear? 

 

No, I thought the class time and floor time was good. I learned things I will actually use. 
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Final Student Evaluation Student Z 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

I was very nervous because I wasn’t familiar with much about gears and the type of 

machines at Edgerton Gear. 

 

 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through the course, did it go as you expected? Why or why not? 

 

It went better than I expected. I met a lot of smart and cool guys that love what they do 

for a career. 

 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

I know a lot more than I thought I did.  

 

 

 

4) Has this course helped give you any direction in a career choice? If so, how? 

 

Since my mom owns a machine shop, this is guiding me to taking over the shop because I 

love machine work. 

 

 

 

5) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your community?...your 

world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Knowing things about machines can contribute to my mom so she can trust me with the 

shop someday. 

 

 

 

6) What are the 6 statements of the Craftsman’s Code? 

 

(1) I am not the center of the universe. (2) I don’t know everything nor as much as I think I 

do. (3) Dignity and purpose to my trade. (4) The world needs me. (5) Pay is a reward not 

a main motivation. (6) Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

 

7) What factors contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job? 

 

The type of work they are doing, the people working around you, the environment. 
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8) List the 5 type of Discipline. 

 

Self Discipline, Task Discipline, Imposed Discipline, Purpose Discipline,  

Maintaining Discipline. 

 

 

 

 

9) Why are work & community important? 

 

Work is important because work gives you money. Community is important because 

without a community you would not have friends and people to hang out with. 

 

 

 

 

10)  Are there any changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the 

students and Edgerton Gear? 

 

There really should not be any changes; the course was set up great, got a lot of hands on 

experience and the guys I worked with were amazing and fun to be around.  
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Final Student Evaluation Student Y 

 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

Mainly being out in the shop. 

 

 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through the course, did it go as you expected? Why or why not? 

 

It was a little like I expected except for the class room sessions and the measuring 

classes.  

 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

That I can improve on any and all of my skills. 

 

 

 

4) Has this course helped give you any direction in a career choice? If so, how? 

 

Yes, it showed how a working environment can affect everyone. 

 

 

 

5) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your community?...your 

world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Everyone can contribute to family the world and your own community. Work is 

meaningful since what you make will help to make other things that are very useful. 

 

 

 

6) What are the 6 statements of the Craftsman’s Code? 

 

(1) I am not the center of the universe. (2) I don’t know everything nor as much as I 

think I do. (3) Dignity and purpose to my trade. (4) The world needs me. (5) Pay is a 

reward not a main motivation. (6) Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

 

 

 

7) What factors contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job? 
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Their line of work contains something they enjoy. 

 

 

 

8) List the 5 type of Discipline. 

 

Self Discipline, Task Discipline, Imposed Discipline, Purpose Discipline,  

Maintaining Discipline. 

 

 

 

9) Why are work & community important? 

 

Having a community at work makes a working environment more pleasant and friendly 

to work in. 

 

 

 

10)  Are there any changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the 

students and Edgerton Gear? 

 

Giving students more hands on. 
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Final Student Evaluation Student W 

 

1) Before we started the course, what were your expectations? 

 

My expectation before the course was that we would just watch people run the machines 

not actually get to run them. I also didn’t think everyone was going to be so helpful and 

friendly.  

 

 

2) Now that we’ve been through the course, did it go as you expected? Why or why not? 

 

I thought it went better than expected. I learned a lot about machining. Everyone was 

very friendly and helpful. I feel like if I needed any help I could ask them. 

 

 

3) What did you learn about yourself? 

 

I learned that I need to apply myself more and ask more questions. I also learned that I 

need to trust myself and that I can do things right.  

 

 

4) Has this course helped give you any direction in a career choice? If so, how? 

 

Yes, the course gave me direction to pursue a career where I get to work with my hands 

and create something different every day.  

 

 

5) Do you think you have something to contribute to your family?...your community?...your 

world? Do you think work can be meaningful? 

 

Yes, I have support to contribute to my family and for me to fix my community’s carsto 

keep them going. 

 

 

 

 

6) What are the 6 statements of the Craftsman’s Code? 

 

(1) I am not the center of the universe. (2) I don’t know everything nor as much as I think I 

do. (3) Dignity and purpose to my trade. (4) The world needs me. (5) Pay is a reward not 

a main motivation. (6) Every person has unique gifts and talents. 

 

 

7) What factors contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job? 
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The factors that contribute to the craftsman enjoying their job are bringing purpose to 

their life, support from their fellow employees and building relationships with their 

community. 

 

 

 

8) List the 5 types of Discipline. 

 

Self Discipline, Task Discipline, Imposed Discipline, Purpose Discipline,  

Maintaining Discipline. 

 

 

 

9) Why are work & community important? 

 

Work and community are important so that you can build relationships with people to 

support you and to bring joy to your life, you also need to work so it can bring purpose 

meaning to your life. 

 

 

 

10)  Are there any changes or suggestions you could offer to improve the experience for the 

students and Edgerton Gear? 

 

I think the course is perfect the way it is. I don’t think there is any way to make it better. 
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Appendix G. 

Joe Mink Interview 

January 14, 2014 

DAVE: We’re here with Joe mink, it’s Wednesday the 14
th

 of January. He is the 

Tech Ed teacher at Edgerton high school and he has been sitting in on our course, 

Craftsman with Character for the last 15 weeks. We’re going to interview him and get his 

perceptions of the course. So as an educator, what is this course providing to the school 

system? 

JOE: I would say there are too many to count but one of the biggest things is that 

the shackles are off for you.  (This class) is not going directly through the school; it’s not 

under that microscope because your company is coming in and you’re able to say, “this is 

actually what needs to be taught.” You don’t have to go through those hoops of 

standardized testing, school standards, the state’s standards, things like that.  

DAVE: So we’re able to teach what we need to teach?  

JOE: Yes, you know what you need to teach because that’s what your business 

does. You don’t need anything else to tell you what you need to teach. That’s a huge 

shackle completely off for you, freedom. 

DAVE: Freedom to be relevant. 

JOE: Absolutely, I like that. You’re able to be a little coy, a little bit more real 

with the kids. In school, you have to be politically correct, you have to, because you have 

30 pairs of eyes on you and a couple of them may not come from the same area that I 

may have. So you can be relevant to society and what it actually is.  

DAVE: Unshackled from pc (politically correct), I like that word, unshackled.  
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JOE: I really feel it’s like you said, it’s an area that’s not taught anymore.  

DAVE: What area? 

JOE: The soft skills. You could say, as an educator, we touch on it, we mention it 

(but) we are shackled by (the school system). We can’t spend a ton of time on those soft 

skills and making it a part of our criteria. Its (hard) skills that they need to leave with. 

They need to know math and science. Read and write.  

DAVE: Has it been well received by the administration? 

JOE: Absolutely. As far as yesterday, we’re getting it on the course selection 

handbook so it’s actually a course students can sign up for and pick from. Whereas before 

it was me interviewing kids and seeing what their interests are and seeing where they 

kind of line up. So you may see a bit of a jump (in attendance).  

DAVE: Can you explain just how we got to this point with Dr. Pauli and Dr. 

Coombs and yourself from your perspective, how it evolved, how we got here? 

JOE: It kind of started with you and I having the same frame of mind. Saying 

something is not right, we have to change something. We reached out to each other. That 

was a huge thing to get it all rolling. After you and I talked and brought it to Dr. Pauli and 

Dr. Coombs, they immediately said this is the way to go, this is it. So from there we 

brought everybody into the mix. From there it started branching out to other companies 

as well. Then we started getting kids coming in. 

DAVE: Speaking of the kids, what value do you see for the students? And what 

do you hope the students will gain from the course? 

JOE: Expectations is a huge one. 

DAVE: Meaning?  
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JOE: High expectations really yield high results, every time. However the 

expectations tend to be slightly different from what actually needs to be expected. So 

referring back to the first (question), as an educator, if we’re put into the situation where 

we HAVE to have students learning a certain curriculum, then our expectations need to 

change. Where I would say, our expectations should (start with) how you have an actual 

person be a person. They need to know that first. They need to have that foundation to 

say what our core values are, as a society, as a being. As soon as you have those core 

values you can build off of them. Most of our students do not have those core values, and 

it could simply be (lack of) time at home. Parents are working; kids are expected to be 

involved in extracurricular activities and sports. I’m there (at school) until 8 o clock; kids 

are there till 8 o clock. So the (reasoning) is that if they’re there, they’re not at home 

learning from their parents. Then being here (at Edgerton Gear), and around so many 

great individuals that not only have great work ethic, but also a great understanding of 

core values, that alone, just the core values and being around good people, has changed 

these kids for the best. 

DAVE: Yes, but also do we even talk about values in our families or in the 

classroom or giving the kids the opportunity to explore who they are? Like you just said, 

how does a person be a person? That’s not even talked about anymore, so this is an 

opportunity for these kids to really unpack and explore that. 

JOE: And it’s coming from somebody that’s not a teacher or parents. You know, I 

always call it the Charlie Brown voice. You know, wah wah wah, (teachers/parents) are 

talking at you, but it doesn’t mean anything. They’ve talked at you, they’ve yelled at you. 

I can stand up and talk to them until I’m blue in the face, but at the end of the day, I’m 
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just another teacher, “what do I know about anything?” So coming from somebody (in 

the workplace) that day in and day out, lives and breathes it, that really does bring a new 

relevance. 

DAVE: And it’s not just from me, it’s from a dozen mentors out in the shop with 

different life experiences that are all very highly successful in what they do, and they can 

share their struggles and triumphs, and their process of becoming who they are. 

JOE: Yes, I’m talking about your company as a whole. 

DAVE: What did you think of the whole format, where 80% of the time, the kids 

are out in the shop, and 20% in the classroom? From your perspective, how does that 

work? 

JOE: I love that, absolutely. That works for 90% of all the kids I come in contact 

with. I would go so far to beg that 90% of all kids in high school would say, “Yes, give 

me something like that to do, rather than sit here and listen to somebody talk or sit here 

and do a worksheet.” (When they’re in the shop), they’re learning their math and trig and 

algebra. They’re learning all the science that goes into heat treating. Just regular science, 

metallurgy, its huge. It is tacit knowledge. So to say that you’re not reaching those same 

standards, doing something we shouldn’t be doing, that’s false, I really feel it’s false. 

We’re just doing it in a different way (in this class). 

DAVE: It’s taking the theory and making it applicable.  

JOE: Well it’s not only that, because you can make theory applicable, and still 

just talk about it. You can talk about machining a part, explain how you do it, and here’s 

a bunch of videos. That’s really what I did this semester, not having any machines. And 
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what a bummer for the kids, but they understood. But here, it’s not only applicable, it’s… 

I’m running out of words… 

DAVE: That word you said before, tacit.  

JOE: Yes, to actually touch it and feel it and gain a new experience from sensory. 

You can talk about it all you want, but can you actually do it, can you actually perform 

the task taught in class? I really feel that’s what you’re doing here. You’re not only 

talking about it in the classroom, you’re saying “go, do it, show me. Don’t just show me 

on a piece of paper the steps involved but do it!” 

DAVE: Which we often talk about in class. Information doesn’t become 

knowledge until you can do it. Practice it. Up until that point, it’s just theory. We talk 

about wisdom and that you can’t Google wisdom, or tacit knowledge. You only gain it 

through working with your hands, which we talk about these kids. Like we discussed 

yesterday, I’m an apprentice, and even to this day, I only learn through doing. And I can 

read till I’m blue in the face, study and watch videos, but it boils down to me doing it. 

Yesterday I told the kids I needed to replace an igniter in our oven at home. I Googled it, 

found a video and thought “great, this should be easy.” But not until I got in and did it, 

did it all make sense. That’s an elementary example of what these kids need to experience 

every day. Otherwise, in our information age, we simply become information junkies.  

JOE: Also, at school, unlike here, things are very different. I have nice lab, with 

your help, but we still have20-30 kids in that lab, and I’m the expert on site, but here it’s 

different. You have more experts than students. So if you one of your experts say “I 

really need to focus today and I can’t spend all this time on you right now,” he can send 
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them to another expert. You’re not going to learn the same thing as yesterday. It’s still 

relevant but from a different expert.  

DAVE: I never thought about that. 

JOE: So there’s always the possibility to learn something new. There’s never a 

day a student won’t be challenged so they’re always learning. There s always growth. 

Even if we flooded this place with 20 kids, you still have the ability to move them 

around. It’s a one-on-one learning experience. The expectation is high, not because of the 

task, but because they can’t get out of it. There is no way a kid can sit in the back of the 

classroom without actually doing something. 

DAVE: No falling through the cracks, nowhere to hide.  

JOE: They have no chance to escape. They will learn! 

DAVE: Any suggestions for this course? 

JOE: I don’t know, this is a great course. I would say maybe more (intentional) 

reflection or involvement. In the classroom aspect we just talked about, even though there 

are only four students, there was still the ability to be overshadowed by others. They 

didn’t have to give their thoughts or experiences on any reflection they did. That’s just 

what tends to happen with a group of people. 

DAVE: A couple of them were very quiet, and I ached to pull them out.  

JOE: Silence is such a strong thing. The expectation is for somebody to say 

something, but nobody is talking for a minute…. 

DAVE: It’s very uncomfortable. I struggled with that silence, as well as the guys 

in the shop. It’s really hard for some of these kids to open up. I remember one experience 

with Student A, who is very quiet. I remember he was working with a mentor who is also 
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an extreme introvert. One day the mentor said this particular student was a real 

chatterbox that day. I asked how he did it. He said he let him do things, let him change 

the jaws and replace the part, and he just opened up and talked and talked. Wow, from 

one introvert to another. You saw it was going to be tough (with these students) because 

they are so quiet. Would you say this is extreme on the side of quiet? 

JOE: No, I would say this is not even extreme. There are some students who are 

even quieter than a few of the kids in this class.... In fact, if there was a machine out there 

that could pull information out of these kids, I’d buy it! 

 DAVE: We love those kids. But this is part of the challenge, creating a safe 

environment because they can know there are safe without judgment. I don’t know what 

their home life is like. As the course went on, the relationships developed. I 

underestimated the role of relationship and the connection these kids were making with 

the guys in the shop. That’s one of the defining characteristics of this course, that there is 

time to build relationships. You start to hear stories from the mentors and kids. They 

started with “today I learned how to measure this” and now it’s often”I learned this about 

a mentor today.” I often think, in education right now, it’s so difficult to build 

relationships. For example, how many classes are you teaching right now? 

JOE: I teach 7 classes in 6 hours and am able to teach 14. 

DAVE: So that limits your ability to build relationships. 

JOE: One shift with education is trying to go to the charter schools. And they’re 

really focusing on project based learning. What’s the big deal about that? If you break 

down just how to build a chicken coop, you have to start by design. Then there is learning 

agriculture to find out what kind of feed to have, what chickens, what shape for the 
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structure. Then they learn all the math with the structure, math and geometry. Then you 

need to figure out what the structure can hold. Then the business side, how to do it on a 

budget and raise the funds. The downside of that is it’s still part of the education system.  

You still need a paid teacher position to teach multiple students at a time. You still have 

one expert and 10-30 students. So you don’t see the growth in the student you’d like to 

see simply because you can’t devote the necessary time to that student’s project. 

DAVE: Wouldn’t that be exciting for a kid to go with a farmer and a construction 

guy and have that team of experts to learn from. Another thing I learned here is that most 

of the guys in my shop weren’t mentored. We’ve lost that apprentice model in growing 

up. When I started my apprentice, the class started at 20, by the time I was done 4 years 

later, it was down to 5. Not too long after that they closed that campus. At one time, there 

were apprenticeship classes all over the state. Now we’re down to just a few locations. 

You have a whole generation of journeyman, no matter the trade, who have never been 

taught or come to value the apprentice/mentoring model. It’s not just about the kids; it’s 

about the mentors, too. I’m seeing the self-esteem of our guys sky rocket and realize they 

have worth and something to share and impart.   

JOE: Yes, it goes back to your craftsman’s code. You have to learn from the 

people before you. How as a society can we grow if everybody starts from zero?  

DAVE: Anything else you want to add? 

JOE: No, I just love this course.  

DAVE: It’s awesome having you here. Last week I explained to the company how 

it’s changing us as a company. Our values and morals have changed so that we’re more 

productive, personal problems are down to a minimum between employees. We’re 
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realizing there are probably few things that can give more back to society than to train a 

new generation.  

JOE: The students and workers don’t have much to grumble about because there’s 

always something to do, whether it’s cleaning or working on the machine or teaching.   

DAVE: Even though we’re not a production shop, it’s easy to feel isolated and 

lonely for guys that are stuck on a machine all day. But now you have high school 

students coming up and asking you questions. Employees don’t have the luxury of 

staying within themselves and focusing on themselves. I almost feel we’re using the kids 

because it’s making such a huge impact on our company.  

JOE: I feel lucky that the administration in our school isn’t closed minded, but 

they’re willing to change and try new things. Here at Edgerton Gear everyone is involved 

and its student focused whenever they’re here. There aren’t many schools that are open to 

this kind of change of the 20 or so I’ve visited in the past year. 
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